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Abstract

Developing a reference protocol for structured expert elicitation
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3MRC Biostatistics Unit, University of Cambridge, Cambridge, UK
4London School of Hygiene & Tropical Medicine, London, UK
5Leeds University Business School, Leeds, UK

*Corresponding author Laura.bojke@york.ac.uk

Background: Many decisions in health care aim to maximise health, requiring judgements about
interventions that may have higher health effects but potentially incur additional costs (cost-effectiveness
framework). The evidence used to establish cost-effectiveness is typically uncertain and it is important
that this uncertainty is characterised. In situations in which evidence is uncertain, the experience of
experts is essential. The process by which the beliefs of experts can be formally collected in a quantitative
manner is structured expert elicitation. There is heterogeneity in the existing methodology used in
health-care decision-making. A number of guidelines are available for structured expert elicitation;
however, it is not clear if any of these are appropriate for health-care decision-making.

Objectives: The overall aim was to establish a protocol for structured expert elicitation to inform
health-care decision-making. The objectives are to (1) provide clarity on methods for collecting and
using experts’ judgements, (2) consider when alternative methodology may be required in particular
contexts, (3) establish preferred approaches for elicitation on a range of parameters, (4) determine
which elicitation methods allow experts to express uncertainty and (5) determine the usefulness of the
reference protocol developed.

Methods: A mixed-methods approach was used: systemic review, targeted searches, experimental
work and narrative synthesis. A review of the existing guidelines for structured expert elicitation was
conducted. This identified the approaches used in existing guidelines (the ‘choices’) and determined if
dominant approaches exist. Targeted review searches were conducted for selection of experts, level
of elicitation, fitting and aggregation, assessing accuracy of judgements and heuristics and biases.
To sift through the available choices, a set of principles that underpin the use of structured expert
elicitation in health-care decision-making was defined using evidence generated from the targeted
searches, quantities to elicit experimental evidence and consideration of constraints in health-care
decision-making. These principles, including fitness for purpose and reflecting individual expert
uncertainty, were applied to the set of choices to establish a reference protocol. An applied evaluation
of the developed reference protocol was also undertaken.

Results: For many elements of structured expert elicitation, there was a lack of consistency across the
existing guidelines. In almost all choices, there was a lack of empirical evidence supporting recommendations,
and in some circumstances the principles are unable to provide sufficient justification for discounting
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particular choices. It is possible to define reference methods for health technology assessment. These
include a focus on gathering experts with substantive skills, eliciting observable quantities and individual
elicitation of beliefs. Additional considerations are required for decision-makers outside health
technology assessment, for example at a local level, or for early technologies. Access to experts may be
limited and in some circumstances group discussion may be needed to generate a distribution.

Limitations: The major limitation of the work conducted here lies not in the methods employed in the
current work but in the evidence available from the wider literature relating to how appropriate
particular methodological choices are.

Conclusions: The reference protocol is flexible in many choices. This may be a useful characteristic, as
it is possible to apply this reference protocol across different settings. Further applied studies, which
use the choices specified in this reference protocol, are required.

Funding: This project was funded by the NIHR Health Technology Assessment programme and will
be published in full in Health Technology Assessment; Vol. 25, No. 37. See the NIHR Journals Library
website for further project information. This work was also funded by the Medical Research Council
(reference MR/N028511/1).
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Glossary

Adaptive expertise The expert’s ability to adapt their knowledge to new situations for which they do
not have prior experience, such as entirely new medical interventions or patients with different
characteristics.

Aleatory uncertainty Uncertainty due to randomness. Inherently irreducible and unpredictable
in nature.

Behavioural aggregation The process of grouping together individual experts to generate an overall,
consensus aggregate distribution.

Beta-binomial distribution The binomial distribution in which the probability of success at each trial is
fixed but randomly drawn from a beta distribution.

Biases Systematic errors in the processes that people use to make judgements. The biases most
commonly referred to in structured expert elicitation are cognitive and motivational biases.

Bisection method A method of elicitation that can be used for any type of continuous univariate
distribution. The expert is asked to divide the interval into two equally likely intervals, for example the
interval containing the minimum and the median.

Calibration A process to determine the accuracy of a probabilistic judgement. Estimates of expected
calibration can be used to weight expert judgements.

Central tendency A measure of the ‘centre’ or typical value for a probability distribution. Examples are
the mean, median and the mode.

Chips and bins A graphical representation of the fixed interval method for elicitation. Experts are
asked to give an interval for an uncertain quantity and then place ‘chips’ in ‘bins’, which divide this
interval. The chips represent the weight of their belief.

Choice(s) See Elements.

Consensus The act of reaching agreement. In structured expert elicitation this refers to agreement
between experts on a distribution.

Credible range A summary of a probability distribution for an uncertain quantity, describing an
interval within which the quantity falls with a particular probability.

Decomposition See Disaggregation.

Delphi method A structured communication technique based on several rounds of questionnaires,
feedback and revision. The modified Delphi (European Food Safety Authority) is a form of Delphi
method used to elicit an uncertain quantity.

Dependence A statistical relationship between two random variables.

Disaggregation Dividing into constituent parts. In structured expert elicitation this refers to
decomposition of a complex quantity into less complex, observable quantities.
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Domain specific Relating to a particular discipline (e.g. health, education, engineering), or subdivision
(e.g. oncology, geriatrics).

Element(s) The structured expert elicitation process comprises numerous elements that encompass
several possible components for which choices need to be made. The selection of experts is an example
of a structured expert elicitation element for which the analyst needs to make choices regarding the
different components, such as how many expert to include, how to recruit the experts and the type of
expertise the expert should possess, and so on.

Epistemic uncertainty Uncertainty which arises primarily from limited or imperfect knowledge. It is,
in principle, reducible by obtaining more or better information.

Expert The individual(s) from whom subjective beliefs are sought. Experts may be defined as such on
the basis of their substantive, normative or adaptive expertise.

Facilitator An unbiased, impartial individual that works with experts to obtain their subjective beliefs.
This may involve co-ordinating active discussion between experts to achieve a consensus, or less
hands-on guidance to enable individuals to provide their own judgements.

Fit for purpose Relates to the suitability of a technique or results for its designated role or purpose.
In the context of health-care decision-making this will often involve future statistical analysis or modelling.

Fixed interval method A method of elicitation in which experts are presented with an interval and
asked to assess the probability that the quantity will fall into that interval.

Frequencies The observed number of successes or failures out of a finite number of trials.

Hazard The probability of transition in a short time interval divided by the length of the interval,
in the limit, as this length becomes shorter.

Heuristics Mental shortcuts that ease the cognitive load of making a decision, for example rule of
thumb, an educated guess, an intuitive judgement, a ‘guesstimate’, profiling, or common sense.

Kullback–Liebler A measure of the difference between two distributions. In the context of elicitation,
this is a measure of the information lost when the true distribution is approximated by the elicited
distribution (Soares MO, Bojke L. Expert Elicitation to Inform Health Technology Assessment.
In Price CC, Stephen F, editors. International Series in Operations Research and Management Science.
New York, NY: Springer; 2018. pp. 479–94).

Level of elicitation Describes an elicitation conducted either at the individual level (which may be
followed by mathematical aggregation) or at the group level (behavioural aggregation).

Linear opinion pooling A mechanistic rule for combining probabilities or distributions elicited from
two or more sources into a single probability or distribution. In linear opinion pooling the single
distribution is calculated as the unweighted linear average of individual distributions.

Mathematical aggregation Combining the beliefs of individual experts using a mathematical rule, such
as linear opinion pooling.

Model-based economic evaluation An evaluation of cost-effectiveness that employs some form of
decision model or statistical model.
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Normative expertise The expert’s ability to accurately assess and clearly communicate their beliefs in
probabilistic form.

Observable quantities A quantity that could be estimated as a simple function of observed data,
if that data were available. For example, the probability of an outcome that can be estimated by the
observed frequency of the outcome. This contrasts with composite quantities, such as odds ratios,
which are complex functions of observable data and generally more difficult for an expert to
conceptualise.

Parameters A variable within an analysis, for example a model-based economic evaluation or a
regression model.

Precision A measure of statistical variability or statistical bias. Repeated measures are said to be
precise if the values are close together. Calculated as the reciprocal of the variance.

Probabilistic Relating to probabilities. Involving quantities whose values are uncertain, or which may
take multiple possible values. Probabilistic sensitivity analysis is used to explore the consequences of
uncertainty in parameter inputs in model-based economic evaluations.

Probability A measure of the likelihood/chance of occurrence of a particular event. Can take values
between 0% and 100%.

Proportion The number of something in comparison with the whole (e.g. the proportion of females in
the population). Can take values between 0% and 100%.

Quantiles Points on a probability distribution which divide it into continuous intervals. The 50th
quantile is known as the median.

Relative risk The ratio of the probability of an event occurring in the exposed or treated group
compared with the probability of the event occurring in the non-exposed group.

Structure expert elicitation Refers to a formal documented process by which experts beliefs (priors)
are obtained in a quantitative form.

Subjective beliefs An individual’s own beliefs/opinions about an uncertain quantity, which may be
expressed as a distribution. If this is prior to data collection/availability, this is called a ‘prior’
distribution.

Substantive expertise An expert is said to be a substantive expert if they possess skills/knowledge
pertaining to a particular domain or subject within that domain.

Survival function Defined as the probability that the time T that an event (e.g. death) occurs is greater than t,
P[T> t]. It can be defined as where is the cumulative hazard function,
H(t). Survival can alternatively be described using the probability density function for the survival times, f(t),
using the following relationship: S(t)= 1 – F(t)= 1 –∫f(t)dt, where ∫f(t)dt is the cumulative distribution function, F(t).
The hazard and the probability density functions can also be used together to determine survival S(t)= f(t)/h(t).

Validity Generally refers to the quality of making logical sense. In structured expert elicitation, validity
can mean that the exercise captured what the experts believe, or that the expressed quantities
correspond to reality, or are consistent with the laws of probability, or are internally coherent.

S(t) = expf–∫t0h(u)dug = expfH(t)g, ∫
t

0h(u)
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Variable interval method A method to elicit a distribution. The expert is asked to express the quartiles
or credible intervals of a distribution (e.g. tertiles are used in the bisection method).

Variance A measure of the spread of a random variable.
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List of abbreviations

CCG Clinical Commissioning Group

CDF cumulative distribution function

CrI credible interval

DAR diagnostic assessment report

DES discrete event simulation

DHSC Department of Health and
Social Care

EFSA European Food Safety Authority

EPA Environmental Protection Agency

FeNO fractional exhaled nitric oxide

FIM fixed interval method

FTE full-time equivalent

GP general practitioner

HCDM health-care decision-making

HRQoL health-related quality of life

HTA Health Technology Assessment

IDEA Investigate, Discuss, Estimate,
Aggregate

KL Kullback–Leibler

LA local authority

lnKL log of Kullback–Leibler

lnSDR log of standard deviation ratio

MBEE model-based economic evaluation

MRC Medical Research Council

NICE National Institute for Health and
Care Excellence

NIHR National Institute for Health
Research

PHE Public Health England

RCT randomised controlled trial

ScHARR Sheffield School of Health and
Related Research

SDR standard deviation ratio

SEE structured expert elicitation

SHELF Sheffield Elicitation Framework

STM state transition model

VIM variable interval method
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Plain English summary

Background

Decisions in health care aim to maximise health, requiring judgements about treatments. The evidence
used to make these judgements is typically uncertain.

In these situations, the experience of experts is essential. Structured expert elicitation collects beliefs
from experts. There are different guidelines available for structured expert elicitation; however, it is
not clear if any of these be can be used in health-care decision-making, for example in considering if a
treatment should be made available in the NHS. This project aimed to develop a guidance for structured
expert elicitation to inform health-care decision-making.

Methods

Reviews and experimental techniques were used to gather a list of methods to conduct structured
expert elicitation. The suitability of these choices in health-care decision-making was then determined
by comparing these with a set of standards that support the use of structured expert elicitation in
health-care decision-making.

Results

Different guidelines prefer different approaches to conduct structured expert elicitation. There is a lack
of evidence available to determine which of these methods is most appropriate across the whole of
health-care decision-making.

It is possible to define reference protocol methods that could be used in a particular type of health-care
decision-making, health technology assessment. This includes gathering experts with knowledge of
the clinical area, asking experts about things that they observe in clinical practice and asking experts
individually for their beliefs. For decision-makers working outside health technology assessment,
for example at a local level, or for treatments that are not yet available to patients, these choices may
not be appropriate.

Conclusions

This flexibility of this guidance is a useful feature. It is possible for different decision-makers in health
care to interpret the reference protocol for their own circumstances.
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Scientific summary

Background

At the forefront of decisions in health care is the aim of maximising health, requiring judgements about
interventions that may have higher health effects but potentially incur additional costs. The evidence
used to establish cost-effectiveness is typically uncertain; for example, the evidence may not be on ‘final’
outcomes (e.g. cancer products licensed on evidence of progression-free survival), or the evidence base
may not be well developed (e.g. in diagnostics, medical devices, early access to medicines scheme). It is
important that the uncertainty in this evidence is characterised. If not, any analysis using this evidence
may give decision-makers a misleading view of the risks associated with their decision.

In situations in which evidence is subject to uncertainty, the experience of experts may be essential.
To ensure accountability in the decision, these expert judgements should be made explicit and incorporated
transparently into the decision-making process. The process by which the beliefs of experts can be formally
collected in a quantitative manner is structured expert elicitation. If conducted in an appropriate manner,
structured expert elicitation can characterise uncertainties associated with the cost-effectiveness of
competing interventions and assess the value of further evidence. This may be the approach best suited
to a transparent decision-making process.

There is an increasing interest in structured expert elicitation, as new technologies are assessed
progressively closer to their launch on the market. Structured expert elicitation is also valuable for
‘early modelling’ of new interventions or unknown diseases for which little or no evidence is available.
A review of applied studies in health-care decision-making found heterogeneity in the methodology
used and a lack of consideration for any existing guidance on the topic (Soares MO, Sharples L,
Morton A, Claxton K, Bojke L. Experiences of structured elicitation for model-based cost-effectiveness
analyses. Value Health 2018;21:715–23).

No standard guidelines exist to conduct expert elicitation in health technology assessments, but there
are a number of generic guidance documents, some of which have been used in health technology
assessment. The most notable of these are the Sheffield Elicitation Framework and Cooke’s classical
method. It is not clear if any of the existing guidelines, generic and domain specific, are appropriate for
us in health-care decision-making.

Objectives

The overall aim of this report was to establish a reference protocol or guideline for the elicitation of
experts judgements to inform health-care decision-making. To achieve this overall aim, the report
focused on the following objectives:

1. Providing clarity on the methods for collecting and using experts judgements within an assessment
of cost-effectiveness.

2. Exploring where alternative methodology may be required in particular context/constraints (e.g. time).
3. Establishing preferred approaches for elicitation for a range of parameters and a range of

decision-making contexts.
4. Determining which elicitation methods allow experts to express parameter uncertainty, as opposed

to variability.
5. Determining the applicability and usefulness of the reference protocol developed within a case

study application.
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For objective 4, statistical experiments were conducted. The aim of these experiments was threefold,
to (1) evaluate alternative methods of elicitation and how they perform in representing parameter
uncertainty; (2) explore individuals’ ability to extrapolate from their knowledge base; and (3) explore
how individuals revise their answers when presented with group summaries.

Methods

To achieve these objectives a mixed-methods approach was used, combining formal systematic review,
targeted searches, experimental work and narrative synthesis. Specifically, first a systematic review of
existing guidelines for formal elicitation, published in either the peer-reviewed or the grey literature,
was conducted. This identified the approaches used in existing guidelines (the ‘choices’) and determined
if dominant approaches evolve. Less formal targeted searches were also conducted to determine the
state of the evidence on choices relating to the selection of experts, the level of elicitation, fitting and
aggregation, assessing the expected accuracy of experts judgements, and heuristics and biases. The
advantages and disadvantages of each available choice for these elements were extracted from the
papers and potential constraints to their application in health-care decision-making determined.

Health-care decision-making is not a homogeneous domain, as different decision-makers face different
constraints and this may have implications for expert elicitation methodology. The contexts in which
structured expert elicitation in health-care decision-making may be conducted are therefore discussed
in detail, as well as conclusions made regarding the use of a reference protocol for structured expert
elicitation. Alongside this, a systematic review of structured expert elicitation applications in cost-
effectiveness modelling was undertaken. This details the challenges that were reported by the authors
conducting these analyses. When available, the basis for the methodological choices made in each
application is extracted. This also provided a view of the current scope of the landscape with regards to
applied structured expert elicitation in health-care decision-making.

When designing a structured expert elicitation, deciding what quantities to elicit is a major challenge.
There is no guidance covering the spectrum of quantities that may be appropriate to elicit to inform
health-care decision-making, including measures of treatment effects and baseline event rates. To address
this lack of guidance, a review was undertaken of alternative quantities that can be elicited to inform the
probability- or time-to-event-related parameters commonly used in health-care decision-making.

The statistical experiments, conducted to explore multiple uncertainties in structured expert elicitation
methodology, utilised a simulated learning process (e.g. Wang H, Dash D, Druzdzel MJ. A method
for evaluating elicitation schemes for probabilistic models. IEEE Trans Syst Man Cybern B Cybern
2002;32:38–43). Individuals’ knowledge was determined by recorded observations. The ‘data set’
observed then determines participants’ belief about the quantity of interest, from which accuracy
can be measured. This approach allows the conditions of the experiment to be defined (e.g. equal vs.
different knowledge base) and the isolation potential determinants (e.g. precision). Participants were
shown random observations from a statistical model that represented an abstract medical problem.
Following this, participants were asked to express their beliefs regarding treatment effectiveness.
All participants (n = 72) were students at the University of York, the large majority of whom were
undergoing clinical training. The exercises was delivered face to face and financial incentives were
offered according to accuracy. The experiments measured:

l bias – difference in the means of the true and elicited (and fitted) distributions
l uncertainty – ratio of the standard deviations of the two distributions
l Kullback–Leibler divergence – information lost when one distribution is approximated by another

(Soares MO, Sharples L, Morton A, Claxton K, Bojke L. Experiences of structured elicitation for
model-based cost-effectiveness analyses. Value Health 2018;21:715–23)

l participants’ preference for alternative methods.
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Given the full range of evidence generated on which to base a reference protocol for structured expert
elicitation in health-care decision-making, it was necessary to use this evidence to generate a set of
principles that underpin the use of expert elicitation in health-care decision-making. Available choices,
from the review of guidelines, are considered in the light of these principles and any empirical evidence
available to support the choices. This informs the reference protocol by discounting or supporting
particular choices.

The work also included an applied evaluation of the developed reference protocol. This uses an existing
cost-effectiveness model, in which structured expert elicitation was used to generate initial estimates
of uncertain parameters. In addition to demonstrating the usefulness of the reference protocol in
navigating the structured expert elicitation process, the practicality of structured expert elicitation is
determined using narrative feedback form experts and by generating estimates of resources required
to design and conduct the structured expert elicitation.

Finally, a dissemination workshop was convened, which explored the usefulness and challenges in using
structured expert elicitation in health-care decision-making. It was also used to refine, using discussion,
a set of recommendations for further research.

Results

A comprehensive list of elements and choices for structured expert elicitation was developed by
reviewing existing protocols (work package 1). This covered the design, implementation and analysis
stages of structured expert elicitation. The review showed that for many elements of the structured
expert elicitation, there was a lack of consistency across the existing guidelines. Targeted searches also
revealed that the majority of choices are not supported by any empirical evidence, both specific to
health-care decision-making and more generally.

Empirical evidence generated by the experiments conducted here (work packages 2 and 3) determined
that there is little difference between variable interval methods and fixed interval methods to encode
judgements, in terms of procedural performance. Therefore, a decision-maker can consider either of
these choices suitable. This experiment also determined that participants did not adjust uncertainty
levels sufficiently to reflect differences in the underlying heterogeneity of the populations; in particular,
uncertainty was consistently underestimated in the case of high heterogeneity. This case is frequently
encountered in health-care settings. The experiments also sought to explore extrapolation beyond data
observed and updating of priors after presentation of group summaries, issues which feed into multiple
choices for structured expert elicitation. It was difficult to form definitive conclusions, given that the
experiments were underpowered for these elements. The experiments did provide some evidence that
experts changed their estimates in a rational way when provided with estimates from others, suggesting
that group discussion or feedback may be useful. Extrapolation outside the observed sample does
not seem to affect accuracy, suggesting that it is reasonable to ask experts about patients and practices
of which they do not have direct clinical experience, or for whom there is no relevant literature.

In order to sift through the available choices, a set of principles that underpin the use of structured
expert elicitation in health-care decision-making was defined using evidence generated from targeted
searches, experimental evidence on methods to encode judgements and consideration of the constraints
on the decision-making processes in health (work package 1). These nine principles are:

1. transparency
2. fitness for purpose
3. consistency, but respecting constraints of the decision-making context
4. reflecting uncertainty at the individual expert level
5. recognising and acting on biases
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6. suitability for substantive experts, who are less likely to be normative
7. recognising where adaptive skills are required
8. recognising between-expert variation
9. promoting high performance.

Not all principles for structured expert elicitation in health-care decision-making were relevant for all
elements. The most relevant principles for each element and components within structured expert
elicitation were considered.

In almost all choices there is a lack of empirical evidence, and in some circumstances the principles
are unable to provide sufficient justification for discounting particular choices (work package 1). It is,
however, possible to define reference methods that could be used in a more narrowly defined area of
health-care decision-making, namely health technology assessment. These include:

l Focus on gathering substantive expertise or experience. Normative skills can be developed during
the training session as part of the structured expert elicitation.

l Simple observable quantities should be elicited when possible. Ratios or complex parameters,
such as regression coefficients, should not be elicited directly.

l Minimise and record conflicts of interest among the experts. Include experts external to the
structured expert elicitation task (i.e. not those involved in developing the task).

l Dependence between variables should be captured in structured expert elicitation. Expressing
dependent variables in terms of independent variables is preferable when experts do not have
strong normative skills.

l Use of either variable interval methods or fixed interval methods work well; however, decision-makers
should aim for consistency across applications.

l Beliefs should be elicited from experts individually, even if a group interaction follows.
l Between-expert variation should be explored explicitly.
l Following fitting, a summary of the individual distributions should be obtained using linear pooling.
l Interaction should be face to face when possible, to allow a facilitator to deliver training to

the expert.
l Training is crucial and should focus on avoiding bias and expressing uncertainty.
l All methodological choices for the structured expert elicitation must be documented and justified.

Additional considerations are required for decision-makers outside health technology assessment, for
example at a local level, or for early technologies that have yet to progress through the regulatory
process. Access to experts may be limited and in some circumstances group discussion may be needed
to generate a distribution.

The application of the case study, a diagnostic model for asthma, explored practical issues. This
highlighted sufficient information needs to be presented to the experts. The level of information
presented to the experts and the wording of this information is paramount in ensuring that the
quantity of interest is observable to the expert. When deciding on the information to provide to
experts, it may be useful to consult existing policies. With regards to time constraints, the applied
evaluation was undertaken over a 7-month period and involved three analysts in varying proportions.
Overall, this equated to 5 months of full-time equivalent researcher time.

Limitations

The major limitation of the work conducted here lies not in the methods employed but in the evidence
available from the wider literature on which to base the set of choices and determine how appropriate
these are. Concluding on the suitability of the choices available from the existing guidelines is challenging
owing to the lack of empirical evidence to support specific choices. Instead, it was necessary to develop
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principles for structured expert elicitation in health-care decision-making, using the sources of evidence as
described above and published guidelines for good structured expert elicitation. Using only the principles,
in the absence of empirical evidence, meant that it was not always possible to give definitive conclusions
on choices.

Areas for further research

In considering the appropriateness of choices for structured expert elicitation in health-care decision-
making and exploring how these choices may be affected by the context in which the structured expert
elicitation is applied, there are several areas in which further research is required before definitive
statements can be made regarding their appropriateness for a reference protocol. Researchable
questions in these areas include the following:

l Which methods for expert recruitment are most practical and what are the challenges?
l What training strategies can be used to minimise bias?
l Which methods for eliciting dependent quantities work best for non-normative experts?
l Which consensus approach works best in health-care decision-making in practice and for which

types of quantities and decision-makers?
l Should individual priors be combined when there is significant expert variation? If so, how?

At the dissemination workshop, participants were asked to discuss areas for further research,
specifically considering what decision-makers in health-care decision-making may require when
determining a reference protocol for structured expert elicitation for use within their setting.
Participants were not asked to define which research topics are highest priority for their setting.
Selecting experts, minimising bias, adaptation to specific setting in which structured expert elicitation
may be applied (e.g. choosing individual or group elicitation), appropriate wording of questions,
methods for multivariate elicitation and what information should be presented to the experts to help
them formulate their beliefs. Some of these topics would benefit from empirical research and others
may be resolved though application of the proposed reference protocol to health-care decision-making,
including in settings with a range of constraints.

Conclusions

Structured expert elicitation can offer opportunities in health-care decision-making, particularly
reimbursement decisions supported by model-based economic evaluation. Structured expert elicitation
allows the uncertainty in the evidence used to populate these models to be characterised, or, when
evidence is completely lacking, provides additional information needed to reach a decision.

The work described in this report has attempted to generate evidence which is useful for analysts and
decision-makers in health-care decision-making. Structured expert elicitation conducted in this context
to date has not used a set of consistent methods and, above all, has not considered the implications
of the choices made when designing and conducting a structured expert elicitation. To improve the
accountability of health-care decision-making, the procedure used to derive expert judgements should
be transparent.

The reference protocol presented here is intended to serve as a guide to good practice and reporting,
and is flexible in many choices rather than being prescriptive regarding methods. It can therefore be
thought of as a reference guide. This was necessary owing to the lack of empirical data specific to
health-care decision-making and more generally to structured expert elicitation. This may be a useful
characteristic, as it is possible to apply this reference protocol across different settings.
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Chapter 1 Background

In the UK, decisions about the use of health-care interventions are made by various NHS organisations,
as well as the immediate beneficiaries, namely patients. In England, these NHS organisations include

the National Institute for Health and Care Excellence (NICE), NHS England and Public Health England
(PHE). At the forefront of these decisions is the aim of maximising health, calling for judgements
about the interventions that are expected to lead to higher health effects. When resources are limited,
additional costs incurred will affect the access to care for other patients, and health foregone in this
way should also be taken into account (a cost-effectiveness framework).1

Although randomised controlled trials (RCTs) have been described as the principle source of evidence
for such decision-making, these have considerable limitations including a lack of external validity, short
study periods to assess long-term treatment effect and invalid generalisations of findings outside the
study group.2–4 In addition, RCTs are not possible or ethical in some situations.

These limitations also impact the use of RCTs for urgent health issues for which decisions need to
be made promptly on the basis of limited, and often imperfect, available data.5 Health technology
assessments (HTAs) traditionally use decision-modelling methods that gather different forms of
evidence, by defining mathematical relationships between a varied set of input parameters, in a way
that describes aspects of the history of the disease of interest and the impact of the intervention.

Uncertainty in the evidence is pervasive in cost-effectiveness modelling and the analysis may be biased
if uncertainty in the model inputs is not reflected. Uncertainty can be distinguished as epistemic or
aleatory.6,7 Aleatory uncertainty arises as a result of randomness (i.e. unpredictable variation in a
process) and expert knowledge cannot reduce this type of uncertainty.6 Therefore, it is sometimes
referred to as irreducible uncertainty. Epistemic uncertainty is due to imperfect knowledge and it can
be reduced with sufficient study and, therefore, expert judgement may be useful in its reduction.6

Additional evidence can reduce uncertainty and provide a more precise estimate of cost-effectiveness.
By quantifying uncertainty, it is possible to assess the potential value of additional evidence, inform
the types of evidence that might be needed and consider restricted use until the additional evidence
becomes available.8

In some situations, several input parameters in the decision model may have only limited empirical data.
For example, the evidence may not be on ‘final’ outcomes (e.g. cancer products licensed on evidence of
progression-free survival), or the evidence base may not be well developed (e.g. in the areas of diagnostics,
medical devices, early access to medicines scheme, or public health). In these situations, judgements are
required for a decision to be reached regarding that parameter. To ensure accountability in the decision,
these judgements should be made explicit and incorporated transparently into the decision-making
process, an inherently Bayesian view on decision-making. Formal methods to quantify prior beliefs in
the form of experts judgements exist, and are termed structured expert elicitation (SEE) methods.7

Structural expert elicitation is a process that allows experts to express their beliefs in a statistical,
quantitative form. If conducted in an appropriate manner, SEE is the best approach to characterise
uncertainties associated with the cost-effectiveness of competing interventions and to assess the
value of further evidence. SEE methods have been used in disciplines including weather forecasting and
reliability analysis within engineering,9 but the research findings in these disciplines are often interpreted
as contradictory, in particular the appropriateness of generating consensus among experts.10 In terms
of SEE in health care, NICE uses expert judgement across all guidance-making programmes, but expert
elicitation (vs. expert opinion) is used less frequently.11 Existing timelines and consequent time constraints
are reported as the common obstacles when conducting expert elicitation in health care.11
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There is an increasing interest in SEE, as HTAs are conducted progressively closer to the launch of the
intervention of interest.12 SEE is also essential for ‘early modelling’ of new interventions or unknown
diseases for which little or no evidence is available.

No standard guidelines exist to conduct expert elicitation in HTA, but there are a number of generic
guidances, some of which have been used in HTA.13,14 The most notable of these is the Sheffield
Elicitation Framework (SHELF).14 This is a package of documents, templates and software for eliciting
probability distributions. The method begins by eliciting judgements from each expert individually
and then elicits a single probability distribution from the group of experts. Cooke’s classical method
is another generic technique that has been applied in HTA. This method primarily focuses on the
synthesis of multiple experts beliefs. Patients are scored based on their performance on calibration
questions (questions for which experts do not know true values) and their assessments are weighted
according to their scores.15 The third generic guidance applied in HTA is the Delphi method. This is an
iterative survey that provides feedback from the experts over successive rounds, providing an opportunity
for consensus as experts review their opinions based on new information from their peers.16

Although generic processes have been applied in HTA (Figure 1), there is an absence of a published
guidance that is specific to HTA. Certain elements of the generic guidance may not be appropriate in a
HTA context owing to resource and time constraints that are inherent in HTA.

At present, an analyst needs to be aware of a number of key issues to consider when designing,
conducting and analysing an elicitation exercise. In terms of the design, the analyst must decide what
quantities to elicit. This will largely be informed by the requirements of the decision model. As a rule,
experts should be asked to express their beliefs about observable quantities, such as probabilities,
rather than unobservable quantities (i.e. moments of a distribution or covariates). Once the quantities
have been chosen, the next choice will be based on which method(s) will be employed to express the
parameters. Possible methods include fixed interval methods (FIMs) or variable interval methods
(VIMs). The analyst must then choose which experts should be recruited to elicit these judgements.
Once the beliefs have been elicited, a decision must be made on how to synthesise the beliefs.

Seven-step procedure for organising
a formal expert elicitation

Characterisation of
uncertainties

Scope and format of the
elicitation

Selection of experts

Design of the elicitation
protocol

Preparation of the elicitation
session

Elicitation of expert judgements

Possible aggregation and
reporting

Factors that condition the
design and execution of

the expert elicitation

Types of uncertainties
considered

Intended use of the
elicited information

Resources
(time, money)

FIGURE 1 General schematic for SEE.
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There is heterogeneity in the existing methodology used in HTA. Given the lack of guidance, there is a
need to develop a standard set of principles to guide the design and conduct of expert elicitation in HTA.
It is essential that the elicited information represents how uncertain experts are about the current state
of knowledge regarding a parameter of interest. There is a need to reflect the range of reasonable
judgements that may be expressed across experts (between-expert variation) and determine how
decision-makers use these elicited judgements in the decision-making process.

The overall aim of this report was to establish a reference protocol or guideline for the elicitation
of experts’ judgements to inform health-care decision-making (HCDM). To achieve this overall aim,
the report will focus on the following objectives:

l providing clarity on the methods for collecting and using experts’ judgements within an assessment
of cost-effectiveness

l demonstrating when alternative methodology may be required in a particular context/constraints
(e.g. time)

l establishing preferred approaches for elicitation for a range of parameters and a range of
decision-making contexts

l determining which elicitation methods allow experts to express parameter uncertainty, as opposed
to variability

l determining the applicability and usefulness of the reference protocol developed within a case
study application.

The initial research protocol outlined two additional objectives: (1) establish the accuracy of consensus-
based methods in generating representations of uncertainty and (2) establish the accuracy of alternative
methods of mathematically pooling the individual judgements of experts. The objectives were subsequently
refined to explore individual factors that can affect the accuracy of consensus-based methods, in particular
to explore individuals’ ability to extrapolate from their knowledge base, and to explore how individuals
revise their answers when presented with group summaries. Further details on the reason for these
deviations is provided in Chapter 8.

To achieve these objectives, the activities of this project were split into three work packages and an
evaluation. The activities of the project are summarised in Figure 2.

Specifically the remaining chapters in this report provide the following.

Chapter 2 reviews existing guidelines for formal elicitation (SEE). This review identifies the approaches
used in existing guidelines and aims to identify whether or not dominant approaches evolve in terms of
the choices that need to be made in the elicitation process.

In the light of this review, Chapter 3 considers contexts for structured elicitation in HCDM. Different
contexts may influence the requirements and feasibilities of expert elicitation. Chapter 3 discusses this
in detail, and identifies the potential constraints in decision-making in health care and discusses the
implications for expert elicitation methodology.

Chapter 4 is a review of SEE applications in cost-effectiveness modelling. The chapter summarises the
basis for the methodological choices made in each application and details the challenges that were
reported by the authors.

Chapter 5 reviews the evidence on the potential choices that are available for different components of the
elicitation process. This focuses on the following elements: selection of experts, level of elicitation, fitting
and aggregation, and adjusting judgements. This chapter discusses the advantages and disadvantages of each
available choice and identifies any potential constraints to their application in cost-effectiveness analyses.
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Heuristics and biases are concerns that are predominant across all elements in SEE; therefore,
SEE should be conducted in such a way that minimises these errors. Chapter 6 reviews the existing
evidence on heuristics, biases and de-biasing techniques that are of most relevance to HCDM.

Chapter 7 discusses what quantities to elicit. This chapter provides a list of alternative quantities that
can be elicited to inform certain types of parameters that are commonly used in health care. This is
particularly relevant in cost-effectiveness analyses, as parameters are often complex constructs, such
as relative treatment effects or time to events, which experts will not directly observe in practice.
Chapter 7 compiles a list of alternative quantities that may be elicited to inform specific parameters.

Chapter 8 provides the experimental plan for experiments that were conducted as part of this research.
The aim of these experiments was threefold, to: (1) evaluate alternative methods of elicitation and how
they perform in representing parameter uncertainty; (2) explore individuals’ ability to extrapolate from
their knowledge base; and (3) explore how individuals revise their answers when presented with group
summaries. The results and interpretation of these experiments are then presented.

Chapter 9 discusses the methodological choices for each of the different components of SEE: design,
conduct and analysis. Managing biases and validity assessment are then considered as overarching
concerns for throughout the SEE process. In order to conclude on their suitability for HCDM,

Objective
Establish a protocol for expert elicitation in HCDM

Rationale
1. Need for a standardised protocol to design and conduct expert elicitation
2. Need to represent how uncertain experts are about the current knowledge of a
    certain parameter
3. Reflect range of reasonable judgement expressed across experts (between-expert
    variation)
4. Decision-makers need to be able to use the elicited judgements

WP 1: appraisal of existing
protocols for eliciting

distributions

Review of design, conduct
and analysis

Critical appraisal of
protocols

WP 2: eliciting distributions
to represent uncertainty

Experiment to determine
how well quantitative

expressions derived from
different methods match

descriptions of uncertainty 

WP 3: understanding and
appropriately characterising

between-expert variation

Experiment to establish
the accuracy of a single

consensus-based method

Establish the accuracy of
alternative methods of
mathematically pooling

the individual judgements
of experts  

Applied evaluation of developed reference case

• Apply the reference case in a retrospective manner to a case study
• Explore any practical issues throughout the SEE process
• Evaluate time and cost elements of using the protocol within a ‘real-time’ decision
• Workshop to agree a protocol with key policy-makers

FIGURE 2 Summary of project activities. WP, work package.
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Chapter 9 first presents a set of principles that underpin the use of expert elicitation in HCDM. Available
choices are considered in the light of these principles and any empirical evidence available to support
the choices.

Chapters 2–9 are then used to generate a reference protocol for HCDM (see Chapter 10). This presents
the choices that are supported by the principles for HCDM and/or empirical evidence in this domain.
Given the paucity of empirical evidence relating to HCDM, it was necessary to define this for a specific
type of HCDM, HTA. Considerations when using the reference protocol outside this context are
also presented.

Chapter 11 describes the applied evaluation of the developed reference protocol. This uses an existing
cost-effectiveness model, in which SEE was used to generate initial estimates of uncertain parameters.
In addition to demonstrating the usefulness of the reference protocol in navigating the SEE process,
the practicality of SEE is determined using narrative feedback form experts and by generating
estimates of resources required to design and conduct the SEE.

The report closes with discussion and conclusions based on the findings of this research (see Chapter 12).
The feedback from a dissemination workshop exploring the usefulness and challenges in using SEE in
HCDM is reported. The limitations of the research and areas of further research are also discussed here.
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Chapter 2 Good practice in structured expert
elicitation: learning from the available guidance

Introduction

Over the last few decades, SEE has been used in areas such as natural hazards, environmental management,
food safety, health care, security and counterterrorism, economic and geopolitical forecasting, and risk and
reliability analysis. All of these areas require consequential decisions be taken in the face of significant
uncertainty about future events or scientific knowledge.

How judgements are elicited is critical to the quality of the resulting judgements and, hence, the ultimate
decisions and policies. Methods for SEE should be suitable for specific contexts and understood by
content experts to be useful to decision-makers. Example applications and recommended practices do
exist in certain fields, but the specifics vary.

In developing a reference protocol for SEE specific to the needs of HCDM, the methodological
recommendations and choices that exist in other fields need to be understood. This chapter surveyed the
existing best practices for SEE, as reflected in published elicitation guidance, to identify areas of consensus,
places where no consensus exists and other gaps. Identifying areas of commonality across current
guidance can support elicitation practice in areas that lack context-specific guidance, such as HCDM.
The recommendations and choices for the SEE process identified in this chapter are further explored in
Chapters 5–8 and their suitability for HCDM is considered in Chapter 9.

Methods

To identify areas of agreement and disagreement in elicitation practice, both domain-specific and
generic elicitation guidelines were systematically reviewed according to the search strategy and
screening process detailed in Report Supplementary Material 1. A SEE guideline is defined as a
document, either peer reviewed or in the grey literature, that advises on the design, preparation,
conduct and analysis of a structured elicitation exercise. The review focused on SEE guidelines rather
than applications to determine a full list of the possible methodological options, rather than relying on
the partial reporting available in applications.

To constrain the scope of this review, guidelines needed to concern explicitly probabilistic judgements
and offer guidance on more than one stage of the elicitation process. Literature relating to only one
element of elicitation is considered in the targeted searches discussed in Chapters 5 and 6. When the
same or a similar author lists published multiple guidance documents making similar recommendations,
only one version was included. An extraction template was used to collect information from each
guideline. The extracted data were analysed to create an overview of all of the stages, elements and
choices involved in an elicitation, and to understand where current advice across guidelines conflicts
or agrees. When the guidelines agreed, we assumed that this represented best practice that could be
be taken forward within the HCDM context, as applicable. When the guidelines disagreed, we sought
additional evidence to support the development of a reference protocol for HCDM (see Chapters 3–8).
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Included structured expert elicitation guidelines

The searches identified 16 unique SEE guidelines (see Report Supplementary Material 1, Table 2). Five of
the guidelines are generic and aim to inform practice across disciplines, and 11 focus on specific domains.
Six of the domain-specific guidelines are agency white papers or agency-sponsored peer-reviewed articles
and are tailored to the specific decision-making processes the agencies govern. Agencies issuing guidelines
include the European Food Safety Authority (EFSA), the US Environmental Protection Agency (EPA),
the Institute and Faculty of Actuaries and the US Nuclear Regulatory Commission. Both the Institute
and Faculty of Actuaries and the Nuclear Regulatory Commission have published two distinct guidelines.
The 10 guidelines not connected to agencies are based on reviews of existing evidence and practice about
elicitation methods (two guidelines), reflections on personal experience and practice (three guidelines),
or combinations of review and reflection (five guidelines) (see Report Supplementary Material 1 for details).

Two of the agency SEE guidelines were included with caveats. First, the EFSA guideline covers three
distinct elicitation methods, but the classical model and SHELF are presented in other guidelines, so only
the portions of the EFSA document related to the EFSA Delphi method are included in this review.16

Second, the EPA guideline is a white paper released for public review that was not intended to be the final
agency report on the subject.17 However, a final version was never released and, thus, the document is
widely cited in elicitation literature and has served as a de facto guideline as nothing has superseded it.

Analysis of the elicitation process

Although the characterisation of the process, including the number and categorisation of steps,
differed among the 16 guidelines, the underlying elicitation process described, depicted in Figure 3,
was remarkably similar.

At each step of the elicitation process, analysts are faced with a variety of methodological choices.
Table 1 provides the full list of choices described in the 16 guidelines and Table 2 summarises the level
of agreement in the recommendations and choices discussed for each element. The following sections
discuss the variety of methodological recommendations for each stage made across the guidelines
(see Report Supplementary Material 1, Tables 4–15, for further detail).

Identify variables Identify experts

• What quantities
    to elicit
• How to encode
    judgements

• Number of experts
• Expert selection • Pilot the protocol

• Refine the protocol
• Train and prepare
    experts

Training and
preparation

Conduct elicitation

• Mode of
    administration
• Level of elicitation
• Feedback and
    revision
• Interaction
• Collect rationales

Post elicitation

• Aggregationa

• Fit to distributiona

• Feedback on
    process
• Adjusting
    judgements
• Documentation

Manage biases

Validate process and results

FIGURE 3 The elicitation process. a, These steps are described as post elicitation in some guidelines.
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TABLE 1 Summary of the elicitation elements, components and choices described in SEE guidelines

Element Component Choice

Identifying elicitation variables

What quantities to elicit Type of parameter l Elicit observable quantities
l Elicit required model parameters directly

Type of quantity l Proportions
l Frequencies
l Probabilities
l Odds ratios

Selection criteria l Define selection criteria (probabilities, consequences,
constraints, etc.)

l Minimal assessment of each possible uncertain parameter
and sensitivity analysis to see which uncertain parameters
have the biggest impact

Principles for describing
quantities

l Ask clear and well-defined questions
l Ask questions in a manner consistent with how experts

express their knowledge
l Uncertainty in the elicited variables should impact the

model and/or decision
l Use neutral wording

Decomposition/
disaggregation

l Decompose variables of interest to aid experts in the
elicitation task

l Do not decompose variables for the experts

Handling dependence l Express dependent variables in terms of independent
variables

l Use conditional probabilities
l Use other dependence elicitation methods

Encoding judgements General approach l FIM
¢ Roulette or chips and bins method
¢ Ask for the per cent that falls within a specific range

l VIM
¢ Quantiles (quartiles, tertiles, 5%, 95% and median,

17%, 83% and median, other)
¢ Bisection
¢ Plausible probabilities (lowest plausible probability,

highest plausible probability, best guess for the
probability)

¢ Plausible quantities (upper and lower plausible bounds,
best guess, degree of belief)

¢ NUSAP

l Hybrid fixed/VIMs
l Summary statistics, moments, measures of central

tendency
l Elicit evidence, not parameter values and analyst/

facilitator defines probability distribution that reflects the
body of evidence

l Other

Use of visual aids l Use to aid elicitation task
l Do not use

Identifying and selecting experts

Number of experts Number of experts l Depends on application
l Options mentioned in different guidelines: about 10;

about five specialists and two or three generalists; 10–20;
6–12; at least four; eight a ‘rule of thumb’; five to nine

continued
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TABLE 1 Summary of the elicitation elements, components and choices described in SEE guidelines (continued )

Element Component Choice

Selecting experts Roles within SEE l Facilitator (assessor, analyst, co-ordinator): prepare and
conduct elicitation

l Expert (technical expert, specialist, subject matter expert):
provide judgements (and/or evidence)

l Generalists: may provide judgements, advise on design,
or help with the elicitation

Desired characteristics for
those providing judgements

l Normative expertise
l Substantive expertise
l Willingness (interest and availability) to participate
l Ability to understand questions
l Ability to apply skills
l Notability

Identification procedure l Recommendations by peers, either formally or informally
l Research outputs
l Known experience
l RFP to seek out experts
l Profile matrix to identify types of expertise required

Selection procedure l Disclosure of personal and financial interests
l Pursue diversity in opinions, specialisation, area,

institution, etc.
l Pursue diversity in age, gender, culture
l Formal selection criteria developed and applied
l Send potential experts a questionnaire
l Review CVs of possible experts and have a committee

selected accordingly
l Match possible experts against profile matrix

Possible selection criteria l Reputation
l Experience and qualifications
l Publication history
l Diversity in background
l Conflicts of interest
l Awards
l Balancing different viewpoints and managing

group dynamics
l Peer assessment (e.g. GEM)
l Convenience
l Balance of internal and external experts (e.g. include at

least two external experts)

Training and preparation

Pilot the protocol Pilot exercise l Pilot
l No mention of pilot

Training and preparation
for experts

What to cover in training l Probability, including subjective probability, and
related concepts

l Motivation for elicitation
l Description of what is required from experts
l How results will be used
l Elicitation questions
l Example and practice questions
l Review of potential biases
l Relevant background information, data and sources
l Review assumptions and definitions used in the elicitation
l Description of performance assessment (if relevant)
l Introduction to dependence (if relevant)
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TABLE 1 Summary of the elicitation elements, components and choices described in SEE guidelines (continued )

Element Component Choice

Conducting the elicitation

Mode of administration Location l Face to face
¢ One to one
¢ Group
¢ Plenary

l Remote (web, mail, e-mail, telephone, video
conference, etc.)

Level of elicitation Level of elicitation l Individual
l Group
l Combination (individual assessment followed by group

discussion and assessment)

Feedback and revision Type of feedback l Graphical feedback
l Fitted distributions
l Written description of the expert’s rationale
l Rationales from other experts
l Data collected in the future
l Discussion of elicited values
l The expert’s performance scores
l Result of using elicited values in the model
l Decision resulting from the expert judgement
l Draft elicitation report

What to feed back l The individual’s judgements
l Aggregated group judgements
l Judgements from other individual experts

Opportunity for revision l Iterate elicitation/feedback rounds
l Update after future data are collected
l Update for revisions/clarifications after circulating draft

elicitation report

Interaction Opportunity for
interaction

l No interaction
l Group discussion prior to individual elicitation
l Group discussion and group elicitation
l Group discussion following individual elicitation

(with opportunity for revision)
l Remote, anonymised interaction

Rationales Rationales l Collect/record rationales from experts (about how they
made their judgements)

l Collect/record rationales from decision-makers
(about how they used the expert judgements)

Aggregation Aggregation l Aggregate
l Do not aggregate
l Analyst provides a distribution that captures knowledge

from all experts (the Kaplan approach18)
l Use only individual distributions

Aggregation approach l Mathematical
l Opinion pool: equal weighting, performance-based

weighting (with seed questions), analyst-defined
weighting (based on rationales, expert qualifications,
or other criteria)

l Bayesian aggregation
l Behavioural
l Combination
l Other

continued
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TABLE 1 Summary of the elicitation elements, components and choices described in SEE guidelines (continued )

Element Component Choice

Fit to distribution Fit l Fit to parametric distribution
l Use non-parametric approaches
l Do not fit at all

Distribution l Uniform
l Triangular
l Uniform over elicited intervals
l Normal/beta/other parametric distribution

Fitting method l Minimum least squares
l Method of moments
l Other

Post elicitation

Feedback on process Feedback from experts on
process

l Get feedback on the procedure if future data collection
contradicts elicitation results

l Ask experts to appraise the elicitation exercise after
completing it

Adjusting judgements Methods for adjusting
judgements

l Do not adjust experts’ assessments
l Possible adjustments

¢ Calibrate experts’ assessments
¢ Adjust to improve coherence (described by Lindley

et al.19)
¢ Small adjustments allowed, if they are fed back to

the experts
¢ Drop an expert from the panel

Documentation What to include l Elicitation questions
l Responses from individual experts (if elicited)
l Description of process and assumptions for fitting

a distribution
l Discussion of elicitation procedure (and justification for

choices made)
l Rationales
l Evidence related to elicited quantities
l Aggregated judgements and/or consensus curves
l Discussion of use/impact of elicitation results
l Recording of session(s)
l List of experts
l Definitions and assumptions
l The process for updating judgements

Managing heuristics and biases

Managing heuristics and
biases

Biases relevant for SEE l Cognitive biases
¢ Overconfidence
¢ Representativeness
¢ Availability
¢ Anchoring and adjustment
¢ Conservatism
¢ ‘Law of small numbers’
¢ Hindsight bias
¢ Discrepancy between expert’s beliefs and responses

(conscious or unconscious)
¢ Location errors
¢ Tacit assumptions
¢ Inconsistency

l Motivational biases
¢ Management bias
¢ Expert bias
¢ Social pressure
¢ Group think
¢ Impression management
¢ Wishful thinking
¢ Misinterpretation
¢ Misrepresentation
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TABLE 1 Summary of the elicitation elements, components and choices described in SEE guidelines (continued )

Element Component Choice

Bias elimination or
reduction strategies

l Give experts practice and feedback
l Identify biases through discussion with experts
l Provide training on biases
l Frame questions to minimise biases and ambiguity
l Provide relevant background evidence
l Ask for upper/lower bounds first
l Ask experts to specify the CrI they have provided
l Minimise and record conflicts of interest among

the experts
l Require the experts to address conflicting information
l Collect rationales from experts
l Report anonymous results
l Anticipate likely biases
l Ask experts about evidence, not the probability
l Avoid numbers in questions

Considering the validity of the process and results

Validation Characteristics of validity
and supporting actions

l Faithfully capturing experts’ beliefs
¢ Provide feedback (graphical feedback often mentioned)
¢ Calibration could be a pragmatic proxy
¢ Test that the question is understood

l Fitness for purpose
l Calibration

¢ Ask questions with realisations (i.e. seed questions)
that allow calibration to be tested

l Calibration and informativeness scoring on seed
questions (i.e. the classical model)
¢ Score experts according to calibration and

informativeness
¢ Use scores as a basis for performance-based weights

(related to aggregation choices)
¢ Score both individual experts and combinations

of experts

l Coherence
¢ Ask for sets of probabilities that allow coherence to

be tested
¢ Overfitting (asking for one more summary than

is needed)
¢ Ask for rationales from experts

l Consistency
¢ Ask for rationales from experts (and check

for inconsistencies)
¢ Provide feedback
¢ Derive/give feedback on density function during

elicitation
¢ Multiply/integrate decompositions during elicitation
¢ Use different elicitation methods and compare results

l Internal peer review of process and/or results
l External peer review of process and/or results

CrI, credible interval; CV, curriculum vitae; GEM, generalised expertise measure; NUSPA, numeral, unit, spread,
assessment, pedigree; RFP, request for proposals.
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TABLE 2 Level of agreement on recommendations and choices in SEE guidelines

Element Component Agreement level Explanation

Identifying elicitation variables

What quantities
to elicit

Type of parameter Some disagreement Guidelines agree that observable
quantities are preferred, but disagree on
whether or not directly eliciting model
parameters is an acceptable choice

Type of quantity Disagreement Guidelines offer conflicting
recommendations on whether or not
eliciting probabilities (compared with other
uncertain quantities) is an acceptable choice

Selection criteria Some agreement Fewer than five guidelines discuss this,
but they agree selection criteria should
be defined

Principles for
describing quantities

Some agreement Some guidelines describe slightly different
principles (e.g. asking clear questions,
ensuring that uncertainty on elicited
parameters affects the final decision or
model), but they do not conflict

Decomposition Agreement The guidelines that discuss decomposing
the variables of interest all agree it should
be a choice

Handling dependence Some agreement The guidelines that discuss dependence
agree it should be avoided if possible or
addressed separately, but they discuss
a range of methods for considering
dependence

Encoding judgements General approach Disagreement Guidelines recommend and discuss
different conflicting methods for encoding
judgements

Use of visual aids Some agreement Fewer than five guidelines discuss this,
but they agree visual aids can be a useful
choice

Identifying and selecting experts

Number of experts Number of experts Agreement The experts agree that multiple experts
are important, with most guidelines
recommending around 5–10 experts

Selecting experts Roles within SEE Agreement The guidelines are very consistent in their
description of the roles involved with
elicitation

Desired characteristics
for those provide
judgements

Some agreement Characteristics discussed in the guidelines
are largely consistent, aside from differing
views on if normative expertise is a
requirement or just desired

Identification
procedure

Some agreement Recommendations differ but do not
conflict across the guidelines. Agency
guidelines tend to offer more detail

Selection procedure Some agreement Recommendations differ but do not
conflict across the guidelines. Agency
guidelines tend to offer more detail

Possible selection
criteria

Some agreement Recommendations differ but do not
conflict across the guidelines
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TABLE 2 Level of agreement on recommendations and choices in SEE guidelines (continued )

Element Component Agreement level Explanation

Training and preparation

Pilot the protocol Pilot exercise Agreement Almost all guidelines recommend
conducting a pilot exercise

Training and preparation
for experts

What to cover in
training

Some agreement The lists of what should be included in
training vary across guidelines, but do not
conflict

Conducting the elicitation

Mode of administration Location Some agreement Most guidelines agree that face-to-face
administration is preferred, although
remote options may be pragmatically
useful alternatives in some situations

Level of elicitation Level of elicitation Disagreement Guidelines recommend and discuss
conflicting levels of elicitation

Feedback and revision Type of feedback Some agreement Recommendations differ but do not
conflict across the guidelines

What to feed back Some agreement Recommendations differ but do not
conflict across the guidelines

Opportunity for
revision

Some agreement Guidelines recommend revision takes place
either following an elicitation (as part of an
iterative process or immediately following
the elicitation) or further in the future,
following a draft report or additional data
collection

Interaction Opportunity for
interaction

Disagreement Guidelines offer conflicting recommendations
about when and how to facilitate
interaction between the experts

Rationales Rationales Agreement Almost all guidelines recommend collecting
expert rationales in some form

Post elicitation

Aggregation Aggregation Agreement All guidelines discuss aggregation as a
recommendation or valid choice

Aggregation approach Disagreement Guidelines offer conflicting
recommendations on the approach and
method to aggregate judgements

Fit to distribution Fit Some disagreement The guidelines make few
recommendations, but their choices differ

Distribution Some agreement Fewer than five guidelines discuss this, but
they generally agree that many parametric
distributions could be chosen

Fitting method Some agreement Fewer than five guidelines discuss this, but
they generally agree that choices include
minimum least squares and method of
moments

Feedback on process Feedback from experts
on process

Some agreement Fewer than five guidelines discuss this,
and they recommend complementary
approaches

Adjusting judgements Methods for adjusting
judgements

Some disagreement Fewer than five guidelines discuss this,
but they offer different perspectives

Documentation What to include Some agreement The lists of what should be included in
final documentation vary across guidelines
but do not conflict
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Identifying elicitation variables

What quantities to elicit
Structured expert elicitation is often undertaken in areas with many relevant uncertainties and a
decision has to be made about what will be elicited. Only one18 of the 16 guidelines does not provide
advice on selecting what quantities to elicit. Recommendations and choices from the other guidelines
are summarised in Report Supplementary Material 1, Table 3.

Five guidelines recommend that elicited variables should be limited to quantities that are, at least in
principle, observable.16,20–23 This includes probabilities that can be conceptualised as frequencies of an
event in a sample of data (even if such data may in practice not be directly available to the expert).
However, three guidelines20,24,25 argue that elicited quantities can be ‘unobservable’ model parameters,
such as odds ratios, provided that they are well defined and understood by the participating experts.

Parameters are here described as ‘unobservable’ if they are complex functions of observable data, such as
odds ratios. The guidelines list many types of quantities or parameters that can be elicited, including
physical quantities, proportions, frequencies, probabilities and odds ratios. These guidelines give few
recommendations; however, aside from Cooke and Goossens,21 they recommend that experts should not
be asked about uncertainty regarding probabilities, but that questions should be reframed as uncertainty
about frequencies in a large population. Choy et al.22 also recommend against eliciting probabilities directly,
but two other guidelines25,26 list it as a possible choice. Chapter 7 further considers the possible types of
quantities relevant for HCDM.

Three of the guidelines16,24,27 recommend formal processes for selecting what to elicit, and several
guidelines16,17,21–24,27–31 describe principles the elicited quantities should adhere to. Principles discussed
include that questions should be clear and well defined, have neutral wording, be asked in a manner
consistent with how experts express their knowledge, and be elicited only when the uncertainty affects
the final model and/or decision.

Some SEE guidelines describe two issues related to the quantities to elicit: disaggregation and dependence.
Five guidelines16,17,23,25,26 suggest that disaggregating or decomposing a variable makes the questions clearer
and the elicitation easier for experts. Five guidelines20,21,23,28,30 also discuss the importance of considering
dependence between variables.When dependence is discussed, guidelines recommend reframing
dependent items in terms of independent variables wherever possible. If dependence cannot be avoided,
the elicitation task will be more complicated, but they recommend assessing conditional scenarios or using
other elicitation framing and related techniques to estimate dependence.

TABLE 2 Level of agreement on recommendations and choices in SEE guidelines (continued )

Element Component Agreement level Explanation

Managing heuristics and biases

Managing heuristics
and biases

Biases relevant for SEE Some agreement The lists of potential biases vary across
guidelines but do not conflict

Bias elimination or
reduction strategies

Some agreement The list of possible strategies vary across
guidelines but do not conflict

Considering the validity of the process and results

Validation Characteristics/
measures

Disagreement The guidelines differ in their definitions of
validity and discussion of how the concept
can be operationalised in an elicitation
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Encoding judgements
In addition to choosing what questions to put to experts in an elicitation, analysts must also choose
how questions will be put to experts. That is, how will experts be asked to assess their uncertainty
about the unknown quantities?

Three guidelines24,26,28 – all agency documents – either do not discuss methods for encoding
judgements at all26,28 or do not offer advice (i.e. neither recommendations nor a list of choices) on the
matter.24 Report Supplementary Material 1, Table 4, summarises the recommendations and choices
described by the other 13 guidelines.

Most approaches can be classified as either fixed interval or variable interval. Fixed interval techniques
(discussed in six16,17,20,22,25,30 of the 16 guidelines) present experts with a specific set of ranges, and the
experts provide the probability the quantify falls within that range. A popular fixed interval technique
is the roulette or ‘chips and bins’ method, in which experts construct histograms that represent their
beliefs. In contrast, VIMs (recommended by five guidelines16,21,23,27,31 and discussed in another
five17,20,22,25,30) give the experts set probabilities and ask for the corresponding values. Popular VIMs
include the bisection and other quantile techniques. These methods are described further in Chapter 8.

Two guidelines recommend methods that cannot be classified as either fixed interval or variable
interval. The Investigate, Discuss, Estimate, Aggregate (IDEA) protocol utilises a combination approach,
asking experts to provide a minimum, maximum and best guess for each quantity, as well as a ‘degree
of belief’ that reflects the probability that the true value falls between the minimum and the maximum.
Experts may all provide assessments for different credible ranges, and the analyst standardises them to
an 80% or 90% credible interval (CrI) using linear extrapolation.32

Kaplan’s method takes a very different approach.18 Rather than asking experts to encode their beliefs
in a way that can be transformed or interpreted as a probability distribution, the method requires that
experts only discuss evidence related to the quantity of interest before a facilitator creates a probability
distribution that reflects the existing evidence and uncertainty.

In addition to the core encoding method, three guidelines17,20,29 also discuss that physical or visual aids
can be used by the elicitor(s) to assist with the encoding process.

Despite the variety of encoding methods discussed, none of the guidelines present empirical or anecdotal
evidence or other justification for their recommendations or choices. Chapter 8 provides new evidence
relating to the choice of encoding method.

Identifying and selecting experts

Recommendations and choices related to identifying and selecting experts are summarised in Report
Supplementary Material 1, Tables 5 and 6. Only one guideline28 does not discuss the number of experts
to include in an elicitation. The others either explicitly recommend or imply that judgements will be
elicited from multiple experts. The range of how many experts should be included spans from four
experts21 to 20 experts.32 The EPA white paper17 is the only guideline that gives considerations beyond
practical concerns for how many experts to include in an exercise. It observes that, if opinions vary
widely among experts, more experts may be needed. On the other hand, if the experts in a field are
highly dependent (e.g. based on similar training or experiences), adding more experts has limited value.
The risk of dependence between experts is discussed in only three other guidelines.20,23,26

Most guidelines do not address how many facilitators or analysts should be involved in an elicitation.
The few that do so state that two or three facilitators is ideal, with the facilitators having different
backgrounds or managing different tasks during the elicitation.17,21,24,27,30
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Identifying and selecting experts is discussed in all but three guidelines.18,22,23 Recommendations from
the other 13 guidelines overlap considerably. Common criteria relate to reputation in the field, relevant
experience, the number and quality of publications, and the expert’s willingness and availability to
participate. Normative expertise is listed as desired by five guidelines,16,24–26,30 but three16,24,30 specify
that it is not a requirement.

Five guidelines17,20,26,28,30 recommend that all potential experts disclose a list of their personal and
financial interests, often noting that interests should be recorded but will not automatically disqualify
an expert from participating, as that may impose too extreme a limit on the pool of possible experts.
Eight guidelines recommend that the group of experts included in an elicitation reflects the diversity of
opinions and range of fields relevant to the elicitation topic. The agency guidelines tend to provide more
details on identifying and selecting experts, with four describing optional procedures producing a longlist
of possible experts that is then winnowed down based on agreed on selection criteria. Although many
guidelines suggest identifying experts through peer nomination, Meyer and Booker25 caution that this
process can, if not well managed, lead to issues related to experts nominating only other people with
similar views. Chapter 5 considers the broader literature on selecting and identifying experts.

Training and preparation

Recommendations and choices related to identifying and selecting experts are summarised in Report
Supplementary Material 1, Table 7. Eight guidelines16,17,20–22,25,26,29 either explicitly recommend piloting the
elicitation protocol with a subject matter expert not participating in the exercise or imply32 that piloting
will be done. The remaining seven guidelines do not discuss piloting.18,23,24,27,28,30,31

Only one guideline18 offers training as a choice; the other 15 guidelines all require at least some form of
training. Recommendations and suggestions for what should be included in expert training are largely
consistent across the guidelines and cover issues related to elicitation generally and the subject matter
at hand specifically. Commonly recommended aspects of training include an introduction to probability
and uncertainty, an overview of the elicitation process, an introduction to heuristics and biases, the aim
and motivation for the elicitation, information on how elicitation will be used, relevant background
information, and details of any assumptions or definitions used in the elicitation. Five guidelines25–27,29,30

recommend using practice questions to ensure that experts understand the elicitation process.

Most guidelines do not discuss what, if any, training should be provided to the elicitation facilitator(s)
or other roles involved in conduction an elicitation. Five guidelines, including four generic guidelines,
provide material that is meant to assist the facilitator, including sample text and forms.16,21,25,30,32

Conducting the elicitation

Mode and level of elicitation
Recommendations and choices about the mode of administration and the level of elicitation (group or
individual) are summarised in Report Supplementary Material 1, Table 8.

Elicitations can be conducted in person, in either individual interviews or group workshops, or remotely via
the internet, e-mail, mail, telephone, video conferencing or other means. Nine guidelines17,18,21,23,24,26,27,29,30

recommend in-person elicitation and only one guideline16 recommends remote elicitation. Eight
guidelines17,22,23,25,28,29,31,32 list remote elicitation as a choice, recognising that it may be logistically easier
to arrange than an in-person elicitation.
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The mode of administration may be governed by whether or not a method elicits judgements from individual
experts (i.e. each expert provides an individual assessment) or groups (i.e. a group of experts provides a single
assessment). Of the 16 guidelines, only that by Choy et al.22 does not discuss the level of elicitation.
Group-level elicitation is only recommended by Kaplan,18 who recommends a process in which experts
discuss the evidence relevant to an elicitation variable and then the facilitator proposes a probability
distribution that matches the input provided by all of the experts. Individual-level elicitation is
recommended by five guidelines,16,21,26,27,32 and two guidelines24,30 recommend a combination approach
wherein individual assessments are elicited first followed by the group works to provide a communal
assessment that reflects the diversity of opinion in the group. Chapter 5 provides more detail on individual-
level compared with group-level elicitation.

Feedback and revision
All but one guideline25 discusses the importance of feedback and revision, but three guidelines20,28,29 do not
provide information on how it should be done. The other guidelines discuss a range of possible feedback
methods, which can provide information on an individual’s judgements, the aggregated group judgements
or a summary of what the other experts provided. Recommendations and choices about the mode of
administration and the level of elicitation are summarised in Report Supplementary Material 1, Table 9.

Only the guideline by Knol et al.29 warns of a possible negative impact of feedback and revision,
cautioning that it can cause unwanted regression to the mean in the experts’ revised assessments.
None of the guidelines recommends against providing feedback and opportunities for revision in any
form. The feedback of group summary judgements is investigated in Chapter 8.

Interaction
Recommendations and choices regarding interaction and rationales are summarised in Report
Supplementary Material 1, Table 10. Three guidelines did not explicitly discuss interaction between the
experts.21,22,31 Although no guidelines recommended avoiding interaction, seven guidelines,17,20,23,25,27–29

say that no interaction is a possible choice. Interaction is closely related to level of elicitation, with
guidelines recommending group discussion prior to individual elicitation, group discussion prior and
during a group elicitation, and group discussion following an individual elicitation. One guideline16

recommended that interaction should be limited to a remote, anonymous, facilitated process. Other
guidelines also described these options as choices.17,20,25,32

Although the guidelines disagreed about if and how interaction should be managed in an elicitation, many
do present more justification for the recommendations or choices around interaction than they do for
other methodological choices. The benefits of interaction between experts is that it minimises the
differences in assessments that are due to different information or interpretation29 and allows analysts to
explore correlation between experts.23 The drawbacks, however, are that it can allow strong personalities
to carry too much weight,20,23,29 the experts may feel pressure to reach a consensus,20 there may be risk of
confrontation23 and interaction can encourage groupthink, resulting in the experts being overconfident.28

Practical considerations can also guide the choice of if and how to include interaction, as individual
interviews may take more time, but a group workshop may be more expensive.29 These issues are further
discussed in Chapter 5.

Rationales
Only one guideline25 presented collecting the experts’ rationales during an elicitation as a choice rather
than a recommendation. The other 15 guidelines all recommend collecting rationales because they help
analysts and decision-makers understand what an answer is based on,20,23,28 provide a check of the internal
consistency of an expert’s responses,20 record any assumptions27 and may help limit biases.22 The information
collected in rationales can also be useful for peer review or for future updating of the judgements.28

One guideline31 also recommended collecting rationales from the decision-maker about how they use
the expert judgement results.
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Post elicitation

Aggregation
Even when eliciting judgements from multiple experts, it can be important to have a single distribution
that reflects the beliefs of the experts that can be used in modelling. Recommendations and choices on
aggregation methods are summarised in Report Supplementary Material 1, Table 11. Five guidelines17,22,26,28,29

presented aggregation as a choice, but the remaining 11 recommended aggregation always be
done.16,18,20,21,23–25,27,30–32

Aggregation can be behavioural or mathematical. In behavioural aggregation, experts interact with the goal
of producing a single, consensus distribution. Mathematical aggregation involves the facilitator(s) eliciting
individual assessments from the experts and then combining them into a single distribution through a
mathematical process. Two guidelines recommend behavioural aggregation. Kaplan18 recommends a
process that includes group-level elicitation and behavioural aggregation: the experts discuss the evidence
relevant to an elicitation variable, the facilitator suggests a probability distribution that reflects the
diversity of evidence on the subject and then the process concludes when there is consensus from the
experts about the proposed distribution. The SHELF method recommends an initial round of individual-
level elicitations followed by expert discussion designed to produce a single distribution that represents
how a ‘rational independent observer’ would summarise the range of expert opinions.30

Four16,21,26,32 of the guidelines recommended variations on mathematical aggregation. Three guidelines16,26,32

recommended combining expert judgements in a linear opinion pool that equally weights all of the experts.
The guidelines by Cooke and Goossens21 is the only one to recommend mathematical aggregation with
differential weights for the experts. Cooke and Goossens21 suggested a method whereby the experts are
scored and weighted according to their performance in assessing a set of seed questions, which are items
that are unknown to the expert but known to the facilitator.

Budnitz et al.24 recommend a unique approach wherein the analysts determine the aggregation method
during an elicitation, based on an evaluation of how the process is unfolding and determining what is
most appropriate. They recommend that a behavioural aggregation-based consensus is the best choice,
but believe it is not appropriate in all situations. The analysts can also decide to use mathematical
aggregation with equal weights or analyst-determined weights or a process similar to that recommended
by Kaplan,18 in which the analysts supply a distribution that they believe captures the discussion and
evidence presented by the experts.

Like interaction, several of the guidelines give more background to help guide an analyst in his or her
choice of method. The main drawback of aggregation, according to Tredger et al.,28 is that it can lead
to a result that no one believes. Two guidelines20,24 warn that the expert selection is of increased
importance if an elicitation will use mathematical aggregation with an opinion pool, particularly equal
weights, as increasing the number of experts with similar beliefs will result in those beliefs having
more influence in the final, aggregated distribution. Garthwaite et al.20 also suggest that opinion pools
may be problematic as the result does not represent any one person or group’s opinion, but Bayesian
weighting requires a lot of information on the decision-maker’s views of the experts’ opinions. Finally,
several guidelines16,20,23,25,26,28,30,31 discuss that the possible issues around behavioural aggregation are
linked to the challenge of properly managing group interactions, the topic discussed next. The broader
literature on aggregation is discussed in Chapter 5.

Fit to distribution
Recommendations and choices on fitting to distribution are summarised in Report Supplementary
Material 1, Table 12. Analysts can fit the elicited data to a probability distribution either as part of the
elicitation or during post-elicitation analysis of the data. Possible choices, discussed in about half of
the guidelines, include fitting to a parametric distribution, using non-parametric approaches or just
using the information directly elicited from the experts.
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None of the guidelines recommended specific distributions to be used in fitting, but they say that the
analysts should choose based on the nature of the elicited quantity and the information provided by
the experts. Cooke and Goossens21 describe probabilistic inversion, a method that can be done if the
observable elicited variable needs to be transformed into a distribution on an unobservable model
parameter. Chapter 5 explores issues of fitting judgements to distributions in more detail.

Other post-elicitation components
Recommendations and choices related to the other post-elicitation components are summarised in
Report Supplementary Material 1, Table 13. Only two guidelines discussed obtaining feedback from the
experts on the elicitation process. Walls and Quigley23 recommended that analysts ask experts what
could have been done differently if new data are later collected that differ from the experts’
judgements. The EFSA Delphi16 recommended that analysts give experts a questionnaire with the
opportunity to provide general comments on the elicitation questions and process.

None of the guidelines recommended that analysts should adjust experts’ assessments, but five describe
related choices, such as manually adjusting assessments,16,20 dropping an expert from the panel23,24 or
adjusting assessments to be more accurate, which is recommended against by two guidelines.20,25

Documenting the elicitation process and results is the only elicitation element discussed by all 16
guidelines. Although the specific recommendations regarding what to include in the final documentation
varies across the guidelines, they do not conflict. The guidelines typically recommend that documentation
includes the elicitation questions, experts’ individual (if elicited) and aggregated responses, experts’
rationales and a detailed description of the procedures and design of the elicitation, including the
reasoning behind any methodological decision. Many of the agency guidelines are more prescriptive
about what documentation should entail, and some provide detailed templates.16,17,31

Managing heuristics and biases

Expert judgements are affected by a variety of heuristics and biases.33,34 Morgan35 argues that these
biases cannot be completely eliminated, but that the elicitation process is designed to minimise their
influence on the results. The 16 reviewed guidelines discussed 11 different cognitive biases and eight
motivational biases that can affect an elicitation. A list of the biases discussed and possible actions to
minimise them can be found in Report Supplementary Material 1, Table 14.

Most of the bias-reducing actions mentioned by SEE guidelines are discussed in only one or two
guidelines, but the actions do not conflict with one another. The most frequently recommended actions
are to frame questions in a way that minimises biases (discussed in five guidelines16,22,23,28,32) and to ask
for the upper and lower bound first, to avoid anchoring (discussed in three guidelines26,30,32). Although
most guidelines offer some recommendations for mitigating and managing biases, they present little to
no empirical evidence to support that their recommended actions have the intended effect. The broader
literature on heuristics and biases is reviewed in Chapter 6.

Considering the validity of the process and results

Four guidelines16,18,25,30 do not discuss how to ensure the validity of elicited results and the other 12 guidelines
present a range of perspectives on what is meant by validity, summarised in Report Supplementary Material 1,
Table 15. Validity can mean that the exercise captured what the experts believe (even if that is later proven
false).20 It can also refer to whether the expressed quantities correspond to reality,20,21,23,32 are consistent with
the laws of probability20,23 or are internally consistent.26,29 Some guidelines – all agency documents – also view
validity as mostly concerned with the process, rather than the results, and suggest that an elicitation is
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valid if it has been subjected to peer review.17,24,31 Recommendations and choices for handling validity
differ across the guidelines and can involve actions at any stage of the elicitation process, depending on
what definition of validity the guideline seeks to achieve.

Conclusions

The SEE guideline review reveals a developing body of work designed to guide elicitation practice.
Although the guidelines evolved separately in different fields, they largely agree on issues around
what quantities to elicit, expert selection, the importance of piloting the exercise and training experts,
face-to-face elicitation being preferable to remote modes, the importance of collecting rationales from
the experts alongside the quantitative assessments, fitting assessments to distributions, the key role
documentation plays in supporting and communicating an elicitation exercise, and how to manage
heuristics and biases. The guidelines recommend different approaches for encoding judgements, using
individual- or group-level elicitation, aggregating judgements and managing interaction between the
experts. Although the guidelines agree that validation is important, they disagree on what actions
an analyst can take to encourage or demonstrate validity. Finally, some areas seem underdiscussed.
Dependence between questions, for example, is a complicated issue that could be critically important
when interpreting elicitation results, but little guidance exists on the topic.

The elicitation choices identified in this review are further considered in Chapters 5–8, and their
suitability for use in the HCDM context is evaluated in Chapter 9.
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Chapter 3 Expert elicitation in different
decision-making contexts

Introduction

Challenges in the conduct of SEE in HCDM are discussed in Chapter 4. The challenges that were
identified in the applied examples were largely practical and related to the design of the SEE for that
particular task. There are, however, much broader challenges and opportunities that relate to the
decision-making context in which SEE is applied. These issues are discussed in this chapter.

The specificities of the context in which expert elicitation is conducted should be distinct from the
principles and methods employed. That is, best practice should always be regarded as an appropriate
starting point, regardless of the context. Doing so, however, may ignore many important factors that
influence the choice of method employed for an elicitation. A reference protocol that does not at least
consider context-specific constraints is unlikely to be widely used or may be restricted to a subset of
decision-makers only, such as those operating at a national level.

When considering how a reference protocol for expert elicitation in HCDM might be utilised in practice,
it is important to understand how different decision-making contexts may influence the requirements for
and practicalities of expert elicitation. In particular, there may be practical constraints in certain contexts
that imply the use of a second-best methodology. Some of these issues are explored in the evaluation
(see Chapter 11); however, this chapter considers the range of decision-making contexts more generally,
and highlights the potential constraints and the implications for SEE methodology. Given the lack of
experience with SEE in formal decision-making processes, a formal review of the challenges and
constraints faced by different HCDM’s is unlikely to be informative. Instead, this chapter is intended as
a discussion, rather than a formal review. It draws on observations and experiences of the project team
and the wider advisory group.

Levels of decision-making

In England, reimbursement decision-making bodies can be described at three levels, implying the
population they serve and the jurisdiction for their decision-making activities.36 These are:

1. individual practitioners [such as general practitioners (GPs)], secondary care clinicians and local
decision-makers [such as Clinical Commissioning Groups (CCGs)], local authorities (LAs) and
hospital trusts

2. national decision-makers [such as NICE, the Department of Health and Social Care (DHSC),
NHS England and PHE]

3. research commissioners, including organisations such as the National Institute for Health Research
(NIHR) and the Medical Research Council (MRC), and also industry sponsors of research.

Reimbursement bodies range from local practitioners and commissioners to national decision-makers
(level 2). Here, individual and local decision-makers (level 1) are grouped together, as many of the
constraints are relevant in both contexts. In addition, there are multiple organisations that commission
research (level 3), potentially including SEE; these organisations can also be regarded as decision-makers.
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Individual practitioners and local ‘population-level’ decision-makers

Features
There are a number of decisions that are made on an individual practitioner–patient level in the NHS and
other health-care systems. These usually concern a patient’s course of treatment and the most effective,
and sometimes cost-effective, choice given the particular circumstances. Such decisions are made in both a
primary care setting, usually involving a GP, and a secondary care setting, usually involving a consultant or
other medical specialist. Such decision-makers may also make choices for groups of patients, for example in
deciding which device to purchase within a hospital or in organising surgical lists.

Health-care decision-making occurs at a population level in several forms. In England, within primary
care, a CCG (see below) supports decision-making between GPs and their patients through local
guidance, such as the referral support system (see Kershaw37 for an example). This may also extend to
services offered within secondary care, for example referrals for further testing or investigations.
For both primary care and secondary care there may be relevant guidance produced by NICE to
support decision-making. Individual practitioners and secondary care clinicians are also influenced by
their professional bodies and councils. As well as commissioning for primary care, NHS England also
produces key strategic guidance for CCGs to support them to fulfil their duties to their respective
populations. Therefore, although individual health-care professionals in the NHS make decisions about
individual patients, this is very much governed by the organisations that are intended to harmonise
provision of services across England, and encourage best and most cost-effective provision of services.

The NHS also works closely with social services, and individual practitioners in this respect include
social workers, residential care homes and carers. Within public health, services are delivered across
the NHS, social care and LAs, and many are supported by the work of PHE. Public health practitioners,
including nutritionists, smoking cessation co-ordinators and teenage pregnancy co-ordinators, are again
employed by the NHS, PHE, NHS England and individual LAs and CCGs, and as such work within their
codes of practice and adhere to appropriate guidance regarding provision of services. LA public health
is also accountable to PHE.36

Constraints
The particular constraints in these context relate to the degree of autonomy that individual
practitioners and CCGs have in making decisions regarding individual patients or groups of patients
within their jurisdiction. Since the abolition of GP fund holding (in 1997/98)38 and subsequent changes
to commissioning before the 2014 Care Act,39 individual practitioners are more constrained with
regards to patient-level decision-making.

In both CCGs and LAs there are significant budget constraints. Although the average CCG’s budget
grew by 3.4% in 2016/17,40 there are a number of new pressures on CCGs that require them to cut
back or reorganise local services. These include cutbacks to public health and social care funding. Post
the first 2 years of the move of public health to LAs, there are services which LAs may be forced to
reduce investment in, some of which have implications for public health.41

Clinical Commissioning Groups and LAs are also constrained by budget cycles, which are typically
1–3 years. There may be an incentive to replace activities that cannot prove ‘value’ within these time
frames with those that have a higher immediate payoff, for example less investment in prevention.

Both CCGs and LAs face multiple competing demands for money and resources. There are big differences
across regions with regards to commissioning of and participation in research. Some CCGs and LAs
work with health economists and are therefore directly involved in commissioning, participating in or
understanding the results of cost-effectiveness evidence and the implications for their population.
Others do not have access to such resources.

EXPERT ELICITATION IN DIFFERENT DECISION-MAKING CONTEXTS
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Implications for expert elicitation in this context
We are not aware of any examples in which formal SEE has been used to support decision-making of the
system, although, of course, judgement is used routinely in the clinical and management settings every
day. (This does not preclude that such elicitations have not been done of course, but, if they have, to the
best of our knowledge they have not been documented.) Indeed, it might initially seem practically
unfeasible to use SEE to support decision-making at the individual practitioner level, particularly given
that many decisions are made on a national level with implementation at a local level. However, there
are still a number of decisions that can be made by individual practitioners or groups of practitioners and
local commissioners, many of whom may rely on assumptions and opinion rather than experimental data.
For example, when considering individual cases and episodes of care, such as for procedures and services
not routinely funded by the NHS, an individual funding request panel will consider specific cases for
reimbursement (e.g. cosmetic services).42 Those conducting SEE to inform other decision-making
processes may also reply on individual practitioners to act as experts. In some circumstances the SEE
may be required to consider parameters for a specific patient, rather than at a population level (e.g. in
the individual funding request process). This can have implications for how a SEE is designed, specifically
elicitation of uncertainty and communication with experts about how to express their uncertainty.

Structured expert elicitation undertaken in this context must also adapt to the practical constraints;
in particular, it may not be possible to invest significant amounts of time and resources into SEE, and
the availability of experts to inform often practice-level decision-making may be limited. Such experts
are unlikely to possess any normative skills or have any experience with SEE. Group-based SEE may be
a challenge in this context, as may individual SEE, which requires face-to-face interaction. It may be
necessary to trade off recruiting large numbers of experts for face-to-face SEE with obtaining larger
numbers through remote SEE.

National decision-makers

Features
In England, the DHSC governs health and social care matters and has responsibility for some elements
that are not covered separately by the Scottish, Welsh or Northern Irish governments.36 The DHSC
itself takes responsibility for a number of services and activities provided by the NHS, and is also
supported by a number of agencies and public bodies. The DHSC provides a mandate to NHS England
to help guide its decisions regarding the allocation of resources, commissioning specialist services and its
strategic direction. NHS England oversees commissioning and is aided by four regional offices. It has
responsibility for commissioning contracts for GPs, pharmacists and dentists, and supporting CCGs in
their commissioning roles.

There are a number of special health authorities and other bodies that are either part of the NHS or are
closely associated with it. They include NICE and the Prescription Pricing Authority. These organisations are
either accountable to the Secretary of State or have formal agreements with the DHSC. In general, they
provide national services. NICE was set up in 1999 as a special health authority.43 Officially, NICE has
jurisdiction only in England and is supported in considering its guidance in Scotland and Wales by the
Scottish Medicine Consortium and the All Wales Medicines Strategy Group, respectively. NICE provides
guidance on a range of health-care products and services, including pharmaceuticals, diagnostics, medical
devices and public health interventions. In compiling evidence to generate this guidance, it often relies on
the use of an expert opinion in some form. A review of practices relating to the use of evidence elicited
from experts across NICE guidance-making programmes was recently published.44 The review concluded
that ‘NICE uses expert judgement across all its guidance-making programmes, but its uses vary
considerably’.44 In addition, it agreed that ‘there is no currently available tool for expert elicitation suitable
for use by NICE’.44

Working alongside NICE on public health issues is PHE, which was formed in 2013 and took over the
role of a number of other health bodies, including the Health Protection Agency.45 PHE generates and
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interprets evidence; therefore, there is potential for it to utilise SEE. Like the Public Health Programme
at NICE, the evidence base it considers is more likely to be low quality and/or sparse and, therefore,
the opportunities for SEE may be significant.

Constraints
The likes of the DHSC, NICE and PHE are required to make decisions about reimbursement, best
practice and access across the whole of their population. Therefore, decisions have to be relevant
across different, perhaps heterogeneous, populations.

The separation of research commissioning and reimbursement can also generate complexities.
Decisions may be reached on the basis that further data collection may be required; however, some
national decision-makers do not commission their own research and therefore cannot ensure that data
collection takes place and/or addresses the uncertainties identified.

As with more regional decision-making, national decision-making is also subject to the constraints of
time and resources. Although not necessarily as constrained as local commissioning cycles dictate,
national decision-makers do still have to generate guidance within acceptable timescales. The process
of generating guidance through the NICE single technology appraisal process45 can take around 6 months,
including committee meetings. Despite the fairly rapid timescales, formal decision-making processes,
particularly those which imply mandatory implementation of guidance, such as the NICE technology
appraisals process, require full accountability for the decisions reached. The need to make decisions in a
timely manner therefore cannot compromise the quality of the deliberations used to make these decisions,
including any evidence generation that contributes towards this.

Implications for expert elicitation in this context
Historically, SEE has been commissioned to support policy challenges. For example, policy on surgical
equipment sterilisation to protect against the risk of new variant Creutzfeldt–Jakob disease prion transfer
has been informed by SEE in the wake of the bovine spongiform encephalopathy crisis in the UK.46 More
recently, the European Commission commissioned SEE studies of the future antibiotic resistance rates
in four European countries to inform policy, and the UK DHSC is currently commissioning additional
UK-focused work in this area.47 Across national decision-makers, the quality of evidence to inform decisions
is quite heterogeneous. This can be at various stages of maturity and in some areas, for example public
health, evidence may not be particularly robust. SEE could be useful to help inform decisions in these
situations, although it is likely that some of the parameters required may also be difficult for experts to
make judgements about, for example population uptake of a screening programme.

Indeed, many examples of SEE conducted in the area of HCDM have been undertaken to inform national
decision-making organisations, such as NICE (see Chapter 4). As a result, there is a degree of familiarity
with the approaches used and an acceptance of its limitations. NICE only makes brief reference to the
use of expert opinion to generate evidence in its guide to the methods of technology appraisal.45 NICE
do not suggest a preferred methodology for this and they have not used any consistent criteria to judge
SEE submitted as part of any appraisal process.

It is true that decision-makers have differing capacities to undertake SEE, specifically in reference to
resourcing of SEE. Evidence generation does not constitute a significant proportion of the remit for
some decision-makers. Therefore, similar to the use of SEE in local decision-making, SEE undertaken in
this context must adapt to the practical constraints. Timescales for evaluation are often tight and there
are implications for any delay in approving a technology or service. Although SEE takes significantly
less time than many other forms of empirical evidence to collect, if conducted appropriately the time
resource can still be unachievable in some instances. Political cycles can generate promises around
improving efficiency and accesses to NHS services. Tight turnaround for evidence to support these
promises can negate the ability to undertake SEE, and in this instance less formal approaches to filling
data gaps may be employed.

EXPERT ELICITATION IN DIFFERENT DECISION-MAKING CONTEXTS
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In terms of specifics, as discussed above, decisions may have to be relevant for potentially heterogeneous
populations. Eliciting uncertainty around a measure of central tendency across a heterogeneous population
can be a challenge for experts. Rather than eliciting across the entire population, it may be advantageous
to express quantities for multiple patient types, which will increase the size of the SEE task.

Research commissioners

Features
In addition to those discussed above, there are also other decision-makers not concerned with
reimbursement, such as HTA, the NIHR (more generally) and the MRC. These bodies commission
research and use expert opinion in cost-effectiveness analyses and, therefore, any guidance on
appropriate design and conduct of SEE would have implications for their practices. Industry can also
commission research as part of the licence and reimbursement processes.

Such decision-makers typically do not fund interventions per se but instead commission effectiveness
and cost-effectiveness research across their areas of interest. Many of these could potentially use SEE to
help inform their decisions regarding which research to fund and the specific form that this research
might take. One example is the use of SEE in determining sample size calculations for clinical studies.48

Here, the SHELF14 has been used to generate prior beliefs to aid clinical study design, specifically on the
probability of success (assurance parameter).

Constraints
The scale of the commissioning of research varies across funders and within their programmes of
work. Some funders are constrained to commission research with a specific area, for example clinical
specialty, whereas others, such as the NIHR and the MRC, commission across a range of topic areas.
SEE used outside the context of a decision-making (reimbursement) process may not be subject to the
same constraints in terms of time or resources; however, Chapter 4 does not identify any applied
examples where SEE has been the sole purpose of the research, instead SEE is likely to account for
only a small proportion of the research funding.

Implications for expert elicitation in this context
As the rationale for the research is to reduce uncertainty and because research priorities are inevitably
contentious, there seems to be a very strong case for using SEE in this context to focus research.
For example, Dallow et al.48 discuss several examples of the use of expert elicitation at GlaxoSmithKline
(Brentford, UK) to inform trial design and the management of the company’s research portfolio. In a
similar vein, Walley et al.49 describe a case study of Pfizer (New York, NY, USA) in which elicitation was
used. Given that research commissioners tend to focus on particular specialties, for example clinical
areas, it may also be possible to generate a level of expertise to undertake SEE, in terms of both the
analyst and the experts. When it has been used in the clinical trial setting to inform sample size
calculations, an expert panel has been established to speed up the generation of experts priors.

The lack of consistency between research commissioners presents a challenge for the application of SEE
in this context. Not all commission cost-effectiveness studies and there is diversity in topics, which may
have implications for the way in which SEE is conducted. Public health and complex interventions, for
example vaccination programmes or other non-pharmacological interventions (e.g. as service changes),
may imply different methods for SEE compared with medicines (see Chapter 10).

Conclusions

Structured expert elicitation can, in principle, be applied in many different settings and across a range
of types of decision-makers. In practice, to date, its application has largely been restricted to informing
national-level HTA decisions and for the purposes of generating evidence as part of larger research
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projects (see Chapter 4). The lack of SEE at an individual practitioner and local population level is likely
to be driven by resource and time constraints, and the fact that constant changes to policy-making at
local and national levels can also shift the focus on a frequent basis. One solution is to move away
from the use of SEE as an ‘addition to the analysts’ toolkit’ and instead as a substitute for other forms
of evidence, for example a systematic review or modelling exercise. This is likely to be a challenge in
systems that have relied heavily on such forms of evidence to inform decision-making, but may be
more feasible in local decision-making settings.

Guidance on appropriate conduct of SEE in HCDM is likely to be useful in all the contexts discussed;
however, time constraints and lack of capacity to conduct such exercises are likely to remain
challenges, when SEE is forced to fit into existing processes. For this reason, SEE is most likely to gain
traction in national and multinational settings, in which a capacity for such activities can be generated
simply through economies of scale.

Even within national and multinational decision-making processes, there are likely to be different
challenges in conducting SEE, and some of these may imply that methodological choices need to be
adapted to suit that particular application. Such issues are discussed in Chapter 10.

EXPERT ELICITATION IN DIFFERENT DECISION-MAKING CONTEXTS
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Chapter 4 Challenges in structured elicitation
in health-care decision-making

Parts of this chapter have been reproduced from Soares et al.50 Copyright © 2018, International
Society for Pharmacoeconomics and Outcomes Research (ISPOR). Published by Elsevier Inc.

This is an open access article under the CC BY license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).

Introduction

Reimbursement decisions in health are often supported by model-based economic evaluation (MBEE).51

There may be circumstances in which SEE is required to address data limitations in MBEEs, such as a
short-time horizon or missing entirely.

A review of applications in this area, published in 2013,44 identified only a small number (n = 14) of studies
reporting the use of SEE. This review did not seek to determine the reasons for heterogeneity of approach,
nor did it look at the challenges faced when conducting SEE to support MBEE in health and inform
directions for future research. In pursuit of further clarity, the review instead focuses on summarising
the basis for methodological choices made in each application (design, conduct and analysis), and the
difficulties and challenges reported by the authors. Further details of this review are reported elsewhere50

and so only a summary has been presented in this chapter.

Methods

To identify applications of SEE, the 2013 review44 was updated (identifying studies up to 11 April 2017).
Further details on the methods of the search are given elsewhere.50 Studies were included only if they
contained a SEE to elicit uncertain parameters (in the form of a distribution) to inform MBEE in health.

The methods used in each application were extracted, along with the criteria used to support
methodological and practical choices and any issues or challenges discussed in the text. Issues and
challenges were extracted using an open field and then categorised and grouped for reporting.

Aspects related to the design of the structured expert elicitation

In existing applications, experts’ beliefs were sought for only a few parameters of a decision model,
often not elicited directly but calculated from one or more alternative elicited quantities. Quantities
included event probabilities, relative effectiveness, time to event and diagnostic accuracy (see Soares
et al.50 for full details). The choice of which quantities to elicit was based on a number of criteria. The
first was appropriateness for experts, specifically that parameters in decision models can be complex
and may not be directly observable by experts. Second, are statistical concerns. The quantities elicited
should be fit for purpose for further analysis, for example allowing elicited evidence to be combined
with any existing empirical evidence, statistically coherent and reflect any dependencies between the
quantities elicited. Finally, the burden to experts needs to be considered. Burden can be reduced by,
for example, limiting the number of target parameters to elicit or eliciting homogeneous quantities
throughout the exercise.

Almost exclusively, applications have recruited health-care professionals based on the following
criteria: recognition by peers,52 specialist knowledge or clinical experience,52–58 based in the relevant
jurisdiction,52,53,55,56 research experience52,57,58 and lack of involvement in product development.54
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A number of authors53,59,60 recognised that health-care professionals are unlikely to have knowledge of
elicitation and may have only sparse quantitative skills. This has driven choices made in designing and
conducting the SEE, such as training needs, method of elicitation and definition of the quantities to elicit.53

Many of the applications have included a varied sample of experts by recruiting them from a range
of relevant specialties,52,61,62 clinical settings52,53,62 and geographical areas/countries,52,58 to capture
heterogeneity in beliefs (reflecting underlying heterogeneity in patient populations) and avoid
dependency between experts.52 The potential for bias in expert opinion was recognised in some
SEE,53,57 with reported attempts to minimise bias in the design.63 Two applications54,62 make explicit
efforts to avoid recruiting experts who may have motivational biases. Two studies53,60 provided
information on cognitive biases in the training session.

In eliciting uncertainty, applications have typically used either the FIM52,53,55,56,60,61,63–66 or the VIM.54,57–59,67–69

Choices were justified on the basis of pilot exercises designed for the purpose (see below), generic
methods research, previous use in MBEE and claims of lower burden or intuitiveness for experts.

Fourteen studies elicited individually from experts and aggregate mathematically, three aimed to achieve
consensus among experts67,68,70 and three others did not explicitly report the method of aggregation
used.62,65,71 None of the three studies using consensus was explicit about the reasons for choosing
consensus or the process of achieving it. Authors justify the choice of mathematical aggregation based
on the desirability to reflect variation within and between experts,61 as consensus is known to lead to
overconfident results (i.e. narrow distributions)52 and because it raises practical difficulties of convening
experts and providing experienced facilitation.With regards to weighting in the mathematical approach,
most of the applications reviewed claim insufficient justification for generating differential weights52,53

and lack of clarity on how to appropriately generate the weights,53,54,63 and hence apply equal weighting.
Five studies, however, explored unequal weighting, either based on responses to seed questions53,55,58,60

(performance-based weighting) or using the clinical background of experts (objective weighting).54

Experiences with the conduct of the exercise

No studies reported major challenges in the conduct of the SEE, despite the complexity of the task.

Some studies conducted a group-based session, which was typically face to face, although studies52,59,61,63

departed from this format owing to time constraints, geographical limitations and availability of experts.
Mathematical exercises adopted a mix of formats, ranging from individual interviews to remote completion
via e-mail. Administration, where details were specified, was via bespoke tools using Excel® (Microsoft
Corporation, Redmond,WA, USA),52,53,55,56,60,63 paper questionnaires, a generic elicitation package (SHELF)62,68

and a software package for the elicitation of dependency (Prior Elicitation Graphical Software).59 Some
exercises were explicit about piloting the tool to ensure clear wording of the questions53,54,56,57 and most
offered opportunities for revision and/or graphical feedback.

Five applications were explicit about the training of experts,52,53,55,60,61 covering an overview of the
project and of the role of elicitation;53–55,60,61 quantities required and definitions;53,55,60,61 explanation and
expression of uncertainty,52,54 consideration of potential biases;53,55,60 use of the elicitation instrument53

and delivery of practice exercises.52,55,60,61 Studies that implemented elicitation remotely generally
included some form of instructions, although none reported these in detail.

Experiences with the analyses and interpretation of elicited evidence

Studies did not report details sufficiently; however, validity was assessed according to missingness,
validity checks and self-reported face validity. Some applications requested feedback from experts on the
ease of completion of the SEE,52,53,60,63 the basis for experts answers (to reveal the sources of evidence
considered by the experts and their level of knowledge)52 or on self-reported face validity.52,53,60,61
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Of the 14 studies52–56,58–61,63,64,66,69,72 that used a mathematical approach to aggregation, one59 did not
generate a group estimate and instead used the responses of each expert individually. The majority
linearly pooled, by averaging individual distributions. In order to pool, some applications were not explicit
about how prior distributions were derived from elicited summaries. Those that were explicit used
parametric distributions, with the choice of distribution either not justified or based on general MBEE
literature on distribution choice for probabilistic sensitivity analyses.52 To fit the distribution, some
applications used software54,64 and others a specific fitting method, such as maximum likelihood fitting.

In some applications, elicited evidence was used directly as input to a cost-effectiveness model.52,59–61,70,72

When external evidence existed on elicited parameters, some authors present both sources separately
using scenarios,61,71 whereas others combine them using Bayesian updating.53,68,71 Three authors56,59,64

explored the use of individual experts’ beliefs and found that the results and associated allocation
decisions varied between experts.

Conclusions

This critical review demonstrates that reporting is poor (as also identified elsewhere),73 and there is a
lack of consensus on methodology. A number of principles from the elicitation literature are expected
to generalise to the MBEE setting, such as the need for piloting and training; however, for many other
areas of SEE, it is not clear that methods used in other disciplines translate to HTA.

Discussion

This review highlights a number of specificities and constraints that can shape the development of
guidance and target future research efforts in this area. First, there exists important between-expert
variation. In other disciplines, variation is generally linked to different levels of bias and hence regarded
as undesirable, warranting the use of strategies to reduce or discourage variation, such as consensus
methods. The majority of applications in MBEE, however, expect wide variation in the beliefs of
multiple experts, due to genuine heterogeneity in the populations experts draw on.

Second, substantive experts in HTA are health professionals who may not be trained in quantitative
subjects, unlike other areas of science in which elicitation is used, such as engineering or meteorology.
Further research on SEE should consider the appropriateness of alternative methods of elicitation
(e.g. chips and bins, or bisection method) for the potentially less normative experts, or on how to
facilitate the elicitation of complex parameters, including dependency. Some of the applied examples
seek assurance on the validity of the particular exercise. It is, however, not clear how such an
assessment should proceed. Examples have used self-reported face validity assessments, sensitivity
analyses and performance weighting (calibration). Particularly for performance weighting, despite a
growing (generic) literature discussing the validity of this approach (see, for example, Colson and Cooke,74

Eggstaff et al.75 and Clemen76), the applied literature struggles with supporting the methodological choices
that need to be made.

Finally, although it is generally agreed that SEE should be designed and conducted in a way that
minimises the use of heuristics and other sources of bias, there is little integration in the applied
literature of the findings from behavioural research. A recent review placing special emphasis on
debiasing techniques77 is a helpful resource to be reflected in future research.
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Chapter 5 Reviewing the evidence: expert
selection, level of elicitation, fitting and pooling

Introduction

Each element of a SEE process encompasses several possible components for which choices need to be
made, with each choice successively having an impact on the next. If inappropriate choices are made
for some component, the process can provide inaccurate or misleading judgements. Despite this risk,
there is little or no empirical evidence that compares many of the alternative choices available when
designing, conducting and analysing a SEE.

The aim of this chapter was to review the SEE literature to identify the possible choices and related
evidence available in four components of the SEE process. Following discussion with the advisory
group, the following four were chosen:

1. selection of experts
2. level of elicitation
3. fitting and aggregation
4. assessing the expected accuracy of experts judgements.

Identifying literature

The use of SEE in HCDM and cost-effectiveness modelling is still evolving. Considering this, literature
from both a cost-effectiveness context and other disciplines are reviewed in this chapter. Although this
chapter is not a systematic review, a semistructured approach was employed to identify the relevant
SEE literature and to summarise existing evidence. The targeted searches for the SEE elements listed in
Introduction were conducted using the same semistructured approach.

Literature was initially searched by reading a selection of well-known books and papers addressing
SEE.7,13,25,78 This approach defined each component and identified the associated choices available
for each one. Following this, more recent literature on SEE was then explored to investigate the
availability of any recommended choices based on sound principles or evidence for the identified
components.44,59,60,79 The guidelines reviewed in Chapter 2 were also included if they provided evidence.
Papers that were specific to the four components were also included in the review. For applications
of elicitation in the context of HCDM, research from Leal et al.,52 Bojke et al.55 and Soares et al.53 was
consulted, along with a review of elicitation methods in a cost-effectiveness analysis.50

Each section describes the requirements for each part of the process, identifies the choices available
and presents any evidence or principles to inform the choices. In Chapter 9, choices recommended in
this chapter are considered against a set of principles underpinning elicitation in HCDM.

Selection of experts

An ‘expert’ is defined as someone who has great knowledge of the subject domain7 and who is
competent in the practical application of this knowledge.

The SEE literature recognises several choices regarding to expert selection.
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Finding experts with the relevant skills
The literature recommends that an expert possesses substantive skills in the target domain and
normative skills regarding the expression of uncertain probabilities.44,60 Ideally, the expert will have
specific knowledge in the field, together with a broad perspective.60 When evidence is less developed,
the expert will require adaptive skills to elicit judgements.7

Measuring competencies in these skills
Substantive skills can be identified and measured using social indicators of expertise or peer and
self-assessment tools, such as the generalised expertise measurement13 and the Expert-Selection
Questionnaire,25 respectively. As normative expertise is more generic, the quality of probability
judgement can be measured against seed questions.13,55,60

Identifying experts
The elicitation literature reports the following criteria for sourcing possible experts: recognition by
peers,52 specialist knowledge or clinical experience,52–58 current work in the target domain,52–55 research
output52,57,58 and lack of involvement in the product of interest.54

Recruiting experts
The literature reports recruiting experts with a formal nomination process to develop a longlist of
potential experts.21,26,80 More recent literature describes the use of a profile matrix, which lists the
essential and desirable characteristics that are required.81

Identifying the optimal number of experts
The analyst needs to decide whether or not to recruit multiple experts and, if so, how many or one
‘top’ expert.

In the literature, substantive and normative skills are the most frequently referenced skills, whereas
the role of adaptive skills is not addressed as often. We think that adaptive skills can be of particular
importance in a HCDM context, as experts may need to elicit judgements on new or emerging
technologies of which they do not have a great deal of experience.

There are concerns in the literature regarding the methods by which experts’ skills can be measured,
with one source branding these measures as subjective, particularly when referring to social indicators
of expertise.82 Peer and self-assessment tools have also been queried in terms of how accurately they
measure substantive expertise.53,58,60 When measuring normative skills, selecting appropriate seed
questions is difficult to assess (see Assessing the expected accuracy of experts judgements). Until the
relative advantages of the different methods for identifying and measuring substantive and normative
skills are better understood, no technique in particular can be recommended.

The SEE literature suggests that the recruitment of experts will be largely influenced by the target
domain. In the health-care literature, recruited experts are largely clinicians or professionals practising
in the target domain.44,52,53,55,60,83 The recruitment strategies summarised above come from outside a
HCDM context. Consequently, their applicability to elicitation in health care may not be appropriate.

There are no consistent recommendations on sourcing and recruiting experts, possibly because
strategies are domain dependent, making it difficult to find a strategy that is appropriate across
different contexts. Some of the processes of expert recruitment reported in literature, such as research
output, can be interpreted as social indicators of expertise. These indicators have been subject to
critique82 and should be treated with caution if used for expert selection.

Many reported influential factors can impact the optimal number of experts to recruit, such as the number
of experts available with the relevant expertise,52 time and budget constraints, and mode of administration
of the SEE process.57,60 Smaller samples are recommended for face-to-face modes of administration.
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The SHELF and classical methods are optimally conducted with between 5 and 10 experts, as there are
diminishing returns to accuracy improvement with more experts.81 In contrast, larger sample sizes are
possible using remote methods of administration, as done in the Delphi method.84 When determining the
optimal number of experts, heterogeneity among the experts also needs to be accounted for. It is logical
to think that in a HCDM context, particularly for a new intervention or unknown condition, the pool
of available experts will be limited. Despite the fact that SEE is less costly than primary data collection,
the financial and time resources that are available for the design, conduct and analysis will dictate the
number of experts that should be recruited.

Selecting the optimal number of experts is one of the few components of expert recruitment that have
been studied empirically. Budescu and Chen79 assessed the benefits of adding additional experts,
concluding that the best performance is found using between 3 and 16 experts, with around six experts
being optimal. This assumes that all experts perform to the best of their ability. If there is a redundancy
in expertise, the number of experts will need to be greater than six.79

Level of elicitation (individual compared with group)

Generally, judgements from multiple experts will be sought in the SEE process. These judgements can
be elicited individually from experts or from a group of experts.

When choosing the level of elicitation, the SEE literature suggests that the analyst will need to
consider the following choices and their associated principles:

l The expert may provide their own judgement individually without interacting with other experts;
this is referred to as individual-level elicitation.16

l Alternatively, experts are encouraged to interact with one another in a group to discuss the
uncertain quantity until they achieve consensus;7 this is called group-level elicitation.

l A third approach uses a combination of individual- and group-level elicitation, in which experts first
provide judgements individually and then engage in a facilitated face-to-face group discussion until they
reach a consensus (SHELF method).14 This approach can also be conducted remotely using an iterative
survey with several rounds of elicitation, in which each expert has access to the opinion of others
through a highly restricted level of interaction (Delphi method).16,85 On receiving the new information
from peers, experts are given the opportunity to reach a consensus using this remote method.

Figure 4 presents these different levels of expert elicitation, describing their level of interaction,
consensus and how uncertainty is quantified.

The SEE literature suggests that individual-level elicitation is the most effective approach when eliciting
expert beliefs,7,78 as it reduces the risk of bias due to experts influencing each other61 and promotes
accountability to the decision-maker. Individual-level elicitation is also recommended for its transparency,
in particular when expert judgements are available for peer review.29 Despite these advantages, one of
the concerns associated with this approach is that experts may not feel confident in expressing uncertainty
individually compared with in a group situation.54 The literature reports that experts involved in group-
level elicitation are more confident about their decisions than experts participating in individual-level
elicitation. 86

Group-level elicitation provides a substantial exchange of information among experts25,52 and, consequently,
it is expected that more informed experts will have greater influence in the group.86 When aiming to
achieve consensus face to face, a facilitator is required. The role of the facilitator is to engage the entire
group and protect the process from becoming dominated by a subset of experts.7 If group elicitation
is not monitored by an experienced facilitator, the interaction may pressure experts into reaching a
consensus, and some experts may suppress their opposing beliefs.52,59 Another concern associated with
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group-level elicitation is that convening experts from various geographical areas at a time and place
suitable for all can prove to be problematic.52 Depending on appropriateness, the Delphi method can
help overcome this issue, as this method is conducted remotely using web-based survey tools. This
approach is adequate when little but crucial information is required and a quick response is needed.16

In the health-care literature, a 2013 review by Grigore et al.44 reports that individual elicitation is the
dominant approach, with 13 of the 14 included studies reporting individual-level elicitation.52–57,59,61,63,65,67,69,71

Only two of these studies justify why the particular level was selected. Bojke et al.55 report choosing
individual-level elicitation rather than group level to capture uncertainty within and between experts.
Leal et al.52 report choosing it based on guidelines for HCDM developed by Philips et al.78 in 2004.

As discussed in Introduction, choices made for each component can have an effect on subsequent
components of the SEE process; in particular, the chosen level of elicitation is related to the mode of
administration and the method of aggregation used in the post-elicitation phase.

In terms of the mode of administration, individual-level elicitation is relatively versatile. Various platforms
are reported when using this approach: face to face,54,61,65,69 computer-based57 and e-mail.52 Given these
possibilities, it is not surprising that the literature indicates that an individual level of elicitation can be
conducted face to face or remotely, and that it may be facilitated20,53,61 or non-facilitated.52,55,57 In contrast,
group-level elicitation is not as flexible. At the group level, experts must be brought together, usually in
one location,20 and the elicitation must be guided by an experienced facilitator. Thus, this approach can be
time-consuming and costly. Once the experts are organised, two modes of administration are reported in
the literature for group-level elicitation: paper-based58,61 and Excel-based.53

As discussed in Chapter 2, the SEE process may strive to achieve a unique distribution that reflects the
beliefs of all experts. This process is described as either ‘behavioural’ aggregation or ‘mathematical’
aggregation, and is related to the level of elicitation.7,86 Behavioural aggregation relies on interaction
between the experts to create a single distribution that reflects either the experts’ consensus beliefs
or how an independent, rational observer would summarise the collective opinions of the experts.
Mathematical aggregation, in contrast, combines individual assessments from several experts (who may
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FIGURE 4 Levels of expert elicitation. Information taken from EFSA: Guidance on Expert Knowledge Elicitation in Food
and Feed Safety Risk Assessment.16
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or may not have interacted) into a combined group assessment based on an algorithm or mathematical
process. Methods of mathematical aggregation are discussed in Mathematical aggregation.

Behavioural aggregation can involve either the elicitation of a single group distribution or the elicitation
of individual judgements followed by interaction to produce a consensus distribution.87 Both Clemen
and Winkler86 and O’Hagan et al.7 recognise that it may not always be desirable to strive for a consensus
distribution. Both suggest that, in such cases, mathematical aggregation can be applied at the end of
group interaction, thus combining behavioural and mathematical approaches. The EFSA Delphi method
and the IDEA protocol are both examples of this.16,32 Clemen and Winkler86 state that the benefit from
group interaction is the sharing of information and not the forced consensus. Clemen and Winkler86

also believe that individual probability assessments are useful for understanding the range of expert
opinion and conducting sensitivity analysis, thus supporting combined aggregation approaches or
behavioural approaches that also involve individual elicitation (such as the SHELF method).30

The empirical evidence on the merits of individual- and group-level elicitation is dated and may not
be entirely relevant to HCDM. When solving problems that require ‘originality and insight’, Fogel88

commends the use of an interactive group. This is supported by Seaver,89 who performed a comparative
study of the three methods (individual elicitation, group interaction and the Delphi method) and
reported that the interactive group produced a larger number of ideas than the Delphi method. Staël
von Holstein90 reported that results using the individual-level approach are judged to be poorer than
results from an interactive group. However, Meyer and Booker25 emphasise that these studies were not
applying this method for deep problem-solving, the type of problem-solving for which it is most suited.

Although there is a lack of empirical evidence available comparing individual- and group-level
elicitation in health care, individual-level elicitation is the most commonly adopted approach in the
health-care literature and the most recently recommended choice in guidelines for decision-making
in health care.78 The cost of using group-level elicitation will depend on the context: crucially, how
physically dispersed the experts are. There may be a particular case for using group-level elicitation:
when the problem structure is unclear and there is a need for experts to develop a consensus problem
structure and to specify the elicitation questions; when experts have distinctively different disciplinary
backgrounds and knowledge bases (e.g. practising clinicians vs. epidemiologists) and so require
discussion to assess each other’s claims to expertise; or when it is expected that the experts will work
together repeatedly and so group-level elicitation may also serve a team-building purpose.

Fitting and pooling

This section concerns the translation of the information elicited from one or more experts into a
probability distribution representing the evidence on an uncertain quantity to inform decision-making.
The following choices can arise:

l To obtain a probability distribution from a single expert’s belief (or a behavioural aggregation
process), should we prespecify the form of the distribution and elicit its parameters directly or elicit
characteristics of an unspecified distribution, such as quantiles?

¢ If a distribution is prespecified, what distribution should this be and how should its parameters
be elicited?

¢ If characteristics of an unspecified distribution have been elicited, what distribution should be
fitted to the elicited information and how?

l If individual views are elicited from multiple experts, and we choose to mathematically aggregate
them into a single distribution representing the overall spread of views, how should this be done?
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Distribution choice and fitting
Methods of eliciting parameters of common distributions have been described by Winkler91 and
O’Hagan et al.,7 for example the beta distribution for probabilities. Only a small number of these
methods have been evaluated and compared, and O’Hagan et al.7 recommended much more work
before advocating one particular method for use in practice.

The disadvantage of prespecifying a distribution is that it may not fit the expert’s belief. Instead of eliciting
parameters of prespecified distributions, we may elicit characteristics of an unspecified distribution.
Typically, the expert is asked either for the quantiles that contain a given probability mass (e.g. median
and CrIs, as in the ‘bisection’ method) or for the probability masses that lie within a given set of quantiles
(e.g. the ‘chips and bins’ method) (see Chapter 8). Either way, the elicited data consist of a set of points on
a cumulative distribution function (CDF) (Figure 5). To obtain a fully specified distribution from these the
points could simply be interpolated, as described by O’Hagan et al.7 More commonly, a parametric family
of distributions is specified, followed by identifying the parameters that best fit the elicited data. The
advantage compared with interpolation is that the fitted CDF is not necessarily assumed to pass through
the elicited points, acknowledging that the expert may not be fully confident in the precise values that
they provide. The ‘best-fitting’ parameters can be determined by numerical methods, such as least squares,
as in SHELF,87 Leal et al.52 and Thall et al.,92 which is justified by maximum likelihood principles. The red
line in Figure 5 shows the CDF of the best-fitting beta distribution determined by this method. A related
approach is the method of moments, an approximation to maximum likelihood, used by Bojke et al.55 and
Soares et al.53 for two-parameter distributions.

Standard conjugate families (such as the beta or normal) can be combined easily with future observed
data using Bayesian inference. As an alternative to standard families, which may not fit the elicited data
well, Bornkamp and Ickstadt93 proposed to fit a penalised spline function. This method was implemented
in their R package ‘SEL’ (The R Foundation for Statistical Computing, Vienna, Austria). O’Hagan et al.7

recommend a process of ‘feedback’, in which the fitted distribution is presented to the expert with the
opportunity to revise it to better reflect their beliefs. However, in practice there may not be sufficient
elicited points on the CDF to identify distributions that fit better than standard ones.

As well as the expert not being fully confident in the precise values they provide, there may be
multiple distributions which fit the elicited data equally well.94 Bayesian non-parametric methods to
handle both these forms of uncertainty have been developed (see Oakley and O’Hagan,95 Gosling
et al.,96 Moala and O’Hagan97 and Daneshkah et al.98). These methods generally require Markov chain
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Monte Carlo simulation to implement, and, as far as we are aware, there is no accessible software to
implement them. Such methods tend to be computationally intensive, which may not allow the fitted
distribution to be instantly ‘fed back’ to the expert during an elicitation session.

Mathematical aggregation
Mathematical aggregation methods fall into two general approaches: Bayesian combination
(or ‘supra-Bayesian’) methods and ‘axiomatic’ (or ‘opinion-pooling’) methods.

In Bayesian combination, the decision-maker or modeller treats each expert assessment as new
data and uses it to update his/her own distribution for the unknown parameter.99,100 The resulting
distribution thus represents the beliefs of the modeller given the elicited data.7 This is difficult to apply
in practice, owing to the detailed information required on biases in and dependences between the
experts assessments7,86,101 (see Lipscomb et al.,102 Albert et al.,103 West and Crosse104 and Gelfand et al.105

for examples).

In opinion-pooling methods, the aggregated distribution is an average of the distributions from each
expert. ‘Linear pooling’ uses an arithmetic average and was the most common aggregation approach
used in our review of elicitation in HCDM.50 The alternative ‘log pool’ uses a geometric average and
harmonic averaging has also been used.106,107 Past work has shown that there is no mathematical formula
that can simultaneously satisfy a number of potentially desirable criteria,86,108 so there is no obvious
justification for one combination rule over another. O’Hagan et al.7 observe that log-pooling discounts
values that were found to be implausible by at least one expert, leading to a distribution concentrated on
areas of agreement, whereas a linear pool encompasses all values that any expert finds plausible, leading
to a broader distribution. Harmonic averaging gives an even more concentrated result than log pooling.
Hammitt et al.109 performed simulation studies to compare linear pooling with other mathematical
aggregation methods in situations in which the experts’ beliefs were generated by a known mechanism;
this concluded that linear pooling performed worst, but it is unclear whether or not this mechanism
holds generally. In HCDM we would argue that the broader distribution from linear pooling is preferable,
as it acknowledges the uncertainty arising from between-expert variation. This could motivate further
research to obtain observed data on the uncertain quantity and strengthen the evidence base for
decision-making.

The weights applied to each expert’s belief in an opinion pool are commonly chosen to be equal.
Alternatively, they could represent an estimate of expected accuracy, determined using seed questions
(discussed in Conclusion), prior assessments of the expert’s background82,110,111 or agreement of the
expert’s elicited data with subsequently observed data on the quantity of interest,111 although observed
data would not generally be available in a health-care context. More technically advanced methods
that use only the elicited data to form weights are presented by Ranjan and Gneiting,112 Rufo et al.113

and Hora and Kardeş.114 Essentially, these adjust the simple linear or log-pools to give a better
expected balance of overall bias and over/underconfidence.

Meta-analysis methods have also been considered for pooling expert beliefs,55,69 but have been argued
to be inappropriate55 as they assume that each expert’s view is fully based on evidence that no other
experts have seen.

Assessing the expected accuracy of experts’ judgements

This section focuses on estimating the expected accuracy of the judgements elicited from an expert or
group of experts, compared with the truth. The accuracy of a probabilistic judgement is often referred
to as ‘calibration’.7,13,19 The SEE literature recognises a number of different choices in this area, relating
to the following.
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Measuring calibration using scoring rules
When experts answer questions about quantities that have ‘realisations’ (i.e. known answers), called
‘calibration’ or ‘seed’ questions, the accuracy of their elicited judgements can be estimated by scoring
rules that compare the elicited assessments with the realisations, a practice first proposed by Winkler
and Murphy.115 The most common strictly proper scoring rule used in SEE is that of Cooke’s classical
model, which has been used to elicit judgements and measure calibration in > 100 expert panels.15

More detail on this method is available elsewhere (e.g. Cooke,13 Cooke and Goossens,21 and
Quigley et al.116).

Using the scoring rule to create and/or evaluate combinations of experts
In the classical model, scoring rules are also the mechanism for creating performance-based weights
for mathematically aggregating expert assessments. The classical model’s scoring rule can also enable
the evaluation of combinations of the experts.116 In practice, this is typically done by comparing scores
from the performance-weight linear combination of experts to the equal-weight linear combination to
see which has better performance. This is done both within a study, to inform the choice of using
performance or equal weights in the final reported results,117 and across studies, to evaluate the
method more broadly (see Cooke and Goossens,118 Colson and Cooke74 and Quigley et al.116).

Deciding how many seed questions should be used and how relevant seed questions are identified
Multiple seed questions are needed to assess the accuracy of elicited probability distributions,7 as poor
calibration based on one seed question may indicate bad luck rather than bad performance. Identifying
appropriate seed questions is a challenge because the questions must be closely related to the target
questions but unknown to the experts participating in the elicitation. Seed questions are used to assess
an expert’s skill in quantifying uncertainty, so they should not just be a test of the expert’s ability to
recall established facts or familiar quantities.

Scoring rules for sets of variables rather than individual variables have been argued to be preferable,
as the latter does not depend on the distribution of the realisation.119 The Brier score, for example, is a
scoring rule for individual variables that was recently used to score expert forecasts of geopolitical
events.120,121 Cooke,119 however, provides simple counterexamples that demonstrate the issues with this
approach to scoring. Strictly, proper scoring rules are rules in which an expert maximises their score by
stating their true beliefs. As the objective of an elicitation is to capture the beliefs of the experts, it is
critical that, if scoring rules are used to measure calibration, they must be strictly proper.119 An improper
scoring rule may reward an expert for providing assessments more extreme than their real beliefs.

Two studies15,118 compared scores from the performance- and equal-weight combinations of experts
in 78 total applications of the classical model and found that the performance-weight combination is
consistently both more informative and more statistically accurate than the equal-weight combination.
These studies are based on in-sample comparisons, in which the same set of questions is used both to
calculate the expert weights and to evaluate the performance of the method. Out-of-sample validation,
in contrast, would estimate performance using external data. However, data rarely become available on
elicited quantities of interest (which is why elicitation is needed). An alternative approach is cross-validation,
in which the set of seed questions is divided into a training set and a test set. Expert scores are calculated
based on the training set and then the performance-weight combination is evaluated on its performance on
the test set. The most recent and extensive cross-validation study of the classical model done to date
found that the performance-weight combination of experts outperforms the equal-weight combination
in 26 of the 33 studies.74 An evaluation of separate data, based on expert forecasts of the probability of
various geopolitical events, also concluded that the accuracy of an expert’s assessments can be predicted
by past performance on related questions, supporting the use of performance-based expert weighting.118

In the classical model, as the scoring rule is asymptotically proper, there is no theoretical basis for the
number of seed questions required, but at least 10 seeds is the recommended rule of thumb.13,21
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Simulations of expert scores show that using 10 seed questions allows an analyst to distinguish between a
well-calibrated and a slightly overconfident expert.116 Another paper argues that significantly more seed
questions are needed, but it incorrectly understands the classical model’s scoring to be for the purpose of
hypothesis testing, rather than for discriminating between experts.81

Seed questions commonly come from four sources: (1) future measurements, (2) unpublished
measurements, (3) unfamiliar information from standard data sets or (4) combining or comparing
different data sets.116 They discuss examples of each of these strategies from past applications of the
classical model.

Although seed questions should be related to the subject of the elicitation, there is no clear test to
measure if a question is ‘close enough’ to the target questions. In practice, classical model elicitations
focus on ensuring that the link between seed and target questions is strong enough that the problem
owner, experts and knowledgeable reviewers accept the resulting unequal weights of similarly qualified
and knowledgeable experts. The classical model also recommends a specific sensitivity analysis to
identify if any seed questions have a large impact on the results.21

Conclusion

Different methods for selecting and recruiting experts are recommended in the SEE literature, with very
little empirical comparison. In terms of the skills that experts should possess, we believe that adaptive
skills are important in SEE in HCDM, given the potentially novel nature of some of the technologies
the expert may make their judgements on. Yet, there is a lack of acknowledgement of this skill in
the existing literature. This is explored further in a HCDM context in Chapter 8. Although some
recommendations, such as the construction of a profile matrix, appear very useful, including such an
exercise within the conduction of an expert elicitation process in HCDM may not be feasible owing
to the time constraints on the overall project for which the elicitation is being conducted. With few
conclusive recommendations, the findings of this targeted search suggest that further analysis is required
relating to the selection of experts in expert elicitation.

Individual-level elicitation is conducted without interaction between experts, whereas group-level
elicitation requires experts to interact to discuss the uncertain quantity. The relative merits of
individual- and group-level elicitation for HCDM are unclear, yet there are guidelines recommending
individual-level elicitation as more appropriate, given the complex nature of quantifying uncertainty
(likely to apply to HCDM) and the importance of seeing and understanding differences between
experts. Despite these recommendations, the findings of this targeted search suggest that further
research is required in this area.

Elicited data consisting of points on a CDF should be converted into a smooth distribution representing
the assumed state of belief. To represent one expert’s belief, numerically fitting standard distributions,
such as the beta, to the elicited data will often be sufficient. If the number of elicited points is small, then
more elaborate models would be difficult to identify. Standard distributions are simpler to implement
but more complex approaches are worth considering, particularly if they can be shown to give a better
fit to the elicited data. Spline regression models can be fitted instantly in general software; however,
more experience of these is needed. More complex Bayesian non-parametric approaches can better
represent uncertainty about the full belief distribution given the elicited data; however, more guidance
and accessible software are required before these can be recommended for routine use in HCDM.

To mathematically aggregate elicited data from multiple experts, linear pooling is simple to implement
and allows all experts’ views to be considered by the decision-maker. Although possibly difficult to
interpret because the final distribution does not represent any one person’s or group’s beliefs,7 it gives
a conservative estimate of the extent of uncertainty, which can motivate future research (such as clinical
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trials) to obtain more evidence to support decision-making. More guidance and accessible software
would be needed before recommending more advanced pooling methods for use in HCDM.

The practice of weighting experts’ judgements according to estimates of their expected performance
or calibration, particularly as implemented in the classical model, has been widely applied and studied,
and has been found to improve the accuracy of aggregated expert assessments.15,74,118 However, this
method has been largely underexplored in HCDM. After reviewing past HCDM-related elicitations,
Soares et al.50 concluded that further research is needed to support the use of performance-based
weighting in this area. Past elicitations in HCDM that have tested the use of performance-based
weighting used four or fewer seed questions to evaluate the approach. Applications are needed that
use the recommended ≥ 10 seed questions to better evaluate if performance-based weighting in this
domain has the same benefits that have been identified across other application areas. Finally, future
analysis of classical model applications would be beneficial to identify strategies for identifying and
testing seed questions that have been useful, specifically in applications with heterogeneous experts
from a variety of disciplines and fields.
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Chapter 6 Reviewing the evidence: heuristics
and biases

Introduction

Formal models of judgement and decision-making hold that judgements of probability and utility should be
assessed using all of the information available to the decision-maker, with the application of appropriate
statistical rules.122 However, humans are not perfect information processors. The amount of information
processed can be affected by time pressure, limitations in cognitive capacity, lack of motivation and
personal desire for a particular outcome.When it comes to probabilistic reasoning, specifically the failure
to recognise when a statistical rule should be applied and unfamiliarity with the processes for making
statistical inferences, probability judgements do not always conform to normative rules.123 Experts, being
human, are not immune to this. Indeed, even among highly educated populations, awareness of how to
make simple statistical inferences can be limited.124 In the context of HCDM, those practitioners with the
greatest relevant knowledge and expertise (e.g. nurses, physiotherapists) may not necessarily have a high
level of training in statistics or experience with elicitation.

Humans often make judgements using simple rules of thumb (or ‘heuristics’).123,125 These strategies are
usually effective in appropriately guiding judgement,126 especially among experts who have a large base
of experience and knowledge to draw on.127 However, in some contexts they can lead to systematic
errors known as ‘biases’. SEE should seek to elicit probability judgements in a way that minimises the
effect of these systematic errors. This is increasingly recognised in the literature on HCDM, in which
SEE can be used to inform health policy and treatment recommendations.12,44,60,85,128 However, although
heuristics, biases and strategies for bias reduction have been widely studied in the broader risk,
judgement and decision-making literature, there is a dearth of evidence for HCDM and what does exist
has not been summarised in this context.

This chapter reviewed evidence relating to the psychological biases of greatest relevance to SEE for HCDM,
specifically evidence on how these can be minimised. First, key cognitive and motivational biases that have
the potential to negatively impact on the quality of expert elicitation for HCDM are outlined (see Cognitive
and motivational biases), then potential strategies for addressing them (see Addressing psychological biases
in structured expert elicitation) through technical measures (see Technical bias reduction strategies) and
behavioural bias reduction techniques (see Behavioural bias reduction strategies with consistent support).
Reflecting the fact that some behavioural bias reduction techniques have a large amount of evidence
to support them whereas others are more tentative, techniques are categorised into those for which a
high degree of consensus exists and those for which evidence is lacking or conflicted. Finally, the key
recommendations are summarised in Conclusions.

Cognitive and motivational biases

A distinction may be drawn between cognitive biases that result from how information is processed, and
motivational biases that come about as a result of preferences for particular outcomes.77,129 Both have
been implicated in systematic overconfidence, which poses a threat to calibration in SEE.

Cognitive biases
Cognitive biases arise when decision-makers do not process the full range of information available to
them. This may result from limitations in cognitive capacity, time pressure or a lack of motivation to
expend cognitive effort on a task. They may also arise as a result of decision-makers lacking the normative
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skill to make appropriate probabilistic inferences. In the context of SEE, cognitive biases of particular
importance include availability and anchoring, and insufficient adjustment, first, because they are
both implicated in overconfidence, which leads to the systematic underestimation of uncertainty in
probability judgements, and, second, because unlike biases that may result from deficits in substantive
knowledge of a subject area, or from a lack of knowledge about how to reason with statistical information,
both have the potential to affect expert judgement.77,130

In making probabilistic judgements, people may rely on how easily examples of an outcome come to
mind as a guide to how likely it is (the availability heuristic).131 Although this is often a good guide to
frequency, it means that probability judgements can easily be distorted by very recent or very prominent
events.132 For instance, a clinician may focus on particularly memorable examples of treatment success
or treatment failure when making probability judgements, neglecting instances that come less readily to
mind. Availability bias has been linked to the systematic underestimation of uncertainty.133 Anchoring
and insufficient adjustment occurs when people fix (‘anchor’) on an initial value and fail to sufficiently
adjust their estimates away from it to provide an accurate judgement. For example, in judging the success
of an intervention, a clinician may ‘anchor’ on a value provided by a source that they know to be flawed
(e.g. a poor-quality empirical study) and fail to sufficiently adjust their own experienced-based estimate
from this point, despite being aware of the flaws and adjusting in the right direction.125 Anchoring has
proved challenging to de-bias, with even arbitrary and irrelevant values being found to affect judgement
(see Kahneman and Egan123 for an overview). This can decrease accuracy in judgements of location and
central tendency (e.g. mean, median).

Motivational biases
Motivational biases, sometimes referred to as ‘self-serving’ biases, result from being invested in a specific
outcome (e.g. a particular treatment being successful) (see Bazerman and Moore129 for discussion).
In situations where individuals are aware of potential conflicts of interest and strive to make objective
and honest judgements, motivational biases can still distort judgements through rendering some information
and experiences more salient (cognitively ‘available’) and easier to recall than others. Confirmation bias,
for instance, leads individuals to focus on information that is consistent with their existing beliefs and
preferences and, therefore, subject it to a less critical appraisal than inconsistent information. Desirability
bias (also referred to as ‘optimistic bias’ or ‘wishful thinking’) leads people to overestimate the likelihood of
positive outcomes. Undesirability bias, meanwhile, leads to an overestimation of the likelihood of negative
outcomes and worst case scenarios (e.g. owing to a focus on taking a precautionary approach). These biases
result from motivated reasoning rather than a lack of knowledge or experts.77,129 Hence, they have the
potential to adversely affect the outcomes of SEE. In HCDM, those with greatest knowledge of a particular
treatment or procedure may be those most invested.

Overconfidence bias
As a consequence of limiting the amount of information considered by decision-makers, both
availability133 and confirmation bias134 may lead to the uncertainty surrounding future outcomes being
underestimated. This is known as ‘overconfidence bias’. It leads to interval judgements and probability
distributions that are too narrow (e.g. estimates of 80% confidence intervals containing < 50% of
subsequent realisations). Overconfidence is prevalent among experts as well as novices,35,135 making it
an important consideration for any form of SEE.

Addressing psychological biases in structured expert elicitation

Strategies for reducing psychological biases could be said to fall into three categories: (1) technical (e.g.
using formal statistical procedures to correct for systematic errors in judgement); (2) directly changing
individual behaviour and perceptions (e.g. through training, incentives, feedback); and (3) changing the
structure of the judgement or decision task (e.g. how questions are asked).136,137 In practice, however,
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they represent two fundamental approaches: (1) post-hoc statistical techniques to make corrections
after the fact, most notably through calibration (discussed in Chapter 5) (technical); and (2) interventions
to change judgement and behaviour (behavioural).

In reviewing approaches for reducing psychological bias (or ‘debiasing’), we restricted our search to
studies that provide empirical evidence for the efficacy of bias reduction in the context of SEE. For this
reason, we have excluded papers that suggest approaches but do not present empirical evidence to
support them. We also exclude studies that focus on biases in decision from description (i.e. when
choices can be made through analysis of a complete information set), rather than elicited judgements.
Relevant papers that did not appear in the searches but that were cited in the papers identified, were
examined and included when appropriate. A potential weakness of this approach is that bias reduction
techniques that are relevant to SEE, but that do not mention expert elicitation directly, may have been
missed if they were not cited in other papers identified through the search. However, a full review of
the heuristics and biases literature, which often focuses on novice rather than expert judgement, is
beyond the scope of this targeted search.

Technical bias reduction strategies

Technical bias reduction strategies are commonly discussed with respect to overconfidence. These can
involve statistical bias correction and the weighting of experts based on their performance on seed
questions, as is the case in Cooke’s classic model.138–140 These approaches do not require interventions
at the individual or task level, as the procedures are applied post hoc. However, they do rely on the
availability of appropriate seed questions from which the level of experts propensity to overconfidence
can measured.141 This may be relatively easy in contexts in which past realisations of the same or similar
target variables are available (e.g. probabilistic weather forecasting). In HCDM, however, it could prove
challenging to implement, as contextually similar seed variables with appropriate realisations are not
always readily available. Likewise, HTA brings together diverse sets of experts who have specialist
knowledge of specific treatments, interventions or procedures. They are not, therefore, guaranteed to
have similar expertise on the subject of seed questions.53

Behavioural bias-reduction strategies with consistent support

Given the challenges in applying technical approaches to bias reduction, which are outlined above,
it is important for those implementing SEE in the context of HCDM to consider behavioural approaches.
In this section, we outline bias reduction strategies for which there is consistent empirical support.
In Behavioural bias reduction techniques with conflicting evidence we briefly discuss debiasing approaches
for which there is conflicting evidence.

Consider more information
It has been found that individuals with a greater predisposition towards open-minded thinking demonstrate
better calibration on judgement tasks.142 Increasing the amount of information considered by participants
may therefore be effective in countering these biases. Behavioural bias reduction techniques that prompt
experts to consider more information (increasing the range of possibilities considered) have perhaps been
the most frequently tested in the context of expert judgement.

Early research with student samples failed to find added value from instructing groups of participants
to consider why their estimates may be wrong, or appointing one member to be a ‘devil’s advocate’.143

However, more structured approaches have had far greater success.134,144,145 Soll and Klayman134 found that
asking student participants to separately give lowest plausible estimates, highest plausible estimates and
median estimates for an almanac question with which students were likely to have some familiarity led to
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lower levels of overconfidence than simply asking for a single 80% confidence interval. It was suggested
that making people consider lowest, highest and median estimates sequentially focuses attention on a
wider range of possibilities than asking for a single range [e.g. forcing participants to think of reasons why
a value might be below (or above) a specific value]. Building on this, Haran et al.144 found that further
increasing the number of considerations by asking participants to make judgements about the likelihood
of different local seasonal temperature intervals reduced overconfidence. Adding a fourth step to the
procedure suggested by Soll and Klayman134 and Speirs-Bridge et al.145 found that ranges were widened
further when participants (epidemiologists and ecologists) were asked how likely it was that the ‘true’
value would fall within their specified range and were allowed to revise their estimates accordingly. This is
consistent with research suggesting that people may be better at evaluating confidence intervals than
providing them.146,147 More recently, Ferreti et al.148 noted reductions in overconfidence when environmental
science students were instructed to (1) actively think of reasons why their initial highest and lowest
estimates of sea level rise may be incorrect; and (2) consider their willingness to place hypothetical bets
on elicited confidence intervals.

Together, these studies provide strong evidence that structuring tasks in a way that increases
consideration of a wider range of possibilities can reduce bias and improve calibration. They
demonstrate that confidence intervals should not be elicited as a single-stage process. Lower and
upper bounds should be elicited individually,134,145 or multiple smaller intervals should be considered
individually.144 Likewise, they show that participants should be given the opportunity to evaluate and
adjust their confidence intervals.

Feedback
There is extensive evidence that receiving repeated feedback on one’s judgements both improves
accuracy and reduces overconfidence.35,123,141 Experts, such as weather forecasters, who receive direct
and timely feedback on the accuracy of their judgements tend to be well calibrated in their domain of
expertise,149 although this does not result in a domain general improvement.137 One suggestion for
reducing the overconfidence bias in expert elicitation is to provide feedback on a set of practice
questions.150 A challenge in doing this is the fact that domain-specific seed variables may be more
readily available in some contexts than in others (e.g. past realisations in forecasting tasks). Hence,
although this approach may be broadly effective in improving the calibration of expert judgement, it
could be difficult to implement in some HTA contexts in which identifying appropriate seed questions
that a diverse set of experts will be familiar with could be challenging. Nonetheless, in cases in which
these are available, the existing evidence suggests that providing feedback seed questions can reduce
overconfidence.

Avoid unnecessary anchors
Ensuring that elicitation materials do not contain unnecessary anchor values is a ‘common sense’
approach to reducing biases caused by anchoring and insufficient adjustment.77 For instance, elicitation
tools should not feature pre-set values that participants are then asked to adjust to match their views.
However, it may not always be possible to eliminate anchors entirely. In the case of ‘carryover’ effects,
for example, experts may use their own judgement on a previous question as an anchor.151 Although
there is some evidence to suggest that self-generated median anchors do not threaten accuracy and
calibration to the same extent as those that are externally imposed,134,152 Morgan35 advises that
measures of central tendency (i.e. the median) should only be elicited after lower and upper bounds
have been estimated. Hence, although it may not be possible to eliminate all potential anchor values
in an elicitation task, a clear recommendation to avoid unnecessary anchors can be made. Likewise,
when eliciting confidence intervals, eliciting lower and upper bounds before the median may reduce
the tendency to anchor on the median value.
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Reduce bias through expert selection
Addressing biases through expert selection means that experts are included or excluded based on their
potential susceptibility to bias (see Chapter 5). As noted above, motivational biases, such as desirability bias
and confirmation bias, are difficult to eliminate. Restricting participation to those without any conflicts of
interest is therefore one recommended approach to reducing motivational77 biases. In HCDM this may be
challenging, as those with the greatest knowledge about a particular treatment or technology may also be
those with the greatest vested interest in the elicitation’s outcome.44 Rejecting those with any conflict of
interest or strong opinions may eliminate those with the greatest relevant knowledge. In such cases an
alternative strategy is to ensure that a range of viewpoints are represented in the sample, with the
intention of ‘balancing out’ or at least diluting the effect of motivational biases.77

Behavioural bias reduction techniques with conflicting evidence

Bias warnings and training
Within the HCDM literature that considers heuristics and biases, training is the most commonly
referenced approach to behavioural debiasing.85 Simply warning experts not to be biased (e.g. by stating
that many people make their confidence intervals too narrow) is largely ineffective.143,152,153 However,
in-depth training on the nature of biases and strategies for avoiding them has been found to be more
effective.When biases occur as a result of experts not being familiar with rules for using and expressing
probabilities, training on how to do so can reduce errors.154 Likewise, educating participants about biases
and explicitly outlining strategies for combating them (i.e. through systematically considering more
information) reduced overconfidence in a study of petroleum engineering students.155 However, this
education programme was not effective for reducing anchoring, possibly because the student sample
lacked the substantive knowledge of the field to give a more accurate value. Nonetheless, a study with
a general population sample156 found evidence that interactive training interventions, explaining what
anchoring and confirmation bias were, reduced instances of these biases on post-intervention tests
relative to pre-intervention tests. These tests comprised tasks from the wider literature that were found
to elicit the psychological biases.157–159 Hence, although the available evidence on the effectiveness of
warnings and training for reducing psychological biases is not always consistent, it does provide an
indication of the conditions under which bias avoidance training may be effective. First, it must go
beyond simple warnings and admonitions not to be biased and explain the causes and consequences of
biases. Second, it should provide instruction as to how to avoid bias (e.g. consider why upper and lower
bounds may be incorrect). Third, it is useful only if participants have the substantive expertise to produce
accurate responses.

Fixed value compared with fixed probability methods
A small number of studies have examined whether the fixed-value method (in which one must allocate
probabilities to potential values of a target variable) or the fixed-probability method (in which one
allocates values of the target variable to probabilities) affects overconfidence. In eliciting cumulative
probability judgements from students regarding forecast variables with which they were expected to
have some familiarity (i.e. local temperature and the Dow Jones), Abbas et al.160 found less evidence of
overconfidence using the fixed-value method. However, Ferretti et al.148 found that this resulted in
relatively little improvement in performance. Hence, although there is some evidence that fixed-value
approaches may reduce overconfidence, this is limited.

Face-to-face compared with online elicitation
In one recent study161 it was found that face-to-face elicitation of energy demand with sectoral experts
led to lower overconfidence than online elicitation. However, this finding was not replicated in a recent
comparison of face-to-face and online SEE.60
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Conclusions

The objective of this review has been to synthesise existing knowledge on the clinical effectiveness of
different behavioural bias reduction techniques for expert elicitation, focusing specifically on their
potential usefulness in the context of HCDM. Although the efficacy of some of these approaches remains
undertested, the following five recommendations are supported based on the available evidence:

1. Confidence intervals should not be elicited as a single-stage process, as doing so leads participants
to focus on a narrow set of salient possibilities. Instead, lower bounds, upper bounds and median
values should be elicited separately. Eliciting lower and upper bounds before median values may
also prevent participants from anchoring on median values.

2. Participants should be allowed to evaluate and revise their confidence intervals or probability
distributions.

3. In selecting experts, those with pronounced conflicts of interest should be excluded. However,
excluding all participants who may have strong feelings or vested interests in the outcome may
result in the exclusion of those individuals with the greatest expertise in the subject. Hence, it is
important to ensure that different viewpoints will be represented.

4. When suitable seed questions are available, these may be useful in providing practice feedback to
participants on their performance and thus reduce overconfidence. However, care should be taken
to ensure that all participants are familiar with the topic of these seed questions.

5. Bias training may reduce biases, but only if this goes beyond simple warnings, and explains what
bias is and provides strategies for avoiding it.
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Chapter 7 Quantities to elicit

Introduction

Health-care decision-making is underpinned by (1) evidence of clinical effectiveness and cost-effectiveness
from randomised trials, to support regulatory approval of drugs, and (2) decision modelling based on
clinical and epidemiological evidence, to support reimbursement decisions. Chapter 4 provided a review of
published applications in this area, in order to determine the reasons for methodological choices made in
published scientific literature (design, conduct, and analysis) and the challenges faced by the authors when
conducting SEE. This chapter discusses different choices available for the specific quantities to elicit in
SEE, particularly those related to simple and conditional probabilities of events, as well as parameters to
inform survival rates and other time-to-event variables. Recommendations are made based on statistical
theory underlying commonly adopted models and a series of targeted reviews of literature reporting
current SEE practice.

Although data collected from trials typically aim to inform inference on a single probability-, rate- and
hazard-related parameter, decision models162 combine a number of these to describe how different
courses of action (e.g. treatments) affect patients’ progression through disease stages. Such models
typically belong to one of three types.163 Decision trees, defined using simple and conditional
probabilities, describe a set of possible pathways that are each assigned a probability that is influenced
by the treatment being considered. Discrete-time state transition models (STMs), such as discrete-time
Markov chains, define the disease process using a finite set of health states known to have distinct
health and cost implications, and patients transit between states through time. The speed of progression
is defined using a set of transition probabilities. Decision models can also be defined in continuous time
models, and can be STMs164 or discrete event simulation (DES) models.165,166 STMs in continuous time are
defined using transition rates. DES models use a number of events and use survival distributions to
determine the time between events. For alternative treatments, STM and DES models determine the
time spent in the different health states. To evaluate differences in lifetime quality-adjusted life-years
and costs (i.e. cost-effectiveness) from these models, costs and the health-related quality of life (HRQoL)
are attributed to time spent in each health state (or between events). In decision trees, the cost and
HRQoL of each pathway is weighted by its probability.

To inform decision-making, either based on single parameters, such as in clinical trials, or based on
multiple parameters as in decision modelling, empirical and/or elicited evidence may be used.
Quantitative expression of individuals’ beliefs regarding a parameter (or parameters) of interest should
be expressed as probability distributions. This chapter gives examples of alternative quantities that can be
elicited to inform the probability- or time-to-event-related parameters that are commonly used in HCDM.

Overview of probability-, rate- and hazard-type parameters

Here, the main parameters of interest for HCDM and the relationships between them are described.

Simple probability and conditional probability parameters
The probability of a discrete event that an individual may experience once, for example occurrence of a
disease in a specified time interval and postoperative mortality, can be represented by a single parameter
π = p (E). Probabilities may be altered by (or associated with) a particular attribute (e.g. treatment), another
event or a particular characteristic of the individual. In a conditional probability, the event D is conditioned
on the specific value the attribute takes. Conditional probabilities arise, for example, in diagnostics in
which the sensitivity of a test reflects the probability of testing positive conditional on having the disease,
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or in logistic regression analyses (say) in which the coefficients represent how the outcome of interest is
affected by certain attributes, such as age and disease severity.

When the event of interest has more than two levels, a set of probability parameters is relevant,
which are constrained to sum to 1, given the fact that the categories are mutually exclusive. The
probabilities of potential events can be modelled using a multinomial distribution or, alternatively,
expressed as conditional binomials.

Transition probability parameters in discrete-time state transition models
State transition models define a set of health states and describe transitions between them (e.g. alive
to dead) over a prolonged time horizon. In discrete-time STMs, such as Markov chains, the total
follow-up period is divided into a number of short consecutive time intervals (cycles). The speed at
which transitions between the health states occur is governed by probabilities of the occurrence of the
transitions in a particular cycle, termed transition probabilities.

An important feature of discrete-time STMs is that, in any cycle, they typically consider transitions from
the current state to one of several health states or competing events. Moreover, individuals may re-enter
previously occupied health states. Consider the simple example of a homogeneous (through time) three-
state transition model in Figure 6. From state A individuals may either transit to health state B or die (state
death); these are, in this context, competing events. From health state B individuals are allowed to move
back to state A (i.e. backwards transitions are allowed). Death is an absorbing state, as, once entered, it
cannot be exited. To evaluate this discrete-time STM, a transition probability matrix (as illustrated in
Figure 6) needs to be defined, in which each row of the matrix must sum to 1, so that that all individuals in
a particular state in a cycle, C, are allocated to the allowed states at cycle C + 1. Transition probabilities
may not change over time or, alternatively, cycle-dependent transition probabilities may be specified.

Time to event and survival
Survival and time-to-event outcomes are defined in continuous time, typically using a hazard function,
h(t), representing the rate of the event which can take any value above zero. The hazard function can
also be used to calculate the survival function, S(t). The mean or expected value of T is the area under
the survival curve and can be derived by integrating the survival function.

A number of parametric statistical models can be used to specify the time-to-event distribution, the
simplest being the exponential, which assumes that the hazard is constant for all times, h(t) = λ. In this
case, λ can be interpreted as the event rate per unit time. The mean and median times to an event
occurring in the exponential model are, respectively, 1/λ and ln(2)/λ, where ln(2) is the natural
logarithm of 2, (approximately equal to 0.69). S(t) for the exponential model is exp(– λ × t), where t is
the relevant time frame for the survival estimate (Table 3). In many circumstances, a constant hazard is
unrealistic, and more complex parametric models than the exponential are required. Examples are the
Weibull, Gompertz, log-logistic, log-normal and the generalised gamma; for details see, for example,
Collett.167 Table 3 describes key functions and summaries for parametric models commonly used.

Model diagram Transition probability matrix

A B D

A P[Xc = A⎮Xc–1 = A]

P[Xc = A⎮Xc–1 = B] P[Xc = B⎮Xc–1 = B] P[Xc = D⎮Xc–1 = B]

P[Xc = B⎮Xc–1 = A] P[Xc = D⎮Xc–1 = A]

B

D 0 0 1

A B

Death

FIGURE 6 Example of a transition diagram for a STM.
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Use of continuous time-to-event parameters in discrete-time state
transition models

Despite many analyses using a discrete-time model, hazard functions from continuous time-to-event
models are often used to derive their parameters. The simplest way to consider a time-varying hazard
is to use a value for the hazard that changes between cycles but is constant within each cycle.
Transition probabilities for different cycles are then derived to define a discrete-time Markov chain
that approximates the continuous time estimates using the following relationship:

p½t < T≤ t + c� = p½T≤ t + cjT > t� = 1 – S(t + c) /S(t). (1)

Continuous time-to-event decision models
Two types of continuous-time models are currently used more often in health-care cost-effectiveness
analyses: continuous-time STMs and DES models. For both types, the clock reset model is adopted,168

in which all transition probabilities are expressed in terms of time spent in the current state.
Continuous-time STMs are typically represented by state transition diagrams of the type exemplified
in Figure 6; however, these models are defined by a matrix of transition intensities which are derivatives
of transition probabilities with respect to time (at time zero), and may vary with the length of time
spent in the currently occupied state or time spent in the study overall. The discrete-time evolution of
the probability of transiting between health states can be evaluated using a system of (partial) differential
equations defined on the transition intensities called the Kolmogorov equations.169

Discrete event models are informed by the times at which discrete events occur. These models define
(through a parametric time-to-event model) the hazard of exiting each particular health state
(independent of where to), which determines the mean time spent in that particular health state.
Separately, additional probability parameters define the arrival state. Discrete event models are
typically evaluated by Monte Carlo simulation.166

Repeated event rates
Some models may represent events that occur multiple times, for example rejection episodes in transplant
patients, infections or other exacerbations in patients with chronic lung diseases, hypoglycaemic episodes
in diabetic patients, asthma attacks or seizures in patients with epilepsy. These may be represented by a
process that counts the number of events over a given time interval, called a Poisson process, governed by
a rate parameter, λ, representing the number of events occurring per unit of time (independent of time, in
a homogeneous process). The time taken between consecutive pairs of events of a homogeneous process is
exponentially distributed with a parameter λ. The common situation in which event rates differ between
individuals may be modelled using a negative binomial distribution, which requires an additional parameter
representing interindividual variation.

TABLE 3 Summaries of selected survival distributions

Distribution Hazard function Survival function, p[T> t]

Summaries of the time to event distribution

Mean Median Variance

Exponential λ exp( – λ × t) λ > 0 1/λ ln(2)/λ 1/λ2

Weibull pλtp−1 exp( – (λt)p) λ > 0, p > 0 Г(1 + 1/p)/λ (ln(2))1/p/λ {Г(1 + 2/p) –
Г(1 + 1/p)2}2/λ2

Gompertz exp{α + βt} exp( – ε(ebt-1)) ε> 0, b> 0 Requires
integration

(1/b) × ln[(1/ε) ×
ln(1/2)+ 1]

Complex

Г, gamma function.
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Repeated events could reasonably be represented in a discrete-time STM if the time intervals are
sufficiently short,170 or if one could construct a STM when transitions to states that represent these events
can occur repeatedly. The probability of an event per unit of time and the number of events occurring in
a time period (which may vary with time) can both be considered in informing these quantities.

Eliciting probability-, rate- and hazard-related parameters

The relationships described in Overview of probability-, rate- and hazard-type parameters demonstrate
that the target parameters for elicitation (e.g. transition matrices in STM or time to event distributions)
may be described using a number of alternative quantities. This is because the underlying phenomena
described, of progression of a disease process, inherently involves multiple events happening in
continuous time and models that do not explicitly consider time (decision trees) or those in discrete
time constitute simplifications of a more complex underlying process. Although models simplify reality,
this does not mean that the evidence (empirical or elicited) that informs these models cannot be
gathered in a way that more closely reflects the underlying processes. For example, a discrete-time
STM can be based on inference obtained from empirical time-to-event data modelled using a particular
(continuous-time) survival function. Conversely, simpler evidence on a probability (e.g. reflecting one
point in the survival function) can also be used (alongside assumptions or other evidence) to inform
continuous-time models that use the entire survival function. To inform one or more parameters of
interest, an elicitation need not be restricted to directly eliciting the model parameters; instead a range
of related quantities can be considered.

When eliciting survival functions, for example if a constant hazard can be assumed, then prior
elicitation can be achieved via the mean time to the event. Alternatively, the median time to the event
may be more intuitive, as experts may have a clearer picture of the time when the first half of the
individuals have experienced the event compared with the second half, some of whom may have very
long times to the event. Alternatively, the proportion, π, of individuals who experience the event by a
particular time, t, can be elicited. In this case, the parameter from the exponential can be calculated as:

λ =
−ln(1− π)

t
, (2)

which, in turn, can be used to calculate the full survival function S(t). If a more complex survival
function reflecting a time-dependent hazard is used, its parameters can be elicited from experts, either
directly or more likely indirectly from survival or conditional survival estimates for two or more time
points, although there may be multiple ways of accomplishing this.

Current practices in elicitation

Identification of examples
The aim here is to find examples for illustration, rather than provide a comprehensive review. To
identify examples, we initially drew on three reviews that had been used by the authors in recent
overviews of SEE for clinical trials or decision modelling:

1. A previous review of studies that included SEE to elicit distributions of parameters included in
health-care decision models was updated.50 This review excluded studies that generated utility
estimates for health states using preference elicitation.

2. A review of experimental studies that used Bayesian survival analyses, most of which were trials in
cancer patients and described randomised trials. Half of the studies were of diseases described as
rare.171 Only one of the 28 applications elicited priors from experts.172

3. A systematic review of 33 studies that used elicitation of prior beliefs for Bayesian analysis was
reassessed in order to extract information on the validity, reliability and responsiveness of quantities
that were elicited.173
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In order to identify a wide range of applications, other targeted (non-systematic) searches were
undertaken. These targeted searches sought Bayesian studies, including elicitation of simple and
conditional probabilities, survival rates and other time-to-event variables, as well as reviewing recent
technology assessment reports that stated that Bayesian methods, including SEE, were used. The
references for all of the applications considered in this paper are listed in Table 4 by type of quantity
elicited. As many reports lack clarity in how the quantities elicited related to the target parameters
of interest, the next section discussed is structured according to the type of quantities elicited.

Simple and conditional probability or odds
In decision modelling, the elicitation of simple probabilities is relatively common,53,57,60–62,68,70,71 for
example the proportion of individuals susceptible to clinical infection,67 perioperative mortality70 or
prevalence of cervical cancer recurrence.61 Some of these papers elicit independently for different
subgroups57,61,67,68 or for different durations of treatment.62 One example of the elicitation of a
prevalence was also found in the broader health literature.174

Applications in decision modelling also elicit probabilities conditional on other events, for example to
inform decision trees. An example is provided in Garthwaite et al.,59 in which an elicitation exercise was
designed to inform a decision tree in which more than two outcomes in a single branch were possible.

The authors used conditional probabilities to re-structure the tree and elicited a set of conditional
Binomials. A simple extension of the basic structure is presented in Table 5.

The same authors59 also considered the need to more formally elicit how the probabilities depend
on covariate values. The approach to the elicitation of dependencies was based on conditional
probabilities: experts were asked about the quantity of interest by conditioning on a set of values
of the covariate(s). These assessments were then analytically transformed to determine regression
coefficients using a generalised piecewise-linear model. The authors developed software for elicitation
based on graphical displays, which they called Prior Elicitation Graphical Software.

Two examples54,61 elicited probabilities related to diagnostic accuracy parameters. Despite requiring
sensitivity and specificity, both studies elicited probabilities conditional on test results. One61 elicited
the proportion of false positives and false negatives (independently), and the other,54 the proportion
of true positives and true negatives.

TABLE 4 List of published examples of eliciting probability, rate and time-to-event parameters

Quantities elicited Example

Simple and conditional probability or odds (see Simple
probability and conditional probability parameters)

Decision modelling health-care literature53,54,57,59–62,68,70,71

Broader health literature174–176

Transition probabilities of a STM (see Transition probability
parameters in discrete-time state transition models)

Decision modelling health-care literature53,64,177,178

Time to event and survival (see Time to event and survival) Decision modelling health-care literature52,53,58,59,65,66,70,71

Broader health literature48,172,179–186

Hazards or parameters of the hazard function
(see Continuous time-to-event decision models)

Outside health187

Repeated event rates No studies found
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Treatment effects on probabilities or odds

A few examples were found in the broader health literature eliciting absolute difference in probabilities180,184

or ratios of probabilities (i.e. relative risks).175,176

Transition probability parameters in discrete-time state transition models
Soares et al.53 elicited several quantities assuming conditional independence; however, one strategy used
in this study, extended such the approach to ensure that elicited quantities were consistent with existing
relevant data. In their applied example, a particular health state representing healing could be achieved
in two ways: either by a wound being left open to heal or via further surgery to close the wound edges.
The existing data did not distinguish between these healing types. In order to delineate experts beliefs
regarding surgery from beliefs about healing, the probability of closure surgery conditional on healing
outcomes was elicited. Denoting the closure surgery event as S and healing as H, the authors elicited the
probability of patients having had surgery given that they healed, P[S|H], and the probability of healing in
patients who received surgery, P[H|S]. By knowing the unconditional probability of healing, P[H], and
applying Bayes’ theorem, the probability of receiving closure surgery was calculated as:

P½S� = (P½SjH� × P½H�) / P½HjS�. (3)

Wilson et al.177 elicited a total of 12 STM transitions on the progression of undiagnosed melanoma
between cancer stages or death. The authors considered each row of the transition probability matrix
as parameters of a multinomial distribution. Experts were asked to distribute a cohort of 100 patients
according to the stages that they would be in 6 months later. These values were described as medians
and the software restricted the values introduced to sum to 100. The participants were then asked to
elicit the lower and upper limits of 95% CrIs for each stage; for these, no restriction was imposed on
the values provided. The participants elicited in the same way for all other starting health states.

Cao et al.64 took a similar approach to Wilson et al.,177 but elicited membership of each health state at a
particular point in time. Experts were initially presented with a diagram of the model with relevant
empirically derived numbers for standard of care and were then asked to revise these for a new care
setting, as exemplified in Table 6. Cao et al.64 elicit in ‘discrete time’, but use the elicited quantities to
inform a continuous-time model with the same structure. They argue that transition rates are complex
and not observable quantities, and hence did not elicit these directly.

Vargas et al.178 also inform the transition probabilities of a STM, but the publication provides little
detail on how these quantities were elicited.

TABLE 5 Example of eliciting conditional probabilities for a decision tree

Questions elicited Restructured tree

(a) What proportion of patients referred for
investigation of symptoms do not undergo
diagnostic testing (i.e. go straight to treatment
intervention)?

(b) What proportion of the patients referred for
testing undergo novel test B, rather than
standard test A?

Diagnostic
testing(a)

(b)

Treatment
intervention

Novel test (B)

Standard test (A)
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Time to event and survival
Some studies elicited summaries of time-to-event distributions, particularly median70 and mean survival.58

Survival functions have also been elicited to inform transition probabilities in a discrete-time STM.52,53,65,66

Some studies elicited event probabilities at a single time point.52,65,66 For example, Leal et al.52 asked
‘If 100 hypertrophic cardiomyopathy patients were stratified as low/medium risk at the age of 18, how
many would be classified as high risk at age 50?’. Some applications elicited multiple event probabilities
without eliciting dependency between them. Examples are Poncet et al.,66 who elicited separately
for different subgroups of patients, and Speight et al.,65 who elicited probabilities of sequential cancer
progression (e.g. pre cancer to stage I, stage I to stage II, and so on).

To explore time dependency and derive a full survival function, some studies elicited conditional
probabilities at two or more points.53,59 One such study53 elicited a first point in the survival function at
6 months and, for those who did not have the event at that time point, the proportion who would have
the event between 6 and 12 months. By assuming conditional independence between the elicited
quantities, the authors were able to incorporate time dependency in the decision model without
generating incoherent probability statements. They also argued that, even if hazards are found to be
very similar in both periods (i.e. no evidence of time dependency), experts may be more uncertain
about outcomes in the longer term, so that it may still be important to elicit for separate time periods.
Garthwaite et al.59 used a similar strategy but partitioned the timescale into four intervals.

Treatment effects on time-to-event distributions
Experts may judge survival with a comparator treatment informative of survival with the treatment of
interest (i.e. hazards should not be assumed independent).179 To elicit priors for relative treatment effects
(hazard ratios), a number of authors172,179,180,182–185 elicit the absolute difference in event probabilities
(at a single time point) between treatment and comparator. Most of these authors convert the absolute
difference onto the log-hazard scale, assuming a value for the baseline hazard (see Parmar et al.184,185).
The study by Ren and Oakley179 considered eliciting absolute differences in survival under time dependency,
and proposed eliciting the following quantities:

l survival with the comparator at a particular time point, t0
l the difference in survival for the comparator between times t1 and t0 (where t1 > t0)
l the difference in survival between the treatment of interest and the comparator at t0
l the difference is survival for the treatment of interest between times t1 and t0.

Note that this method also relies on a form of conditional independence.

TABLE 6 Example of eliciting transition probabilities for a novel setting in a discrete-time STM

State 1 State 2

Death

a%

b%

(100–a)% (100–b)%

(a) Under standard care, out of all of the patients who
left state 1 within 1 year, a% moved to state 2 and
(100—a)a% died. Can you adjust these numbers to
reflect the proportion of events that you expect to
observe after 1 year of follow-up under the new
care setting?

(b) Under standard care, out of all of the patients who
left state 2 within 1 year, b% moved to state 1 and
(100—b)b% died. Can you adjust these numbers to
reflect the proportion of events that you expect to
observe after 1 year of follow-up under the new
care setting?
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Other authors53,186 asked experts to elicit absolute survival probabilities with the treatment of interest,
conditional on a given fixed value for the comparator (in Soares et al.53 the value selected was the elicited
mode for survival with the comparator, whereas in White et al.186 the fixed value was provided to the
participant). Soares et al.53 elicited relative effectiveness for multiple treatments independently andWhite
et al.186 evaluated treatment effects in the presence of possible interactions across different patient groups.

Dallow et al.48 argue that, to better manage the tendency for experts to be overoptimistic, experts
should be first asked to judge the probability that the drug has a true-positive effect and then to judge
the distribution of this effect size under the assumption that the drug does have a favourable effect.
They then formed a mixture distribution to represent the overall prior for the treatment effect.

Chaloner et al.181 aimed to specify a bivariate distribution for two hazard ratios (two treatments in
relation to a common comparator), eliciting survival probabilities with the support of a graphical
dynamic tool. Analogously to Soares et al.,53 the authors initially ask experts to elicit absolute survival
probabilities for each treatment, conditional on an initial model value for the comparator (conditional
independence is assumed throughout). Specifically, experts are asked for their upper and lower
quartiles. The relationship between survival probabilities elicited for a treatment and control and the
hazard ratio under a proportional hazard model:

flog( – log(1 – p)g = β + logf – log(1 – p0)g, (4)

where p0 and p are the elicited survivals for the control and treatment, respectively, and beta the
treatment effect allow the elicited summaries to be expressed in terms of treatment effects. These are
used to calculate initial values for parameters of a type B bivariate extreme value distribution describing
the treatment betas. The distribution is defined on the means and variances of the marginal distributions
and on an m parameter, with m = 1 reflecting independence between coefficients. To pick an initial value
of m, the expert is additionally asked about the probability that the survivals for each treatment are
larger than their respective marginal medians. If the two parameters are independent, this probability is
0.25. To reflect correlation (note that only positive correlation is allowed), values for this probability can
be higher than 0.25 (up to 0.5) and the value for m can be directly determined from these. The expert is
presented with plots of each marginal distribution (for the probability parameter), a contour plot of the
joint prior distribution of the survival probabilities with approximate confidence regions and a dialog box
with five sliders (for each parameter of the bivariate distribution). Changing the value of m in the slider
does not change the marginal distributions but does change the contour plot. The sliders allow the
expert to adjust interactively the parameter values and see the consequences directly. The authors
recommend repeating the elicitation process for a different follow-up interval; under proportional
hazards, the distributions on the regression coefficients should be equal.

Elicitation of hazards or of parameters of a time-to-event distribution directly
The only example of directly eliciting time-to-event distributions related to reliability assessment in
engineering.187 Singpurwalla187 presented methods for eliciting a single Weibull distribution and proposed
directly eliciting its shape parameter (alpha), which characterises whether hazards increase, decrease or
remain constant over time.We note also that the shape parameter can be expressed as a function of the
hazard ratio, h2, associated with a doubling of time, alpha= 1 + log2(h2), so the shape might be derived by
eliciting h2. Singpurwalla187 argued that the scale parameter is difficult to interpret and, instead of eliciting
it directly, chose to elicit median survival time, making the simplifying assumption that the two parameters
are independent. Indeed, the scale is related to the mean and median, but only has a simple relationship
(independently of the shape) when the shape parameter is 1 (exponential distribution).

Steps and considerations in defining the quantities to elicit

The examples reviewed identify a range of ways to elicit probability-, rate- and hazard-type parameters
used in current practice. Although most did not directly elicit the parameter of interest, there was
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often little justification for the quantities chosen for the elicitation. Following critical review of the
literature described in Current practices in elicitation and the investigators’ experience of SEE, some
generic guidance on how to determine appropriate quantities to elicit was developed and agreed
during discussions within the research team, and is presented here.

Step 1
Develop a clear understanding of the statistical or decision model so that, ultimately, quantities
elicited are fit for purpose (i.e. accurately represent the relevant context, including population, setting,
interventions, outcomes and time horizon).

Prior to defining the quantities to elicit, the target parameters of interest for decision-making must be
defined. This can be done independently from the elicitation and requires two assessments. The first is
to specify the model (statistical model or decision model) by defining a list of the input parameters
required and the outputs produced by the model to inform the decision. Models are developed specifically
to best represent decision problems that involve particular types of health-care strategies (e.g. diagnostics,
drugs, complex interventions, screening strategies, infectious disease prevention). Within a well-defined
set of model input parameters, the second assessment identifies which inputs have strong empirical
evidence and, of those that do not, which might benefit from explicit priors being elicited from experts.
The level of uncertainty, and whether or not it ultimately impacts on the health-care decision, is a critical
consideration here. Value-of-information approaches188 can help to identify those parameters that are
most influential and prioritise parameters for elicitation.

Step 2
Consider breaking down (decomposing) the target quantities for the elicitation into quantities that are
simpler and that reflect what experts are likely to observe.

The parameters defining statistical or decision models can be complex; for example, hazards and
intensities are difficult concepts. In contrast, eliciting a probability of having the event of interest
by a set of specific times, for example survival up to 1 year, is more intuitive and might represent data
that experts observe directly. From the resulting elicited probabilities, and under some assumptions,
survival and hazard functions can be constructed.

Step 3
Consider what sets of related target parameters are required and define quantities to elicit in a way
that ensures coherence between the quantities elicited and the parameters they inform.

Target parameters and the quantities elicited may be related in a number of ways: the total survival is a
compound function of simple and conditional probabilities, the number of people infected is a combination
of exposure rates and infectivity, and the positive predictive value is a function of sensitivity and
prevalence. Relationships between target parameters, quantities elicited and the target parameters, and
the quantities elicited, need to be understood and accommodated so that statistical coherence of the
priors generated is ensured. Eliciting two points in the survival curve unconditionally does not guarantee
consistent results, and should be avoided.

Coherence is important when eliciting multinomial outcomes or discrete-time STM probabilities.
If multinomial probabilities are elicited independently with uncertainty, they may not sum to 1.
As an alternative, a multinomial can be re-expressed as a set of conditional binomials.59 Alternatively,
multinomial probabilities can be elicited directly by eliciting expected proportions in each health state
and an effective sample size that informs uncertainty.7 Consistency in the quantities defined and
elicited is important, and can either be ensured by design or verified using consistency checks built in
to the elicitation tool.
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The relationships and constraints identified above can generate dependencies. However, other forms of
dependency are also relevant, such as dependencies between quantities or between quantities and
known covariates. Dependencies should be considered and accommodated, either by re-expressing
target parameters as conditionally independent quantities or by formally eliciting dependency. Note
that dependencies between quantities may arise from some experts being prone to eliciting higher
values across the board than others.

Step 4
Consider what the expert may not observe (e.g. censoring, heterogeneity).

Analogous to empirical studies, it is common for clinicians not to observe time to event for all patients
in their clinical practice; there may be competing events that remove patients from the risk of the
event of interest, or patients may change practitioner or become hospitalised and not be observed
after a certain time point. Experts will find it difficult to elicit quantities under heavy censoring. Hence,
we believe that experts asked about summaries of a time-to-event distribution will find the median
more intuitive than the mean, and that shorter time points may be necessary when eliciting survival
(at the expense of need for more extensive extrapolation).

Step 5
When more complex quantities need to be elicited (e.g. bivariate treatment effects), consider using
dynamic graphical displays.

Graphical displays used in the elicitation did help the experts to provide parameter values while
visualising probability distributions on quantities that were more intuitive to them. The graphs also
provided useful instant feedback.

Step 6
When alternative quantities of interest can reasonably be elicited or graphical displays used, pilot the
different options with a small number of the relevant experts.

Piloting is essential to choose the most intuitive set of quantities for the elicitation, to optimise the
quantities using the principles above (e.g. validate the time point at which a survival probability can be
reasonably asked under censoring) and to optimise the wording of the questions for clarity.

Discussion

Survival or time-to-event models and transition probability/intensity matrix-based models pose
challenges for elicitation, as inputs are typically complex constructs that may involve several correlated
parameters. Instead of target parameters being directly elicited, these may be decomposed into related
quantities that are simpler and observable to experts. This chapter aims to review current practice of
elicitation to identify the quantities elicited for these types of parameters. Given the low specificity of
search terms, efficient targeted searches were employed, giving a good overview of what is published
to date. Current practice is heterogeneous, with different quantities used to elicit the same type of
target parameters, for example survival distributions and how these vary with treatment and other
predictors. Some general guiding principles for determining appropriate quantities to elicit are
developed here. Further research could refine these recommendations, particularly if there are
multiple options or if implementation of principles is unclear.

One may need to retrieve hazards, survival functions and relative effectiveness parameters from the
elicited priors. Although this is not the focus of this chapter, it is an important aspect that would
benefit from further guidance, as there may also be multiple ways of estimating the whole distribution
to the level of detail required for decision modelling.
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Chapter 8 Three methodological experiments
on the elicitation of subjective
probabilistic belief

Introduction

Research looking at important methodological choices in elicitation is mostly inconclusive, for example
on which experts to engage, how to most appropriately elicit distributions and whether or not group
interaction increases the accuracy of group judgements. The underlying challenge of methodological
research in this area is that beliefs are inherently unobservable: the accuracy of elicited judgements in
representing the experts’ beliefs cannot be directly established as heterogeneity in knowledge (i.e. the
fact that individuals’ beliefs differ) cannot be easily disentangled from the lack of ‘normative’ skills
(i.e. individuals not being able to represent their beliefs accurately in probabilistic terms), and there is
no ‘gold-standard’ perfect elicitation procedure.

This chapter describes the approach used in three experiments that were aimed at generating evidence
that could support some of the methodological choices in elicitation. It describes the general approach
for the experiments and then details aspects of their design. The experiments explore alternative
methodological choices in SEE:

1. experiment 1 compares two methods of elicitation (bisection vs. chips and bins)
2. experiment 2 evaluates whether or not individuals are able to accurately extrapolate from their

knowledge base to different populations
3. experiment 3 (comprising two separate subexperiments) explores how individuals revise their own

probability assessments when presented with Delphi-type group summaries.

The objectives were chosen to address some of the key methodological challenges for conducting
elicitation in HCDM, reported in Chapters 4–7.

The objectives in experiments 2 and 3 differ from those outlined in the funding proposal.We had initially
thought of exploring the accuracy of consensus-based methods and use the experimental set-up to evaluate
alternative methods of mathematically pooling priors elicited from individual experts. Consensus-based
methods can be affected by many factors, including facilitators’ input, individuals’ experience, their ability
to adjust (or extrapolate) their knowledge and beliefs, and the composition of the sample of experts whose
consensus is sought, including their personalities, probabilistic accuracy and between-expert agreement.
When planning for experiment 1, we realised that a sample of the size we would be able to recruit
would not allow for meaningful inferences under these objectives (as randomised groups would have
to be formed). Moreover, the review in Chapter 5 highlighted that there was no good evidence on a key
question: how do individuals revise their own assessments after some form of interaction? This is crucial
for all methods that require individuals to revise their assessments (both consensus methods and controlled
interaction methods, such as Delphi). For these reasons, the objectives of experiment 3 were updated to
explore this and used the more controlled interaction in a Delphi-type environment. Experiment 2 was
a natural extension from experiment 1 and aimed to explore how experts deal with heterogeneity in
knowledge, which was one of the objectives set out in the funding proposal.

The variation from the protocol was approved by the project team and by the advisory group, and the
revised objectives are described in further detail in Experiment 2: are individuals able to ‘extrapolate’ from
their knowledge base? and Experiment 3: to understand how individuals review their own probabilistic
assessments when presented with Delphi-type summaries.
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General approach to the experiments

The aim of these experiments was to compare alternative design choices in SEE. An approach in which
the individual’s knowledge is determined by observations from a simulated (virtual) learning process is
employed.189 This process is reflective of the learning process (by observation) we may expect of experts
in health, typically health carers who observe patients over time. Additionally, if the simulated learning
process constitutes the single source of information participants receive, elicited probabilities can be directly
compared with the posterior probability distribution implied by the observed data set (and any prior beliefs,
even if vague), that is accuracy can be measured. The ability of this experimental approach to control the
subjects’ knowledge means that the conditions of the experiment can determined, which allows specific
hypotheses to be tested and the task to be standardised to reduce between-participant variation.

Finally, in this approach, and given that the same information is provided to all participants, systematic
differences in the elicited distributions across individuals can directly be attributed to different levels
of normative ability, reflecting the skills needed to extract information from observations and quantify
the resulting beliefs in probabilistic terms. The particular dimension of normative ability captured in
these experiments is referred to as ‘probabilistic’ accuracy.

The following methods section summarises the protocol for the experiments that is presented in full in
Report Supplementary Material 2.

Methods

Overview of the experimental approach

The game and target question
Participants were shown a number of observations generated randomly from a statistical model, which
were recorded. The context was that of an abstract generic medical problem so that all knowledge was
acquired from the game and not influenced by external information or separately acquired prior beliefs.
In summary, participants in the experiment were asked to act as practitioners over a number of clinic
days (the number of days is defined in each experiment; see details ahead). On each day, participants cared
for a variable number of (simulated) patients (between 6 and 13 patients randomly sampled). Participants
were presented with two pills and asked which they would use to treat patients that day (Figure 7).

Once the participant chose the pill to use that day a new screen appeared (Figure 8), showing how
many of the patients achieved symptom relief (number of successes).

After observing a number of clinic days, participants were asked about the effectiveness of the most
effective pill – the target question for the elicitation – phrased as, ‘About pill [X], the most effective of
the two pills . . . If you were able to treat all patients in the population, what proportion would you
expect to become symptom free?’.

FIGURE 7 Snapshot of the R SHINY package, version 1.3.0 (1).190
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Before running the game, all participants were shown six predetermined runs of the game, three on
each pill, to mitigate against the sensitivity of the results to different uninformative or vague priors
that subjects may use. These were equal across all subjects.

Participants and monetary incentives
Given that the subjects’ knowledge base is ‘built up’, it is more important that participants are representative
of the type of normative skills that we expect from experts in health care. Hence, students at the University
of York with a health background or undertaking clinical training were recruited. The recruitment target was
64 participants, based on the requirements for experiment 1 and constrained by available funding. No formal
sample size calculation was undertaken, given the lack of evidence on the potential magnitude of effect size
and its variance. Information on participants was collected, such as age, gender, the Berlin Numeracy Test191

and the Scott and Bruce’s General Decision-Making Style questionnaire.192 Monetary incentives for
performance were used, as students may not be as motivated to complete the task as might be expected
of professionals. The reward was individualised, and incentivised both the learning from playing the game
and accuracy in the elicitation. A description of the incentives is provided in the experimental protocol
(see Report Supplementary Material 2).

Metrics for comparison
The aim was to find a metric or a set of metrics that allow comparison of the elicited distribution against
the posterior distribution, calculated from the prior and the data provided to participants. Bias was defined
as the mean of the elicited (and fitted) distribution minus the mean of the true distribution. Uncertainty
was defined as the ratio of the standard deviation of the elicited distribution to the standard deviation of
the true distribution. In addition, the Kullback–Leibler (KL) divergence, a measure of the information lost
when the true distribution is approximated by the elicited distribution, was used.12

Other aspects of conduct
The experiments were conducted in a number of face-to-face sessions, each lasting around 2 hours.
Subjects were, however, asked to complete all of the tasks individually (i.e. the game and the elicitations).
The games and elicitations were conducted in a tool developed for purpose in the SHINY package for
R.190 A number of pilot exercises were undertaken to evaluate the feasibility of the experiments, time
to completion and the optimal experimental conditions (e.g. value of the probability parameters) and
to test the tool developed. A bespoke training package was developed and delivered to participants.
University-level ethics approval was sought from the host institution and granted prior to the conduct
of the experiment.

Experiment 1: comparing different methods of elicitation
The aim of this experiment was to assess how well the elicited probability distributions derived from
two different methods of elicitation, the bisection and the chips and bins (or histogram), of which are
both widely used for SEE in HCDM,50 reflect description(s) of bias and uncertainty. The bisection
method is a VIM and asks experts to give the three quartiles of the distribution. The chips and bins

FIGURE 8 Snapshot of the R SHINY package, version 1.3.0 (2).190
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method is a FIM that defines a larger number of intervals (typically up to 20 bins) and asks the expert to
distribute a fixed number of chips across these intervals. The more chips placed in a particular interval,
the stronger the belief that the true value of the quantity of interest lies in that interval. Both methods
were preceded by asking participants for bounds. (See Report Supplementary Material 2 for further
details on how the two methods and questions regarding bounds were implemented.) In HCDM, the
general understanding is that the bisection method returns wider representations of uncertainty
(argued to be more appropriate in representing within-expert uncertainty) than the chips and bins
method, although the latter has been said to be more intuitive for less quantitative experts to grasp.50,60

Given this experiment uses the set-up described in General approach to the experiments, in which
participants observe data directly on the target question, this experiment focuses on how well
individuals express their uncertainty and not on bias. Different levels of uncertainty are defined by
varying the number of clinic days that participants observe with the pill of interest and by assuming, or
not, overdispersion in the probability parameter. The number of clinic days observed is 25 days in the
higher-precision scenario and 10 days in the lower-precision scenario. The high-precision scenario uses a
binomial model (no overdispersion) and the low-precision scenario uses a beta-binomial model, in which
an effective sample size (α + β of the beta distribution) assumed a value of 2. In this context, overdispersion
implies that participants observe greater variation in the probability of success between clinic days.

The experiment used a full factorial design with all four combinations of the two levels: precision
scenario and method of elicitation. The experiment used a repeated-measure design, with participants’
beliefs elicited for all four combinations. In each repetition, different probability values (p0 values) were
used (0.3, 0.4, 0.6 and 0.7). Hence, a 4 × 4 Graeco-Latin design was implemented.

At the end of the experiment, participants were also asked if they found each of the methods
(generally) easy to complete (response options: easy, challenging, very difficult) and if they had any
preferences regarding the elicitation method used [‘if, in a future elicitation, you were given a choice
between chips and bins or bisection, which would you choose?’ (response options: chips and bins,
bisection, indifferent), ‘please justify your choice’ (response in free text)]. An open text box for further
comments was also provided.

Experiment 2: are individuals able to ‘extrapolate’ from their knowledge base?
Variation in elicited judgements across experts may arise from experts having a different knowledge
base from which they form their beliefs. To provide a probability distribution for a common target
quantity, individual experts need to adjust (‘extrapolate’) their beliefs using some form of analytical
reasoning. A simple example is when a health-care professional observes a sample comprising two
subgroups, but the subgroup distribution observed is different from that of the overall target
population of the decision question. The expert has a knowledge base that is relevant (in that he/she
observes both subgroups), but when their belief at the population level is elicited they need to adjust
(or reweight) what they directly observed. This experiment examines how well individuals make such
adjustments, by looking at whether or not, in the case of extrapolation, accuracy of the extrapolation is
associated with non-extrapolated accuracy and with the extent of the extrapolation (difference in the
split between observed and target populations).

This experiment used a different set-up from that of experiment 1. At each clinic day, participants were
shown a number of patients who were sampled randomly. However, here, patients were from two
groups (subgroup 1 and subgroup 2) (Figure 9). Participants were told that one subgroup had a better
chance of symptom relief than the other, but at the beginning of the experiment participants did not
know whether this was subgroup 1 or subgroup 2. The number in each subgroup was generated
randomly from a binomial distribution on each clinic day. Different probability parameters for this
binomial were examined, reflecting the odds of being in groups subgroup 1 : subgroup 2 of 80 : 20,
70 : 30 and 60 : 40.
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Two new pills were available in clinical practice and these were used by the participant in exactly the
same way as in experiment 1. Once the participants chose the pill they wished to use, they observed
outcomes for the two subgroups (Figure 10). The number of successes was governed by a binomial model
(as in the high precision scenario in experiment 1), with a probability of 0.35 in the largest subgroup
and of 0.65 in the smallest. Participants observed 15 clinic days with the pill of interest.

Participants were asked to provide their beliefs first for a target population with same split as they had
observed and second for a 50 : 50 split (Box 1). Participants were not told which split was assigned in their
observed experiment. In terms of design for this experiment, participants were randomised to receive one
of the three scenarios described above; randomisation was by block according to the method of elicitation.

FIGURE 9 Snapshot of the R SHINY package, version 1.3.0 (3).190

FIGURE 10 Snapshot of the R SHINY package, version 1.3.0 (4).190

BOX 1 Wording of questions in experiment 2

About pill A, the most effective of the two pills . . .

Suppose that the patients you have just observed were representative of the general population, that is,

the split of S1 and S2 patients is unchanged.

If you were able to treat all patients in the population with this pill, what proportion would you expect to

become symptom free?

Now suppose that that the general population is different to the sample you observed. Suppose that

subgroup S1 makes up 50% of the population and subgroup S2 makes up the other 50%.

If you were able to treat all patients in the population with the same pill, what proportion would you

expect to become symptom free?
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Experiment 3: to understand how individuals review their own probabilistic assessments
when presented with Delphi-type summaries
Experiment 3 aimed to gain an understanding of how individuals revise elicited distributions when
presented with Delphi-type summaries, loosely based on the recent modified EFSA Delphi method that
allows quantifying of uncertainty in the form of probability distributions.16 As with the original Delphi,
this method makes use of multiple (sequential) questionnaires (called ‘rounds’) and at every round
experts are fed back an anonymised summary of the information collected in the previous round. This
form of interaction between experts is controlled, and advocates of the Delphi method argue that it
allows for the benefits of the sharing of information without the risks of personal factors influencing
judgements inappropriately. In contrast to the original Delphi, the modified EFSA version does not aim
to achieve consensus; instead, after all rounds are completed, a final distribution is obtained using
mathematical aggregation with equal weighting.

Despite the benefits of reduced interaction between elements of the group, how individuals revise
their estimates in a Delphi process is not well understood.193 This is the focus of the two
subexperiments conducted here.

Experiment 3.1: is the extent of revision associated with discrepancy with the group,
and does the individual’s probabilistic accuracy determine the extent of revision?
This experiment aimed to evaluate if low performers (in terms of probabilistic accuracy) revised their
answers to a greater extent (to approximate the group’s distribution) than high performers. If this were
true, then over multiple rounds of Delphi the group distribution would be expected to converge to a
more accurate distribution than initial estimates mathematically pooled (i.e. the iterative process may
dilute the effect of low or extreme performers). How different features of the group distribution
shown to participants determined the extent of revision was also explored.

This experiment uses the set-up for the high-precision scenario in experiment 1, in which participants
run the game and are asked to elicit the directly observed target question. Participants then received
one of three types of group summary of the quantity of interest: concordant with their initial probability
distribution or discordant and either more or less precise than their own (Figure 11). The group
distributions were hypothetical (groups were not formed) and were defined relative to the individual’s
elicited distribution (but always towards the true distribution).

After observing the group summaries, participants were asked if they wished to revise their elicited
distributions in the light of the group summary.

In terms of the design of the experiment, participants were randomised to receive one of the three
scenarios described above; randomisation was undertaken by block according to the method of elicitation.

S1: group
consistent with

participant

S2: group inconsistent
with participant,

but equally precise

S3: group inconsistent
with participant,
but more precise

FIGURE 11 Illustrative example of the scenarios evaluated in experiment 3.1. S1, scenario 1; S2, scenario 2; S3, scenario 3.
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Experiment 3.2: how does between-expert variation within a group affect
individuals’ revision?
In this experiment, participants were presented with disaggregated results for each member of a group
to examine its effect on individuals’ revision. Two scenarios were generated based on exactly the same
linearly pooled group distribution (which was discordant with the individual’s): one scenario defined
higher levels of within-expert uncertainty (but concordant central estimates) and the second scenario
defined higher levels of between-expert variation (with discordant central estimates but higher
precision in individual distributions) (Figure 12). This experiment aimed to examine how individuals
revise their estimates when presented with either of these scenarios.

This experiment used the same set-up as experiment 3.1; however, instead of a single group distribution,
participants were presented with the distributions of three other individuals and then asked whether or
not they would like to revise their judgements in the light of this information. The group distribution was
not presented to the participant. The mean for the group was discordant with the individual’s elicited
distribution and was the same for the two scenarios (see Report Supplementary Material 2 for more details
on how this was operationalised).

Participants were randomised to receive one of the two scenarios described above; randomisation was
by block according to the method of elicitation.

Methods of analyses

Outcomes and metrics used
All experiments required a measure of participants’ accuracy in elicitation. Experiments 3.1 and 3.2 also
required a measure of the likelihood of revision and of the extent of revision. Accuracy was evaluated
by comparing the elicited distribution with the theoretical posterior distribution implied by the prior
and data provided to participants.

The elicited summaries consisted of a set of quantiles and probability masses that define points on the
CDF of the quantity of interest. The target quantity for elicitation was a probability and, thus, by
definition, takes a value in the range [0,1]. Fully specified distributions were derived from the elicited
summaries by fitting a beta distribution to the bounds (assumed to represent the 98% confidence
interval) and the elicited summaries, using least squares on the elicited CDF points. Distributions were
fitted in R, using the fitdistr function in the SHELF package.190

Scenario 1: others in group are concordant
among themselves but present a higher
within-expert uncertainty

Group
Other individual experts
Experts

0.0

(a)

0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0

Scenario 2: others in group are discordant
among themselves but present lower
within-expert uncertainty

(b)

0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0

Group
Other individual experts
Experts

FIGURE 12 Illustration of the scenarios defined for experiment 3.2. (a) Scenario 1; and (b) scenario 2.
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Methods for deriving the posterior distributions varied depending on the precision scenario [i.e. on whether
the binomial (high precision) or the beta-binomial model (low precision) was used].With the binomial model
(used in experiments 1, 2, 3.1 and 3.2) the posterior distribution was obtained using conjugacy with a beta
prior. In experiment 2 (see Experiment 2: are individuals able to ‘extrapolate’ from their knowledge base?), the
posterior distribution of the extrapolated quantity was obtained using conjugacy within each subpopulation,
then sampling from each distribution according to the ratio between them to derive the posterior
(the R code is provided in Report Supplementary Material 3). For the beta-binomial model (used solely in
the low-precision scenario in experiment 1), the posterior distribution for combining the beta-binomial
data with the beta prior was obtained by Markov chain Monte Carlo and approximated by a kernel
density estimate.

Three different accuracy metrics were used to compare the elicited distribution with the posterior:

1. Difference in the means of the elicited and posterior distributions, which here represents a measure of
bias. The absolute value of the difference in means (absolute bias) was also used to capture how much
the mean deviates from the true proportion, using a metric that is independent of the direction of bias.

2. The standard deviation ratio (SDR) between the elicited distributions and the posterior distribution
measure was used as a measure of how well the elicited distribution represented the true level
of uncertainty; this was presented either in the natural scale or in the log-scale [SDR or log of
standard deviation ratio (lnSDR)]. Values > 1 on the natural scale (and > 0 on the log-scale) indicate
underconfidence (overestimation of uncertainty) and values < 1 on the natural scale (and < zero on
the log scale) indicate overconfidence (underestimation of uncertainty). Absolute lnSDRs of the
difference between true and elicited distributions were also used to capture how accurately the
elicited distribution represented uncertainty, independent of the direction of any inaccuracy.

3. KL divergence is a measure of the information lost when one distribution is approximated by
another.12 The KL was computed using numerical methods of integration (details in Report
Supplementary Material 3). KL can take any value between 0 and infinity, with zero indicating that
the two distributions are identical (i.e. the elicited is without error) and values higher than zero
indicating that the elicited distribution is less accurate.

In experiments 3.1 and 3.2, the proportion of participants who revised their priors was observed
[see Chapter 9, Feedback to experts and revision (elicitation) for details]. The extent of revision was
calculated only for those who revised their priors by comparing the elicited distributions before and
after revision. The three different metrics outlined above were also used to determine the extent of
revision, but their interpretation differs:

1. Mean of revised distribution minus the mean of originally elicited distribution. Positive values indicate
that the revised mean moved away from the originally elicited distribution towards the group mean;
negative values indicate that the revised mean moved in the opposite direction to the group mean.

2. The ratio of the standard deviation of the revised distribution to the standard deviation of the original
distribution. This is > 1 (or lnSDR > 0) when the participant became less certain, and vice versa.

3. KL divergence of the revised distribution from the original distribution. This combines both bias and
uncertainty, and higher values indicate a greater extent of revision.

Note that for brevity this chapter presents a set of results on select metrics of outcomes, focusing on
bias, lnSDR and log of Kullback–Leibler (lnKL). The results for the full set of outcome metrics are presented
in Report Supplementary Material 3.

Methods
The full factorial design means that quantities of interest can be computed and relationships of interest
can be displayed from simple plots and summaries of the data. Means (and standard deviations), medians
(and interquartile ranges) and histograms were used to describe each metric of accuracy. Comparisons
between methods were illustrated using scatterplots for within-participant accuracy. For example, for
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experiment 1 the accuracy with chips and bins was plotted against accuracy for bisection (x- and y-axis,
respectively), with precision scenarios highlighted using different markers.

For experiments 3.1 and 3.2, the proportion of participants who revised their priors was compared
across different randomised groups and different elicitation methods. The extent of revision was
evaluated using empirical summaries and scatterplots.

Linear and generalised linear modelling was also used to confirm the conclusions drawn in this chapter,
to provide estimates with confidence intervals for particular quantities of interest and to identify any
effect of covariates, such as period effects. These models and results are fully detailed in Report
Supplementary Material 3.

Results

Description of the sample recruited
In total, 72 participants completed the experiments in eight sessions (4–24 participants per session).
(Note that three additional participants had their responses invalidated as a result of failing to comply
with directions for completion.) Participants earned on average £30.60 (range £20.00–40.00). The sample
characteristics are shown in Table 7. In summary, participants were on average 22.3 years old, 80.5% were
female and 80.6% were undergraduates. Half of the sample was very or somewhat confident in using
probabilities, and the average Berlin Numeracy Test score was 3.7 out of 7. On average, participants
scored higher in the ‘rational’, ‘intuitive’ and ‘dependent’ decision-making styles than in the ‘avoidant’ and
‘spontaneous’ styles.

TABLE 7 Sample characteristics

Characteristic

Total, (n) 72

Age (years), mean (SD) 22.3 (5.7)

Male, % (n) 19.4 (14)

Undergraduate, % (n) 80.6 (58)

Year of study, mean (SD) 1.6 (0.8)

Percentage with qualifications in quantitative subjects, % (n)

A level 38.9 (28)

AS level 9.7 (7)

Percentage confident in using probabilities, % (n)

Very confident 4.2 (3)

Somewhat confident 45.8 (33)

Neither confident nor unconfident 27.8 (20)

Somewhat unconfident 16.7 (12)

Very unconfident 5.6 (4)

BNT score out of 7, mean (SD) 3.7 (1.6)

Score on Scott and Bruce’s Decision Style Inventory out of 5, mean (SD)

Rational 4.1 (0.5)

Intuitive 3.5 (0.6)

Dependent 3.7 (0.8)

Avoidant 2.5 (1)

Spontaneous 2.5 (0.8)

A level, Advanced level; AS level, Advanced subsidiary level; BNT, Berlin Numeracy Test; SD, standard deviation.
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Experiment 1
In experiment 1, 288 priors were elicited from the four games played by each of the 72 participants.
Figure 13 shows the observed distribution of bias, lnSDR and lnKL scores (results for the full set of
outcome metrics are shown in Report Supplementary Material 3, Figure 1. Bias was symmetrical around
the value of zero, suggesting that participants were equally likely to overestimate and underestimate
proportions. This was expected in the context of this experiment, as participants were observing
evidence directly on the target question. In high-precision scenarios participants were more likely
to be underconfident (lnSDR > 0), whereas the opposite was the case in low-precision scenarios.
The standard deviation of the lnKL scores was high in relation to its mean.

Figure 14 presents scatterplots of the pairwise comparisons of participants’ accuracy when different
elicitation methods were used (see Report Supplementary Material 3, Figure 2 and Table 2). Results
on bias showed widely scattered points, so that variability in responses dominated any systematic
differences between people. Mean and median bias are close to zero and comparable across precision
scenarios. There is, however, a higher dispersion of bias values in the low-precision scenario (see Figure 14a),
which means that absolute bias is higher on average in this scenario (see results for absolute bias in
Report Supplementary Material 3, Figure 2). Bias and absolute bias are comparable between the two
elicitation methods.

For uncertainty (see Figure 14b), the results within each high-precision scenario suggest that there may be a
weak correlation between responses from the same participant, particularly in the high-precision scenario.
As highlighted in the descriptive histograms in Figure 13, lnSDR differed between the high-precision and
low-precision scenarios. In the scatterplot here, this is evidenced by a clear separation of points.
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FIGURE 13 Distribution of bias, lnSDR and lnKL (SDR = standard deviation elicited/standard deviation true).
IQR, interquartile range; SD, standard deviation.
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FIGURE 14 Within-participant comparison of accuracy when different elicitation methods were used for each precision
scenario. (a) Bias; (b) InSDR; and (c) InKL.
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In the low-precision scenario, the two elicitation methods result in similar mean lnSDR (the light blue
point is on, or close to, the diagonal line). In the high-precision scenario, bisection priors are much more
likely to have higher SDRs (higher proportion of dark blue points above the diagonal line than below),
that is, responses are more likely to be underconfident.

There is no clear correlation between responses from the same person for KL divergence (see Figure 14c).
The KL distribution appears more widely dispersed in the low-precision scenario. In the high-precision
scenario, the two methods appear to result in similar mean accuracy (the dark blue point is on the diagonal
line). The relevance of any observed differences in KL is unclear owing to the high variability in scores.

Further detailed results of analyses are presented in Report Supplementary Material 3. Note that the
modelling confirms the empirical results.

Participants’ preference for each method
The results (Tables 8 and 9) suggest that participants were more likely to find the bisection method
difficult or challenging, and were also more likely to prefer chips and bins to bisection.

Experiment 2
In total, 72 participants played 72 games and 144 priors were elicited (72 for a target question not
requiring extrapolation and 72 for a different target question requiring extrapolation). The overall bias,
SDR and KL scores in initial priors (compared with the truth) were comparable to those in high-precision
scenarios in experiment 1 (see Report Supplementary Material 3).

Figure 15 compares participants’ accuracy between priors elicited without and with extrapolation
(see Report Supplementary Material 3, Figure 4 and Table 5 for results on the complete set of outcome
metrics. Results suggest that mean bias is close to zero). There is no suggestion that bias, SDR or KL
differ with and without extrapolation, and no suggestion that these results differ between the three
different extents of extrapolation. The scatterplots for lnSDR, however, indicate a moderate correlation
between lnSDRs of distributions elicited from the same person with and without extrapolation.

Experiment 3.1
In total, 72 priors were elicited for the initial quantity and 32 (44%) participants updated their priors
(i.e. revised) on seeing the group response. The overall bias, SDR and KL scores in initial priors were
comparable to those in high-precision scenarios in experiments 1 and 2 (see Report Supplementary Material 3).
The high variability of KL between participants makes results on this metric difficult to interpret and, hence,
these are omitted throughout (see Report Supplementary Material 3).

TABLE 8 Response to question 1 about the ease of completion

Method of elicitation Easy, % (n) Challenging, % (n) Difficult, % (n)

Bisection (N = 72) 23.6 (17) 66.7 (48) 9.7 (7)

Chips and bins (N = 72) 43.1 (31) 51.4 (37) 5.6 (4)

TABLE 9 Response to question 2 about method preference

Bisection (N= 72) Chips and bins (N= 72) Indifferent (N= 72)

Preferred, % (n) 31.9 (23) 65.3 (47) 2.8 (2)
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Likelihood of revision
Table 10 shows the proportion of participants who revised their priors, by type of group summary.
The table shows that participants were more likely to update their priors when the group distribution
was discordant from their own prior and when the group prior was more certain for the same level
of discordance. The probability of revision with chips and bins (20/35, 57%) appears to be higher than
with bisection (12/37, 32%) (see Report Supplementary Material 3, Table 12).
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FIGURE 15 Within-participant comparison of accuracy with and without extrapolation for different levels of extrapolation.
(a) Bias; and (b) InSDR.
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Detailed results of the regression analysis are presented in Report Supplementary Material 3. Consistent
with the empirical results, the models suggest that participants were significantly more likely to revise
their priors when the group was discordant, when the group was more certain and when using chips
and bins compared with bisection. Participants’ level of uncertainty on the initial prior (lnSDR for the
initial prior) had a significant effect on the likelihood of revision (with participants expressing more
uncertainty in their initial prior showing a higher likelihood of revision), whereas the effects for bias
and KL divergence were not significant.

Accuracy in initial priors of participants who did and did not revise
Tables 10 and 11 show summaries of accuracy (on initial priors) for participants who did and did not
revise their priors (selected outcomes presented; for the full set of outcomes, see Report Supplementary
Material 3, Table 15). The results suggest that there is no notable difference in the initial level of bias
between those who revised and those who did not. Those who revised were perhaps slightly more
uncertain in their initial priors (higher lnSDR), although the difference is small.

Extent of revision in those who revised
Figure 16 shows accuracy in initial priors and extent of revision, using bias and lnSDR in initial priors.
A more complete set of outcome metrics is presented in Report Supplementary Material 3.

The average change in mean was highest when the group was discordant and more certain than the
participant, and lowest when the group was concordant with the participant. Participants who saw group
summaries concordant with their own prior, on average, revised to a more certain prior (lower lnSDR).
Some participants who saw group priors discordant with their own but with similar uncertainty became
more certain and others less certain. Almost all participants who saw group priors discordant but more
precise than their own, and chose to revise their prior, revised to express a more certain prior.

Finally, for all outcome measures, there is no evidence that the extent of revision was different for
different levels of probabilistic accuracy, as the extent of revision was distributed fairly evenly across
the x-axes.

Experiment 3.2
In total, 72 priors were elicited on the initial quantity and 27 (38%) participants updated their priors
on seeing priors from three other individuals in the group. The bias, SDR and KL scores in initial priors
were comparable to those in high-precision scenarios in experiments 1 and 2 (see Report Supplementary
Material 3).

Probability of revision
The proportion of participants who revised their priors per type of group response and by elicitation
method is shown in Table 12. This shows that participants were more likely to update their priors when
participants within the group were consistent and that participants may be more likely to revise their
priors when using chips and bins, which conforms to findings from experiment 3.1.

Detailed results of the logistic regression analysis on likelihood of revision are presented in Report
Supplementary Material 3. Consistent with the data summaries, the models suggest that participants
were more likely to revise their priors when participants in the group were consistent with each other,
and when using chips and bins compared with bisection. Furthermore, the model coefficients suggested
that the effect of probabilistic accuracy on participants’ likelihood of revision was not significant.

TABLE 10 Proportion of participants who revised their priors

Concordant (N= 25)
Discordant, equally
uncertain (N= 24)

Discordant, more
certain (N= 23)

Proportion who revised their prior, % (n) 20 (5) 54.2 (13) 60.9 (14)
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TABLE 11 Accuracy of initial priors compared between participants who did and did not revise their priors: mean (SD) and median (interquartile range) of accuracy metric
over participants

Accuracy metric

Concordant (n= 25) Discordant, equally uncertain (n= 24) Discordant, more certain (n= 23)

Revised (n= 5) Not revised (n= 20) Revised (n= 13) Not revised (n= 11) Revised (n= 14) Not revised (n= 9)

Bias

Mean (SD) –0.011 (0.088) –0.004 (0.068) 0.018 (0.081) 0.013 (0.067) 0.016 (0.068) 0.033 (0.054)

Median (IQR) –0.039 (–0.068 to 0.044) 0.005 (–0.017 to 0.025) 0.031 (–0.036 to 0.043) 0.02 (–0.004 to 0.044) 0.011 (–0.027 to 0.059) 0.032 (0.003 to 0.074)

lnSDR

Mean (SD) 1.14 (0.25) 1.03 (0.39) 1.21 (0.42) 0.94 (0.46) 0.95 (0.49) 0.72 (0.64)

Median (IQR) 1.04 (0.95–1.22) 1.10 (0.67–1.36) 1.23 (1.01–1.32) 1.05 (0.62–1.29) 1.097 (0.656–1.235) 0.94 (0.57–1.21)

SD, standard deviation.
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Accuracy of initial priors in participants who did and did not revise
Table 13 shows the accuracy of initial priors in participants who did and did not revise their priors (results
for all metrics are presented in Report Supplementary Material 3, Table 15). The results suggest that there is
no notable difference in bias or uncertainty between those who revised and those who did not.
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FIGURE 16 Within-participant comparison of accuracy to initial priors and extent of revision for different types of group
summaries. (a) Bias; and (b) InSDR.

TABLE 12 Proportion of participants who revised their priors

Participants Consistent (N= 34), % (n) Inconsistent (N= 38), % (n)

Proportion who revise their prior 52.9 (18) 23.7 (9)

Proportion who revise their prior

Bisection (n = 18) 44.4 (8) 0 (0)

Chips and bins (n= 16) 62.5 (10) 50 (9)
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Extent of revision in those who revised
Figure 17 shows the accuracy of the initial prior and the extent of revision for different types of group
summary (see complete set of results in Report Supplementary Material 3, Figure 8 and Table 16). The average
change in mean was higher when group members were consistent with each other (but inconsistent with
the participant). Absolute change in mean, however, appears to be more comparable between the two
groups (see Report Supplementary Material 3).

TABLE 13 Results of experiment 3.2: outcomes in participants who did and did not revise their priors

Outcome

Consistent (n= 34) Inconsistent (n= 38)

Revised (n= 18) Not revised (n= 16) Revised (n= 9) Not revised (n= 29)

Bias

Mean (SD) 0.036 (0.064) 0.023 (0.07) 0.038 (0.078) 0.046 (0.082)

Median (IQR) 0.026
(–0.007 to 0.081)

0.017
(–0.005 to 0.048)

0.066
(–0.04 to 0.102)

0.039
(0.006 to 0.104)

lnSDR

Mean (SD) 1.01 (0.55) 0.82 (0.68) 0.93 (0.34) 0.90 (0.66)

Median (IQR) 1.17 (0.71–1.38) 0.92 (0.53–1.21) 0.88 (0.74–1.00) 1.11 (0.67–1.29)

SD, standard deviation.
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FIGURE 17 Within-participant comparison of accuracy and extent of revision (using selected outcome metrics) for
different types of group summaries. (a) Bias; and (b) InSDR.
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When shown group members that were consistent with each other, some participants revised to become
more uncertain and others less uncertain.When shown group members that were inconsistent with
each other, most participants who revised became more certain [all white points but one are below the
‘no change’ line, and the mean change in uncertainty (light blue triangle) is below the line].

For a complete set of results see Report Supplementary Material 3, Figure 8. There was no evidence for
any of the outcome metrics that the extent of revision was different for different levels of probabilistic
accuracy, as the extent of revision was distributed fairly evenly across the x-axis; this is consistent with
findings from experiment 3.1.

Conclusions

The experiments described and implemented here use an innovative design to gain insights into how
individuals express their knowledge using distributions and on how individuals revise their judgements
when presented with other summary information (in a Delphi-type process). The experimental approach
allowed the knowledge of each individual participant to be standardised, and this meant that a structural
(or mechanistic) understanding of how individuals express and revise probabilistic judgements could
be acquired.

Key findings from the experiments
Experiment 1 imposed a knowledge base directly on the target quantity. Hence, and as expected, it showed
no evidence of systematic bias across participants and no evidence of a differential effect of the methods
on bias. However, it showed that participants do not adjust sufficiently their expressions of uncertainty:
participants gave overconfident priors for the lower-precision scenario and underconfident priors for the
higher-precision scenario. Both methods performed similarly in the lower-precision scenario, but bisection
seems to generate more uncertain distributions in higher-precision scenario. KL divergence (a measure
that combines both bias and uncertainty and represents how well overall the elicited distribution
represents the true distribution), presents high variability and, hence, throughout all experiment results,
appears not to be sensitive to the changes in uncertainty detected in SDRs.

Experiment 2 implemented a knowledge base that was relevant for the target question, but that required
some adjustment (or extrapolation). Given that a single observation per participant was obtained,
this experiment relied on a smaller number of observations than experiment 1. Experiment 2 generated
no evidence that extrapolation, or its level, affects bias, expressions of uncertainty or overall accuracy.

However, it is difficult to give definitive messages from the experiment. It is possible that the
experiments lacked power to detect the difference in accuracy when extrapolation is required.
Furthermore, the experiment only explores one ‘type’ of extrapolation, in which experts are required to
derive a weighted average for two probabilities after observing all information required to make the
adjustment. In practice, relationships between conditional probabilities can be more complex and not
fully observed; it is not clear whether or not the findings from the experiments would generalise when
more complex extrapolation is required.

Experiment 3 looked at how and why individuals revise their answers when presented with Delphi-
type summaries. In experiment 3.1, individuals elicited for the target question and were then presented
with a group summary that could be discordant with their own belief. Results show that participants
were more likely to revise their priors when the group was discordant with their own beliefs and when
the group was more certain than they were. In addition, participants were more likely to revise their
priors when using chips and bins than bisection. There is no evidence that those who revised have a
significantly different accuracy to those that who did not revise. Participants who did revise, revised the
mean of their priors to a greater extent when the group was discordant and when the group was more
certain. When the group prior was concordant with the participant’s, the few who revised their priors,
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on average, became more certain. When the group prior was discordant with the participant’s and
equally uncertain, the participant was equally likely to revise his/her prior in both directions (some
became more certain, others less certain). When the group was discordant and more certain than the
participant, he/she was more likely to revise to express a more certain prior.

In experiment 3.2, instead of a group distribution, individuals were presented with the individual priors
from the elements of a group that, overall, was discordant with the individual. The results show that
participants were more likely to update their priors when the group members were consistent among
themselves (although with wider within-participant uncertainty) than when the group elements are
inconsistent among themselves (although more precise). Participants’ extent of revision was also
affected with participants revising more (towards the group mean) if the elements of the group are
concordant (but more uncertain), than if these are discordant (but more precise). When shown group
members that were discordant among themselves, participants who revised their priors expressed less
uncertainty. When shown a set of concordant priors, revisions went in both directions.

Overall, it is apparent that individuals changed their estimates in a rational way when provided with
estimates from others (i.e. when everyone else was discordant, individuals were more likely to change
their response, if others were uncertain, individuals were less likely to change); however, our results
did not show large differences in the likelihood of revision between individuals with different levels of
accuracy, a key mechanism for revisions to lead to increased accuracy.

Our experiments did not explore the effect of group interaction on experts’ revision. Clarifying how
group interaction affects the likelihood and extent of revision, and the accuracy of a group estimate,
would have to be carefully studied, controlling for aspects related to the format of feedback and
effects of interaction.

Limitations and suggestions for future research (using the same experimental approach)
The three experiments implemented aimed to evaluate different aspects of elicitation and used
purposely restrictive set-ups (e.g. experiment 1 imposed an equal knowledge base across individuals
and the target elicitation referred directly to the observed quantity) to reduce between-individual
variation (i.e. random error). Although such set-ups may be seen as limited, they constitute a starting
point whose design can be extended in the future to focus on other aspects important for real-life
elicitations. For example, the experiments implemented here used a simulated (virtual) learning process
in isolation to determine the individual’s beliefs over the target quantity of interest, and in this way
allow accuracy to be directly assessed. Although such learning from observation is a critical source of
knowledge for practitioners in health care, our target experts, it is unlikely that, in practice, this is the
only source of knowledge used by individuals in formulating beliefs (i.e. health carers may also draw on
published evidence, peer contact or other related evidence or experience). Hence, a follow-on from
these experiments could introduce other sources of information besides the simulated observations,
not only to understand how individuals use multiple sources and if this affects the accuracy of the
distributions provided, but also to determine how to ask individuals to describe their reasoning for the
judgements provided.

Another possible extension to this study relates to examining which individual characteristics may be
associated with accuracy. The sample recruited for these experiments was homogeneous, and hence
gives limited insight into how individuals’ characteristics may be associated with accuracy. Although
examining participant characteristics was not the focus of these experiments, future research could
expand on the pool of experts to identify individuals who may be more accurate and/or understand
how individuals can be trained to become more accurate.194

Experimental approach compared with using almanac quantities
Published methodological research into elicitation has tended to focus on using ‘almanac’ quantities,
defined as questions that relate to uncertain events that will be realised in the future (e.g. rainfall
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tomorrow or survival of individual patients), facts (e.g. the distance between the Earth and Mars) or
summaries of data sets (population or sample based).195 Individuals are typically asked to express their
subjective probabilities for these quantities and performance is measured as the deviation between
the known value of the quantity and the elicited probabilities. Given the nature of almanac questions,
beliefs about them may be formed on the basis of known facts coupled with analytical reasoning
(e.g. reasoning about the distance between Mars and Earth could be based on the knowledge that it
would take a spacecraft 1 year to reach Mars).

The nature of almanac questions, however, differs inherently from the nature of the quantities typically
elicited in health care and other areas in which the typical target question relates to unknown parameters
of a statistical model and quantities not expected to be known with certainty (e.g. the expected probability
that UK patients with a wound heal in 6 months when treated with X). Additionally, one of the main
sources of information in determining the beliefs of substantive experts (particularly in health care) are
observations of patients and their outcomes (e.g. from published studies or own direct observations).
This evidence is itself uncertain and may also be biased, heterogeneous and lack generalisability (likely
sources of concern in reasoning in HCDM).

Furthermore, although individuals are expected to have some level of epistemic uncertainty about their
answer to almanac questions, the accuracy of the elicited prior in representing this uncertainty cannot
be established directly. Instead, multiple almanac questions are often used and the frequency of true
values that fall outside the elicited credible regions is used as a measure of performance. Finally,
responses to almanac questions can be inaccurate either if beliefs are themselves inaccurate or if,
even with accurate beliefs, the individual struggles to express these in probabilistic terms. Although the
absolute accuracy of an elicited uncertainty measure cannot be determined using almanac questions,
the relative accuracy of different elicitation methods, for example, could be compared by randomising
individuals to different methods, as randomisation will ensure that any systematic differences between
groups will be due to the elicitation methods. However, this may require a prohibitively large sample size.
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Chapter 9 Consideration of the methodological
choices emerging from existing guidelines

Introduction

Structured expert elicitation is a process involving many different elements and subsequent
methodological choices. A comprehensive list of these elements and choices has been developed and
reported in Chapter 2. The intention of this chapter was to sift through the available choices with a
view to building a reference case for HCDM (see Chapter 10). The specificities of the domain area may
help to inform some of the methodological choices and so the set of principles that underpin the use of
elicitation in HCDM is defined (see Principles underpinning the use of structured expert elicitation to inform
health-care decision-making). Each element of SEE then refers to these principles to describe the extent
to which the available choices are appropriate for HCDM (see How do structured expert elicitation
elements and methodological choices reflect the principles underpinning health care?). In doing so, it draws
on evidence from Chapters 3–8 of this report.

Principles underpinning the use of structured expert elicitation to inform
health-care decision-making

A set of principles underpinning the use of SEE to inform HCDM were developed based on the findings
from Chapters 3–8 (referenced in Table 14). Each of these chapters contributes towards the elements
covered in the principles. These principles also reflect considerations for SEE as reported by Cooke,13

which reflect ‘good practice’ in SEE more generally and are widely referred to in the SEE literature.
The full list of principles was refined to generate nine distinct principles. These are identified in Table 14
and detailed next.

Principle 1: transparency
Chapter 3 surmised that, because many SEE’s are conducted as part of a wider evaluation (e.g. cost-
effectiveness modelling), word count limitations in journal articles often mean that reporting of SEE in
HCDM is insufficiently detailed.73 In many instances there is insufficient opportunity to report on the detail
of the SEE, particularly the methodological choices made. Systematic and transparent reporting of SEE
helps to improve the validity of the resulting expert judgements, allows the SEE to be peer assessed and
supports others who use the judgements in their own analysis.When there are word count limitations, a
separate appendix should be used to report all details of the SEE, ideally comprising an elicitation protocol
and a summary of the conduct of the exercise and of its results. More generally in Bayesian analyses,
minimum reporting criteria have been published.196 In addition, reporting guidelines for SEE for model-
based cost-effectiveness evaluations have been published,73 although these do not reflect any emergence
of a reference protocol for SEE in HCDM (i.e. they may not reflect all the elements of SEE).

Principle 2: fitness for purpose
Chapter 7 showed that cost-effectiveness analysis, alongside other HCDM areas, typically requires
judgements on a relatively large number of parameter types, including probabilities, transition
probabilities, relative treatment effects, costs and HRQoL scores. This has implications for the
quantities used to elicit each parameter, as there is the need to (1) ensure coherence between the
multiple quantities elicited (i.e. to avoid dependency or explicitly elicit this) and (2) ensure that these
are adequate given the structural constraints imposed by the cost-effectiveness model and target
population. Elicited information should therefore be fit for purpose to be used as an input to further
analysis (e.g. disease modelling, risk assessment model or cost-effectiveness decision modelling).
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Principle 3: consistency, but respecting constraints of the decision-making context
Chapter 3 discusses the different potential audiences and analysts for SEE, from local-level decision-makers
to national or international decision-makers, including reimbursement agencies and research funders.
These different decision-makers have quite different capacities to conduct SEE and incorporate it into
their decision-making processes. For many decision-makers, SEE is very likely to be subject to constraints,
such as timelines, budget and availability of experts. This means that concessions on aspects of design
and conduct of SEE are likely to be required. For example, fewer parameters may need to be elicited,
a less time-consuming method of elicitation may be needed (at the expense of exacerbating bias) or a
remote exercise may need to be conducted. It is important that flexibility be retained in a reference
protocol for SEE in HCDM, but that the implications of the choices made are explored.

Principle 4: reflecting uncertainty at the individual expert level
As discussed in Chapters 1 and 4, and explored in Chapter 8, judgements elicited from experts need to
reflect the imperfect knowledge that they have (referred to as epistemic uncertainty). An important
concern is that, when reflecting on their own experiences, experts may instead include some level of
variability in their judgements. Variability refers to the fact that individual responses to an intervention
will differ between patients with the same observed characteristics within the population. A comparison of
methods, chips and bins and bisection, to enable experts to express uncertainty as opposed to variability,
is conducted in Chapter 8.

Principle 5: recognising and acting on biases
As discussed in Chapter 6, there are many biases and heuristics (cognitive shortcuts that individuals
often use when asked for complex judgements) that apply to SEE, including over/underconfidence,
overextremity, discrimination or susceptibility to base-rate neglect. There are techniques available to
reduce associated biases, which may help mitigate their effect (see Chapter 6); however, these have

TABLE 14 Key principles of SEE in HCDM

Principle Key message
Source if evidence
to support principle

1. Transparency SEE should be transparent and reproducible Chapter 3

2. Fitness-for-purpose Elicited information should be fit for purpose to be used
as an input to further analysis

Chapters 3, 4 and 7

3. Consistency, but respecting
constraints of the decision-making
context

The SEE needs to adapt to the practical and logistic
constraints faced by different contexts/decision-making
bodies, but maintain a level of consistency in methods
used across evaluations

Chapter 3

4. Reflecting uncertainty at the
individual expert level

SEE must seek to elicit uncertainty in experts judgements Chapter 8

5. Recognising and acting on
biases

SEE must recognise common expert biases and employ
strategies to minimise these

Chapter 6

6. Suitability for substantive
experts who are less likely to be
normative

SEE must utilise methods that are appropriate for
experts with lower levels of normative skills

Chapters 3, 7 and 8

7. Recognising where adaptive
skills are required

When required, SEE must employ methods that
incorporate or promote the adaptive skills of experts

Chapters 3 and 5

8. Recognising between-expert
variation

SEE must attempt to capture any between-expert
variation, understand the reasons why it exists and
explore its potential impact on the decision

Chapter 5

9. Promoting high performance SEE must motivate experts to best express their beliefs
about a quantity of interest

Chapter 5
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not been applied in the context of HCDM. Efforts should be made to integrate the findings and
recommendations from behavioural research on what biases and heuristics can play an important role
in SEE. SEE should be designed and conducted in a way that minimises the use of heuristics and other
sources of bias and appropriate training should be given to experts.

Principle 6: suitability for experts who possess substantive skills, who are less likely to
be normative
Chapter 5, expert selection, concludes that substantive experts in HCDM are often health professionals,
who are unlikely to have had extensive experience of quantifying their knowledge of health-care
outcomes, which may compromise their normative skills. They are, however, often subject experts and
are recruited to take part in a SEE based on their substantive expertise. This is not typical of some of
the other areas of science in which elicitation is commonly used, hence methods of SEE employed in
other domains may not be directly suitable in HCDM or additional training may need to be delivered
before their use. For instance, the choice of method of elicitation, for example graphical methods
such as the chips and bins method, has been claimed as more intuitive than the bisection method.
Additionally, particularly in this context, it may be preferable to elicit only quantities that may be
observable and to recognise concerns over the elicitation of dependency.

Principle 7: recognising where adaptive skills are required
Chapter 5 identifies very little evidence to clarify the role of adaptive skills; however, given the multiple
purposes for SEE (see Chapter 1), it is proposed that adaptive skills may be relevant in SEE for HCDM.
In particular, it may be necessary to use SEE to inform HCDM in early cost-effectiveness modelling
or early-stage trial design. In this situation, experts may not be familiar with the target quantity or
population for elicitation, but are substantive experts in one or more related quantities. In this case,
the SEE relies on the adaptive skills of experts and it is important that expert selection and/or training
activities accommodate this.

Principle 8: recognising and act on between-expert variation
Chapter 5 discusses the issue of between-expert variation and the different methods for SEE, which deal
with this variation (level of elicitation). In the context of HCDM, this variation is common; however, its
causes are poorly understood. In the context of HCDM, there may be genuine heterogeneity in the
populations experts draw on to formulate their judgements and this may contribute to between-expert
variation. In this case, it is desirable to reflect this variation in the pooled distribution, whether through
group consensus or mathematical aggregation methods. There should also be efforts made to understand
why between-expert variation is present, for example if this reflects heterogeneity in clinical observations,
such as patient severity. In some circumstances it may not be appropriate to combine judgements from
experts where there is heterogeneity.

Principle 9: promoting high performance
Chapter 5 discusses the need to recruit experts who are motivated to undertake the SEE task optimally and
that they have some kind of altruistic reason for providing their honest beliefs (i.e. to improve population
health). In HCDM, experts may be motivated to undertake the task to the best of their abilities as a result
of their interest in the topic area and improving population health through better HCDM. It may be the
case, however, that not all experts within a SEE will perform as well. As well as promoting high performance,
a SEE may want to explore any differences in expert performance that emerge.

How do structured expert elicitation elements and methodological choices reflect
the principles underpinning health care?

This section considers the choices available for the different elements of SEE identified from the guidelines
review (see Chapter 2). Not all principles for SEE in HCDM are relevant for all elements. The most relevant
principles for each element and components within these are considered in the sections below.
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These principles are applied to each of the choices, within components and elements, in the order in
which they are presented in Chapter 2, with managing biases and validity overarching considerations
throughout the process. Each section provides a summary of what choices the principles support.
This is summarised presented for all components in the table in Report Supplementary Material 4.

Selecting quantities (preparation and design)
Different quantities can be elicited that provide information on any single parameter of interest.
There are a number of issues relevant when determining the choice of quantity to elicit. The choices
for quantity are presented in Chapter 2 and then considered in further detail in Chapter 7.

Something that is key in HCDM is that the elicited information should be fit for purpose (principle 2)
and describe experts uncertainty regarding the quantity of interest (principle 4). There is a lack of
empirical evidence on whether to elicit directly observable or non-observable parameters in HCDM.
In theory, so long as the elicited distributions can be used to provide information on the parameter of
interest, either may be appropriate. However, experts in HCDM are often required for their subject
expertise and they may be less likely to possess high levels of normative skills (principle 6). For this
reason it may be advantageous to elicit less complex quantities that require high levels of normative
skills, for example relative risks. It may also be relevant to consider how other empirical evidence are
reported in the literature (i.e. how it is expressed statistically), particularly if synthesis with elicited
quantities is required (principle 2). The applied literature tends to suggest that observables are preferred
in this context (see Chapter 4) and the existing guidelines consistently support this choice (see Chapter 2).

Adding another layer of complexity is the issue of dependent quantities. When dependence exists
between multiple elicited quantities, and experts can express it, it is appropriate to use dependence
elicitation methods. Dependency can be elicited by expressing dependent variables in terms of
independent variables or by eliciting conditional probabilities, and they have been used in this way
in previous applications (see Chapter 4). More complex dependence elicitation methods, such as
regression-based techniques and other specialised techniques, have not been applied in HCDM to
date and it is unclear if these would be appropriate for HCDM experts (principle 6).

The choice of quantities of interest may also be guided by the practical constraints of the context.

In HCDM there is often a need to generate quantities relatively quickly to inform decision-making
(principle 3), perhaps reducing time available for training, particular on a face-to-face basis. In these
circumstances, it may be advantageous to elicit dependent variables in terms of independent variables.
In addition, when describing quantities, efforts to reduce cognitive burden on the experts, such as
avoiding vagueness and asking questions in a manner consistent with how experts express their
knowledge, may be preferable.

The principles support the following:

l Criteria to determine the choice of parameters, including minimal assessment of each possible
uncertain parameter (sensitivity analysis) to identify which have the biggest impact (principle 3).

l Types of quantities: observable quantities, such as probabilities (expressed as proportions or
frequencies), but not more complex quantities, such as higher moments of a distribution, odds ratios
or credible ranges (principles 2 and 3).

l Dependency: ask only about independent variables, express dependent variables in terms of
independent variables or use dependence elicitation methods (principle 6).

l Wording: avoid vagueness; ask questions in a manner consistent with how experts express their
knowledge; use neutral wording, avoiding leading questions; decompose into simpler quantities
when possible (principle 3).
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Methods to encode judgements (preparation and design)
To inform HCDM, SEE should reflect the complexity of the further analysis it is informing and of the
other evidence supporting it (principle 2), for example the requirement to elicit for multiple parameters
when there may be evidence of dependencies between them [see Selecting quantities (preparation and
design)]. In order to be practical in different contexts and for different decision-making bodies (principle 3),
the methods used to elicit beliefs need to be easy to implement and not require extensive training.
The suitability of the alternative choices must also recognise differences in normative skills of experts
(principle 6).

Existing guidelines suggest both the FIM and the VIM to encode judgements. To date there has been
a lack of empirical evidence on which method works better in this context, while providing accurate
representations of experts beliefs, in particular of their uncertainty (principle 4). Both methods have
been applied in HCDM (see Chapter 4). The experiments presented in Chapter 8 sought to explore the
use of these two methods in HCDM and compare them in terms of procedural performance, in which
there is no heterogeneity in knowledge. Little difference between the VIM and the FIM was found,
particularly under conditions of low precision, the situation most likely in HCDM.There was a preference
for the FIM by experts. This may be because the VIM requires experts to express their uncertainty using
quantiles, which may be summaries of a distribution less familiar to experts. For both methods the expert
should be trained to understand how to express uncertainty (principle 4).

The principles support the following choices:

l All forms of the FIM or the VIM: a decision-maker can choose either but apply these consistently in
their setting (principles 4 and 6).

l Training: this should be provided to experts and focus on how to express uncertainty (principle 4).

Selecting experts
As part of the documentation [see Documentation (aggregation, analysis and post elicitation)], the process
for selecting and recruiting experts should be reported (principle 1), including details of the numbers of
experts approached and the number who declined to take part [see Documentation (aggregation, analysis
and post elicitation) and Chapters 2 and 6].

The existing guidelines suggest that features including normative expertise, substantive expertise and
willingness to participate can be used as defining characteristics to select experts. However, the
constraints of conducting SEE in HCDM may dictate that the selection and recruitment of experts focus
on only one or two key characteristics (principle 3). In particular, it is worth noting that health-care
professionals with the relevant substantive expertise may be limited in number, and, therefore, more
opportunistic methods for recruitment may be required, such as peer nomination (see Chapter 5 for
examples). In some instances, adaptive skills may be required for a SEE, particularly in the case of new
and emerging technologies (principle 7). The challenge in attempting to recruit experts who possess high
levels of adaptive skill is that this characteristic is not well defined in the literature (see Chapter 5).

Defining an ‘unbiased’ expert poses a challenge and, indeed, it may be impossible to do so (principle 5).
Chapter 6 suggests that the SEE can seek to recruit experts who are free from motivational biases by
collecting disclosure of personal and financial interests and conflicts of interest. This may be a challenge,
as those with the greatest knowledge about a particular treatment or technology, and greatest willingness
to participate, may be those with the greatest interest in the SEE. An alternative strategy therefore is
to ensure that a range of viewpoints are represented in the sample, with the intention of ‘balancing out’
or at least diluting the effect of motivational biases (see Chapter 6).

Between-expert variation may exist and the methods used to select experts must attempt to capture
the range of plausible beliefs (principle 8). Identification of experts through recommendations by peers,
either formally or informally, may generate a pool of experts who are all similar. Instead, it may be
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preferable to recruit experts through research outputs, known experience or profile matrix. The SEE
can also seek diversity in background, a balance of different viewpoints and a balance of internal and
external experts. A larger number of experts may help to ensure that the selection of experts available
fulfils these criteria (Chapter 2 suggests at least five experts).

The principles support the following choices:

l Selecting experts on the basis of their substantive expertise and willingness to participate (principle 3).
l Recruitment – recruit experts who are free from motivational biases when possible. In all instances,

collect information on personal and financial interests and conflicts of interest (principles 1 and 5).
l Method to recruit – a range of methods are available to recruit experts. Whichever method is used,

it should strive for diversity in the pool of experts (principle 8).
l Number of experts – include at least five experts (principle 8).

Pilot exercise
All existing guidelines agree that a SEE should include a pilot of the exercise and that omitting a pilot
could actually cost time rather than saving it (principle 3). The pilot can be used to explore which method
best reflects uncertainty at the individual level. If the training is also piloted, the analyst or facilitator can
also use this opportunity to gain feedback from experts on how capable they felt using methods to express
their uncertainty (e.g. the VIM or the FIM) and make revisions to the SEE if required (principle 4).

The pilot can also be used to determine the appropriateness of the SEE for those experts recruited,
particularly if the sample of experts have low levels of normative skills (principle 6). This can involve
piloting of alternative ways of formulating the questions, which quantities are used [see Selecting quantities
(preparation and design)] or the method to encode judgements [seeMethods to encode judgements
(preparation and design)].

The principles support the following choices:

l Piloting – this should be undertaken prior to the task. Use of feedback to revise the SEE
(principles 3, 4 and 6).

Training and preparation for experts
A proportion of the SEE should be spent on delivering training, as it is unlikely that HCDM experts will
have had any previous experience of SEE. Training and preparation should focus on enabling non-
normative but substantive experts to express their beliefs appropriately (principle 6). This should focus
on giving them the tools and information to express their uncertainty at the individual level (principle 4).
Non-normative experts may be wary of the SEE task and this may have implications for how confident
they are at expressing their beliefs. Some experts may express overconfident distributions for fear
of being judged (see Chapter 6). Training, therefore, plays a role in minimising biases (principle 5) and,
although the evidence in the context of HCDM is weak, there are some suggestions from the literature
that training can be efficacious in reducing the effect of anchoring, adjustment in interval, confirmation
bias and overconfidence (see Chapter 6).

The existing guidelines (see Chapter 2) do not provide a definitive list of what should be covered in training
and the elements included will be driven, in part, by the specific application, for example description of
quantities, description of performance measurement and dependence. Some elements, such as how results
will be used, motivation of elicitation and the full protocol, may not be possible to include owing to the
probable time constraints in HCDM (principle 3). In addition, a list of relevant information is typically used
only as part of a group process or when there are efforts to standardise the level of substantive skills
across experts. The (core elements) – description of what is required from experts, outline of process,
outline of questions, example and practice questions and assumptions and definitions used in the
elicitation – should not be compromised [see Opportunity for interaction (elicitation)].
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The principles support the following choices:

l Training – this should be delivered and should focus on (1) enabling experts to experts their
uncertain belief and (2) minimising bias (principles 3–6).

Level of elicitation (elicitation)
Judgements from multiple experts are preferred in a SEE (see Selecting experts). Existing guidelines are
inconsistent with respect to the level of elicitation – individual or group based. Group discussion can
aid less substantive and normative experts; however, face-to-face discussion can be resource and time
intensive (principle 3). Access to trained facilitators for group-level elicitation may be scarce within
HCDM (see Chapter 3).

Interaction between experts can also introduce biases (see Managing biases) (principle 5). The act of
striving for consensus can potentially eliminate some of the between-expert variation; the potential for
‘groupthink’ (see Chapter 6). A group process should aim to reflect both individual-level uncertainty and
between-expert variability in the aggregated distributions (principles 4 and 8), and there may be greater
potential to explore variation in experts beliefs with a group-based approach, but only if face to face.
In HCDM there may be a lack of experienced facilitation; thus, it may not be possible to do this. In these
circumstances, an individual-level elicitation may be more appropriate. A large sample, which may be
required to ensure representativeness, may be a challenge for a group-based exercise, particularly if
face to face. An individual-level elicitation can ask experts to express how they formulate their beliefs;
however, it is a challenge to then incorporate these differences into the resulting aggregate distribution.

Group elicitation via remote means may be practical in some circumstances. As discussed in Rationales
(elicitation), interaction between experts can be beneficial for non-normative experts (principles 6 and 9).
Remote group elicitation can help to militate against dominate experts. Individual-level elicitation,
although avoiding this situation, can be daunting for experts who have not undertaken such tasks
previously (non-normative).

The principles support the following choices:

l Level of elicitation – elicit from experts individually (principles 3, 4 and 8).
l Role of consensus – when required, should first conduct individual elicitation followed by group

consensus (principles 6 and 9).

Mode of administration (elicitation)
A number of alternative modes of administration have been used in HCDM (see Chapter 4); however,
many of the existing guidelines agree that face-to-face administration is preferred (see Chapter 2). It is
thought to promote good performance (principle 9) and maximise engagement with experts. Face-to-face
elicitation is required for some consensus methods (see Chapter 5); however, it is not necessary for a
mathematical approach.

The constraints in HCDM (principle 3) are the biggest factor in driving the method chosen. If a large
number of experts is sought (see Selecting experts), in order to generate timely results, face-to-face
elicitation may be prohibitively time and resource expensive. The constraints of HCDM do not imply
that a particular vehicle is used (i.e. paper- or computer-based questionnaire); however, in order to
record information elicited effectively, the majority of applications in the context have used a
computer-based exercise, either developed for that unique purpose or using existing ‘off the shelf’
software (see Chapter 4).

The principles support the following choices:

l Administration – can conduct SEE using face-to-face or remote administration (principles 3 and 9).
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Feedback to experts and revision (elicitation)
Feedback and opportunity for revision can be used as a strategy to minimise bias (principle 5; see
Chapter 6). The guidelines are consistent in recommending that feedback and opportunity for revision
take place, but differ with respect to what to feed back. The process should be made explicit and
documented appropriately, including the number of feedback rounds and what is fed back (principle 1).

For non-normative experts (principle 6) graphical feedback could be useful, whereas more complex
summaries (e.g. fitted distributions, performance scores or results using elicited values) may not be
appropriate. Experts may find the following useful: distributions from other experts, summaries of
aggregated distributions, rationales, future data, the draft elicitation report or qualitative discussion of
elicited values; however, it is not clear how these could improve the SEE unless they are accompanied
by the opportunity for revision. If the feedback allows experts the opportunity to revise their
distributions, it may be a useful process, as this can help to promote high performance and distinguish
between high- and low-performing experts (principle 9).

Feeding back distributions of other experts is common in group-based approaches (see Chapter 5) and it
may incentivise less high-performing experts to revise their distributions; however, this may be driven by
how uncertain they are about their beliefs. There is also the possibility that high-performing experts will
also revise their distributions, potentially generating less accurate pooled or group summaries.

The principles support the following choices:

l Feedback – this should be offered to experts with the possibility of revision. What to feed back will
depend on the SEE task and the types of experts included. Graphical feedback may be useful for
non-normative experts (principles 1, 6 and 9).

Opportunity for interaction (elicitation)
Interaction is intrinsically linked with the level of elicitation and, therefore, many of the principles
relevant in Level of elicitation (elicitation) are relevant for how the interaction process works. Interaction
can allow experts to share information so that differences in expert opinion are not the result of
experts having different information or interpreting questions differently (principle 9). In addition,
it is important to note that remote and controlled interaction, such as that promoted with Delphi-type
processes, can avoid some of the biases of group exercises (principle 5) and can be preferable from a
practical point of view (principle 3). However, remote elicitation can encourage experts not to take
responsibility for their expressed beliefs (self-serving bias). As with group and individual methods,
there is also a lack of evidence on how the revision process can affect the accuracy of the final individual
distribution (principle 9). For consensus SEE, a group-based face-to-face session may help to promote
the beliefs of experts with better performance and reflect between-expert variation (principles 8 and 9)
(see Chapter 6).

The principles support the following choices:

l Interaction – this should follow on from an individual elicitation when practically feasible and useful
(principle 9).

Feedback from experts on process (elicitation)
In addition to feedback from the facilitator and/or other experts [see Feedback to experts and revision
(elicitation)], a SEE can encourage feedback from experts on the process, either qualitatively through
an interview or questionnaire or through some kind of quantitative ranking. This is linked to obtaining
rationales [see Rationales (elicitation)]; however, it more broadly relates to the elicitation process rather
than the beliefs about quantities. Only a limited number of guidelines discuss obtaining this type of
feedback (see Chapter 2) and a limited number of applied studies have attempted to collect this information
in HCDM (see Chapter 4). Given the lack of practical experience and empirical evidence, it is difficult to be
prescriptive about how this type of feedback might work in the context of HCDM and it may be driven by
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the time and resource constraints of the task (principle 3). It may be valuable to ascertain what elements
of the SEE experts found challenging. This information could then be used in designing future exercises
(principle 1). In addition, the information gleaned from experts during the feedback could be used to
discriminate between low performers and high performers (principle 9); however, this would be on the
basis of their subjective assessment rather than on the basis of a quantitative measures of accuracy,
such as calibration [see Adjusting judgements (aggregation, analysis and post elicitation) and Validation).
Overall, it is not clear how this form of feedback would be beneficial to the SEE task or improve the
resulting distributions.

The principles support the following choices:

l Asking experts for feedback – should only ask the experts to appraise the SEE process if there is a
clear reason for doing so (principle 1).

Rationales (elicitation)
Almost all guidelines recommended collecting qualitative data from experts on how they formulated
their judgements. Experts in HCDM may possess different levels of normative and substantive skills and
the setting in which they work may expose them to different clinical experience, which can drive their
beliefs. It is therefore important that the rationales for the beliefs given are collected (principle 1).
This information can then be considered. This can inform an assessment of validity of the elicited beliefs.

The methods used to collect rationales will be driven by the mode of administration [see Mode of
administration (elicitation)]. Interaction between the analyst and the expert on a one-to-one basis can
encourage experts to explain in greater detail their rationales. When SEE is conducted remotely it may
be advantageous to use prompts, such as multiple-choice questions, to encourage experts to reveal any
detail about their rationales.

The principles support the following choices:

l Rationales – these should be collected and recorded from experts about how they made their
judgements (principle 1).

If and how to aggregate (aggregation, analysis and post elicitation)
In order to generate distributions that are fit for purpose (principle 2), aggregation is preferred over no
aggregation.With respect to the choice of aggregation method, Chapter 5 concludes that, on the basis
of the evidence available, in terms of ‘accuracy’, including representation of uncertainty, mathematical
and behavioural aggregation perform similarly. There is also no evidence to support the specific type of
behavioural aggregation method used. For mathematical aggregation, simple mathematical decision rules,
such as a linear opinion pool with equal weights, are the most commonly applied in HCDM (see Chapter 4)
and are straightforward to implement (principle 3). Mathematical approaches allow experts to express
their uncertainty and then, if appropriate aggregation approaches are used, this feeds through into the
overall distribution achieved (principle 4).

Mathematical aggregation does not require experts to converge to a group distribution; therefore, this
allows variability between experts to be reflected within an overall distribution, using either opinion
pooling or Bayesian methods (principle 8). A mathematical process can elicit the reasons for the
distributions expressed; however, it cannot use these quantitatively in generating a single overall
distribution, unless the reasons for these distributions are reflected in the seeds that are generated as
part of a calibration process (principle 8; see also Validation). Calibration-based performance weighting,
which has received little attention in the HCDM literature (see Chapter 5), ‘solves’ any between-expert
variation in performance by differentially weighting experts according to their performance on ‘seed’
scores (see Chapter 5). Generating differential weights in HCDM is, however, problematic, as discussed
in Chapter 5. Further research on weighting methods within HCDM is needed to advise if and when
choices beyond equal weighting are warranted.
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The principles support the following choices:

l Aggregation – mathematical aggregation or individual elicitation followed by behavioural
aggregation (principles 4 and 8).

l Method of aggregation – use of linear pooling methods (principle 8), including equal weighting of
experts distributions (principle 3).

Fit to distribution (aggregation, analysis and post elicitation)
As part of the aggregation procedure post elicitation, statistical distributions need to be fitted to elicited
data (see Chapter 5). The choice of parametric distribution is uncertain. There is a lack of evidence in
HCDM on the fitting process in SEE. Limited evidence suggests that standard distributions, such as the
beta, will often be sufficient. More complex approaches may be appropriate; however, these can be
complex to implement in general software (principles 2 and 3).

The fitting process should ensure that uncertainty at the individual expert level is reflected (principle 4),
and to do this the distribution used should capture the experts’ distributions as closely as possible.
It is also important that the aggregation respects between-expert variation (principle 8). It is difficult to
be prescriptive about which distribution is most suitable, as this will be driven by the quantity elicited
and how experts have expressed their beliefs (i.e. the shape of the distribution); however, the resulting
distributions must generate quantities that can be used within further analysis (principle 2), for example
without transformation.

The principles support the following choices:

l Fitting – distributions should be fitted to experts’ elicited beliefs (principle 2).
l Which distribution – this will depend on the quantity and how the beliefs are represented; however,

distributional forms, such as normal, beta or an other conjugate family, will often be appropriate
(principles 2–4).

l Fitting criteria – the use of minimum least squares, method of moments or other approaches to
select the appropriate distribution (principles 2–4).

Adjusting judgements (aggregation, analysis and post elicitation)
Experts may possess differential levels of normative, substantive and adaptive skills, which may result
in differential performance. None of the existing guidelines discuss methods to adjust for ‘performance’
post elicitation (see Chapter 2), even if they do refer to a validation process (see Validation).

The methods used for SEE should motivate experts to express their true beliefs about a quantity of
interest and quantify differential performance between experts (principle 9), implying that adjusting
judgements is preferred to not adjusting if it generates more accurate pooled distributions. Without
objective measures to quantify performance, however, adjustment may instead resolve variability between
experts, which is not desirable in HCDM because variation may exist for valid reasons (principle 8).

The principles support the following choices:

l Adjustment – this should not focus on simply reducing variability between experts (principle 8).

Documentation (aggregation, analysis and post elicitation)
In order to inform an explicit decision-making process in health care, a SEE must report on all elements
of the process and justify the choices made in determining these choices (principle 1). There is no
agreed list of what should be presented emerging from the existing guidelines (see Chapter 2).
However, recently, guidance, not described as a guideline, reported on what information should be in
HCDM (see Chapter 4). Iglesias et al.73 specifically suggest 16 criteria for a SEE and 11 criteria for a
Delphi study. These largely accord with the items identified from the existing guidelines, although for
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Delphi surveys they also suggest a description of the literature review and the number of rounds
performed. They do not specifically advocate reporting on details of how uncertain quantities are
measured (the VIM or the FIM) or any training methods used.

It is important to note that many applications of SEE are conducted alongside cost-effectiveness
modelling or some other form of evaluation and, therefore, the amount of material that could be
reported may be vast. Chapter 4 showed that, as a consequence, many details of a SEE are often
omitted from a published manuscript or report. It may, therefore, be advantageous to specify a minimal
set of documentation, such as that suggested by Iglesias et al.73

The principles support the following choices:

l Documentation – this should be thorough and cover all aspects of the SEE design, conduct and
analysis (principle 1).

Managing biases
In striving to minimise bias, efforts should be made to identify which biases are likely for the sample
of experts included (principle 1), and relevant strategies to minimise these (bias reduction techniques)
should be employed (principle 5). Chapter 2 does not suggest specific techniques for addressing
individual types of biases or heuristics, and instead gives multiple suggestions across the range of biases.

Chapter 6 suggests that it is difficult to recommend particular bias reduction techniques over others,
as what works best will depend on the context and what biases are most apparent. Given the
recommendations for training made in Training and preparation for experts, it would seem appropriate
to extend this training to cover issues of bias, but going beyond simple warnings. Allowing experts to
practise expressing their beliefs using either the VIM or the FIM, followed by feedback, may also
reduce the probability for some of the biases.

The principles support the following choices:

l Anticipate likely biases – for the sample of experts included and specific task. Discussion with
experts can help to identify potential biases (principles 1 and 5).

l Frame questions to minimise bias and ambiguity – this can include asking experts to first specify the
CrI (upper and lower bounds) and provision of relevant background evidence (principles 1 and 5).

l In selecting experts – minimise and record conflicts of interest among the experts. Include experts
external to the SEE task (i.e. not those involved in developing the task) (principles 1 and 5).

l Focus training – on biases and expressing uncertainty and give experts practice and feedback using
either the FIM or the VIM (principles 1 and 5).

l During the task – experts should address conflicting information and provide their rationales
(principles 1 and 5).

Validation
The guidelines differ in their definitions of validity and discussion of how the concept can be
operationalised in an elicitation. Commonly discussed elements of validity include that the elicitation
captures what experts truly believe or that the expressed probabilities reflect reality. Certain elements of
validation accord with the section relating to adjusting judgements [see Adjusting judgements (aggregation,
analysis and post elicitation)]; however, a number of existing guidelines describe validation of the process
rather than the results of SEE. The method used for validation should strive to explore the implications of
between-expert variation and attempt to understand why it is present (principle 8).

Understanding how experts formulate their beliefs and why experts present heterogeneous beliefs
can potentially improve the validity of the SEE (principles 1 and 8). The following choices could fulfil this
purpose: provision of feedback, testing that the question is understood, fitness for purpose, assessing
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the accuracy of judgements (see Chapter 5), coherence testing, rationales, checks for inconsistencies, and
internal and external peer review. Faithfully capturing experts’ beliefs should always be the aim of SEE;
however, when there are no data to explicitly validate this, there is no way of checking if the resulting
distributions represent experts’ beliefs.

Fitness for purpose (principle 2) states that the validation process should generate distributions that
can be used in HCDM. To this end one of the possible validation processes described by the review of
guidelines is fitness for purpose, which evaluates if the elicitation process provides an appropriate level
of precision for the given decision context. Internal and external review can also be used to determine
if the resulting distributions are valid. It is not clear how the other methods of validation, calibration,
coherence, consistency, calibration and informativeness scoring can be used to determine if the SEE
generates useable distributions.

The principles support the following choices:

l Capturing experts’ beliefs – the elicited beliefs should be fit for purpose. This could be assessed by
coherence and consistency (principles 1 and 2).

l Review – both internal and external review (principles 2 and 8).

Conclusions

This chapter considers the choices available from the review of existing guidelines for SEE (see Chapter 2)
and distinguishes where there is empirical support for the choices, where the choices are considered
‘appropriate’ according to the principles for SEE in HCDM, or where there is support neither from the
empirical evidence nor from the principles. Chapters 5 and 6 show that there are many choices in SEE for
which there is no empirical support. In addition, the principles applied to the choices, in some circumstances,
are unable to provide sufficient justification for discounting particular choices and/or preferring choices
above others. For example, on the methods to minimise bias, multiple approaches are available, including
training on biases, collecting rationales and specifying CrIs. Although all of the approaches are potentially
valuable, a lack of empirical comparison of the techniques in the context of HCDM makes it difficult to
say conclusively which techniques are most appropriate. Indeed, as with many of the choices in HCDM,
the specific application and constraints (see Chapter 3) may be a major driving factor in defining the choices
for the SEE.
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Chapter 10 Reference protocol for expert
elicitation in health care

Evidence in support of a reference protocol for health-care decision-making

As stated in the objectives outlined in Chapter 1, existing protocols, evidence on specific methods for
SEE, consideration of the decision-making contexts and the results of the experimental work are
combined to propose a reference protocol for SEE in HCDM.

Chapter 9 considers the choices available from the review of existing guidelines for SEE and concludes
that, according to the principles for SEE in HCDM, in some circumstances it is not possible to conclude
on the appropriateness of particular choices. One of the uncertain elements is the method to encode
judgements, specifically the choice between the FIM and the VIM approaches. The applied literature on
SEE in HCDM (see Chapter 4) shows that both approaches have been used and there are no grounds,
based on the principles, to conclusively recommend one choice over another. The experiments presented
in Chapter 8 sought to explore the use of these two methods in HCDM as a primary aim. The chips and
bins method was chosen as the FIM and bisection as the VIM, as these methods have been widely used
in HCDM. The experiments also explored experts’ ability to extrapolate their knowledge and how
experts priors are affected by group summaries. Specifically, the three experiments sought to determine:

l how the VIM and the FIM methods compare in term of procedural performance, when there is no
heterogeneity in knowledge

l whether or not an individual’s ‘ability to extrapolate’ is related to (‘procedural’) performance
l how individuals review their answers in response to a Delphi-type group interaction, and establish

whether or not (‘procedural’) performance determines the extent of revision.

Chapter 8 suggests that there is little difference between the VIM and the FIM in terms of procedural
accuracy, particularly under conditions of low precision, which is the situation most likely in HCDM.
In terms of extrapolating beyond the data observed by the experts and updating of priors after
presentation of group summaries, it is difficult to give definitive messages given that the experiments
were not powered for these elements. It is apparent that individuals changed their estimates in a rational
way when provided with estimates from others (i.e. when everyone else was discordant, individuals were
more likely to change their response; if others were uncertain, individuals were less likely to change), and
so group discussion or feedback may be useful, although it does not necessarily produce more accurate
distributions. The need for extrapolation outside the observed sample and the level of extrapolation does
not seem to affect accuracy; therefore, it may be reasonable to ask experts about patients and practices
of which they do not have direct clinical experience or about whom/which there is no relevant literature
and, instead, experts are required to adapt from one setting to another.

How the evidence is used to generate a reference protocol for structured
expert elicitation in health-care decision-making

For many of the elements of SEE, multiple choices remain and further research would be necessary
to form a preference for different methods in the context of HCDM. Nevertheless, it is important to
recognise when there are choices that are emerging as ‘best practice’ in HCDM and how these contribute
to the development of a reference protocol in this context.
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Within HCDM there are multiple opportunities for the use of SEE, from local-level prioritisation to
strategic planning for emerging threats. The area in which it has, perhaps, been applied the most
frequently (see Chapter 4) is in national-level reimbursement, price negotiation and clinical guideline
development, an area collectively referred to as HTA. It therefore seems appropriate to think about
how the evidence presented, considered and generated in Chapters 2–9 could be translated into a
reference protocol for SEE in HTA. Moving on from this, how decision-makers, outside this setting
can determine the suitability of the reference protocol for their needs can then be discussed. When
substantial uncertainty around recommendations remains, further research may be required. These are
considered in Chapter 12.

Reference protocol for structured expert elicitation in health
technology assessment

Structured expert elicitation has been applied in HTA (see Chapter 4). However, there are no examples
in which those developing the exercise have systematically worked through the choices available for
each element and, most importantly, considered if these choices are appropriate given the intended
purpose of the SEE. A reference protocol, even with caveats for particular applied settings, may help to
eliminate some of this heterogeneity in methods used.

Table 15 draws on Chapters 8 and 9 to suggest choices that are appropriate to consider in HTA, specifically
assessments at a national or multinational level. Although these are intended to reflect emerging ‘best
practice’ in HTA, given the infancy of SEE applied to HCDM it is important to recognise that a degree
of flexibility on choices may be warranted. In cases in which alternative choices are employed, efforts
should be made to justify why and describe where the methods used were preferable in that particular
application. Although empirical evidence is lacking, given the principles of SEE in HCDM, discussed in
Chapter 8, decision-makers should consider the methods suggested in Table 15 when determining their
own reference protocol for SEE.

Important considerations for decision-makers outside the health
technology assessment setting

Most HCDM occurs within a HTA setting and at a national level, but elicitation may also be useful for
other decision-makers wishing to consider how a reference protocol for their setting may emerge,
for example at a local level, or for early technologies that have yet to progress through the regulatory
process. In addition, particular types of HTA may encounter additional challenges, for example in rare
diseases or genomics. In such settings, a potential reference protocol should consider the additional
issues summarised in Table 16.

Conclusions

This chapter draws together evidence from the preceding chapters to generate elements for a reference
protocol for SEE in HTA. Given the infancy of the methods in HCDM and the limited application in this
context, it is not possible to be prescriptive regarding methods beyond the more narrowly defined HTA
setting. Even within this setting, the reference protocol provides a framework for decision-makers to use
when generating their own reference protocol, rather than representing a set of guidelines that can be
implemented without further consideration of their suitability. Although this is the case, given that the
methods suggested in this reference protocol are declared most appropriate for HTA on the basis of its
defining characteristics, which determine the principles for SEE in HCDM, deviations from the reference
protocol should be justified and any limitations discussed in the documentation provided to support
the SEE.
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TABLE 15 A reference protocol for HTA

Element Reference methods suggested

Experts l Recruitment will be driven by the context; however, the SEE should pursue diversity,
representing the full range of valid experts’ beliefs. Experts should be willing to participate

l Focus on gathering substantive expertise or experience. Normative skills can be developed
during the training session as part of the SEE

l Minimise and record conflicts of interest among the experts. Include experts external to the
SEE task (i.e. not those involved in developing the task)

l At least five experts should be included in the SEE

Quantities elicited l Simple observable quantities should be elicited when possible. Ratios or complex parameters,
such as regression coefficients, should not be elicited directly

l Dependence between variables should be captured in SEE. Expressing dependent variables in
terms of independent variables is preferable when experts do not have strong normative skills

l Wording should be clear and quantities should be decomposed when this means a better fit
with experts mental models

Approach to
elicitation

l Beliefs should be elicited from experts individually, even if a group interaction follows
l Although interaction between experts can be structured through face-to-face sessions,

constraints in HCDM, such as a lack of experienced facilitators, will usually mean that this will
take place via a Delphi-style remote process

l Between-expert variation should be explored explicitly

Method l Both the VIM or the FIM work well; however, decision-makers should aim for consistency
across applications

Aggregation l Statistical distributions should be fitted to experts’ individually elicited judgements
l Following fitting, a summary of the individual distributions should be obtained using linear

pooling with equal weighting of experts
l Any adjustments applied should be to improve coherence and consistency, not to reduce

variability. Internal and external review can be used to assess validity

Delivery l Face to face when possible, to allow a facilitator to deliver training to the expert
l Feedback to experts should be given during the SEE. Following feedback, experts should be

given an opportunity to revise their distributions, either during or after a SEE session

Training and
piloting

l Training is crucial and should focus on avoiding bias and expressing uncertainty
l Piloting should be undertaken

Rationales and
documentation

l Rationales for how the experts made their judgements should be collected post SEE
l All methodological choices for the SEE must be documented and justified

TABLE 16 Additional issues in generating a reference protocol outside HTA

Element Reference methods suggested

Experts l Researchers may have limited access to sufficient experts, for example in rare diseases;
therefore, expert recruitment may be more challenging and have to rely on peer nomination

l Adaptive skills may be required for new technologies, as indirect evidence may outweigh
directly relevant evidence (e.g. childhood diseases may be informed by adult versions with
some extrapolation)

Approach to
elicitation

l Group discussion may be needed to generate a distribution, for example in early technologies,
or when eliciting more abstract/complex (non-observable) quantities cannot be avoided,
for example relating to service delivery, public health programmes or patient pathways

Method l The FIM may be more appropriate for less normative experts or where training cannot be
done face to face

Aggregation l Pooling methods, other than linear pooling, may better reflect expert variability. Further
research is needed to explore which methods are more appropriate in these circumstances

l Weighting may be preferable in some circumstances, for example when experts represent
different disciplines or contribute different perspectives on the elicited quantities and
therefore considerable heterogeneity is anticipated, but a single agreed consensus distribution
is required. Weighting may be achieved implicitly through consensus or explicitly through
performance weighting, although it is difficult to see how performance scores would be
generated in this context

Delivery l Practical constraints may dictate remote delivery of SEE, for example through
video conferencing
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There are a number of methodological choices which may involve additional complexities and/or
considerations, when used outside HTA. These are discussed in this chapter and then further in
Chapter 12. Such choices include the use of consensus aggregation methods, as opposed to individual
elicitation, and remote elicitation as opposed to face to face. Decision-makers outside HTA at a
national level are recommended to consider these issues when generating reference protocol.

Finally, this chapter proposes a number of areas in which further research is warranted. This is not a
comprehensive list and instead reflects important areas in which the existing reference protocol cannot
make recommendations without further research. Some of these areas may require further practical
applications of SEE, such as strategies to recruit experts, whereas others may require experimental
research, such as that reported in Chapter 8.

In addition to the specific methods that require further research, there are some general issues
relating to the use of SEE in HCDM, for example when to elicit and in which areas it is most
appropriate. These issues are discussed in Chapter 12.
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Chapter 11 Applied evaluation of developed
reference protocol

Background

This chapter demonstrates the reference protocol described in Chapter 10 by conducting an applied
SEE. Originally, the intention of this chapter was to apply the developed reference protocol by
performing an elicitation exercise within a decision-making process in ‘real time’. Members of the
research team form an Assessment Group for NICE technology and diagnostic assessment processes
and thus intended to conduct a live elicitation exercise to inform a forthcoming appraisal. However,
at the time the reference protocol was developed and ready to be applied, there were no upcoming
appraisals with which the team could conduct the elicitation exercise. Consequently, there was a
deviation from the original intention of a ‘real-time’ elicitation exercise and the reference protocol was
applied in a retrospective manner.

This applied evaluation is based on a diagnostic assessment report (DAR) conducted in Sheffield in
the School of Health and Related Research (ScHARR).197 ScHARR was commissioned by the NIHR
HTA programme to produce a model to assess the diagnostic accuracy, clinical effectiveness and
cost-effectiveness of three handheld fractional exhaled nitric oxide (FeNO) monitors.197 The analysis
aimed to assess the cost-effectiveness of FeNO testing in the diagnosis of asthma in adults and children.
However, in the cost-effectiveness model, there were a number of parameters that were missing which
were subsequently estimated using SEE. Detailed documentation describing the methods used to
obtain and analyse these experts judgements is not included in the report. Without this information,
the elicitation process appears to be unstructured, meaning that the credibility of the elicited parameters
remains unclear. The purpose of this chapter was to apply the reference protocol to this case study and
to explore any practical issues.

The evaluation topic

Here, the focus is on a model developed to assess the cost-effectiveness of NIOX MINO® (Aerocrine,
Solna, Sweden), NIOX VERO® (Aerocrine) or NObreath® (Bedfont Scientific, Maidstone, UK) in the diagnosis
of asthma in adults and children. In order to illustrate the patient pathways in asthma diagnosis, the next
section describes how asthma is currently diagnosed in health care.197

Diagnosis of asthma
Detailed guidelines on the diagnosis of asthma have been published and updated by the British Thoracic
Society and the Scottish Intercollegiate Guidelines Network.197 The diagnosis of asthma is a clinical one
and there is no standard definition of the condition, nor is there a single gold-standard recommendation
on how it should be diagnosed. The diagnosis of asthma in children is based on recognising a characteristic
pattern of episodic symptoms in the absence of an alternative explanation. Lung function tests are less
useful owing to variability and the inability of very young children to perform these tests reliably. For both
children and adults, the British Thoracic Society/Scottish Intercollegiate Guidelines Network indicate that
the severity of asthma should be judged according to symptoms and the amount of medication required to
control symptoms.197 Asthma is generally diagnosed in primary care.197

Diagnostic model developed
The diagnostic model determines the expected costs and health losses associated with the misdiagnosis
of asthma. Misdiagnosis has different implications for those patients who are false negative and for
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patients who are false positive. For patients who are false positive, suboptimal treatment means
receiving treatment with asthma medication that will provide no health benefit to the patient (because
they do not have the underlying disease). This means that there is an additional cost to the NHS
without additional health benefits to the patient. In addition, a patient with a false-positive asthma
diagnosis may have other more serious pathology, which remains undetected.197

For patients who are false negative, suboptimal treatment means not receiving treatment with asthma
medication, when in reality the patient would have benefited from the treatment. Until the diagnosis is
corrected, the patient may suffer from poor asthma control and, hence, lower HRQoL due to asthma
symptoms (without experiencing an exacerbation and also by increasing the amount of the time that a
patient experiences an exacerbation). Hospitalisations as a result of exacerbations can be costly to the
NHS, hence a patient with undiagnosed asthma may be more costly to the NHS than a patient who is
correctly treated for asthma. These patients may also go on to receive expensive and unnecessary
tests, such as imaging and referrals to specialists, until their misdiagnosis is corrected.197

An incorrect false-negative diagnosis may be corrected later following an asthma exacerbation, owing
to continued asthma-related symptoms that trigger subsequent appointments and investigation, or
owing to clinical reconsideration of asthma after tests for other conditions produce negative findings.
Similarly, an incorrect false-positive diagnosis may be corrected later because of the continued non-
occurrence of exacerbations; a generally high level of HRQoL at very low treatment dosages, thus
indicating that the medications currently being taken by the patient may be unnecessary; or owing to
continued deterioration as a result of another more serious underlying pathology. The diagnostic model
is intended to reflect the implications of test sensitivity and specificity on subsequent costs and health
consequences for the full range of diagnostic options within the available evidence base.197

The diagnostic model is a simple decision tree (see Report Supplementary Material 5, Figure 1) that
estimates the probability that a patient will be diagnosed as true positive, false negative, true negative
or a false positive. The model makes the simplifying assumption that incorrect diagnoses (false negatives
and false positives) are resolved by subsequent tests after some period of time.

Description of elicited parameters

Table 17 shows the parameters in the diagnostic model for which evidence was unavailable. In the
DAR the parameter values are provided, but there is no documentation detailing how these values or
assumptions were reached. The parameter for time until correct diagnosis is the only parameter for
which the DAR explicitly states that an elicitation process was used to inform these parameters.
Subsequently, the remainder of this evaluation focuses on that parameter only.

Time until correct diagnosis
As described in the DAR and in Diagnostic model developed, a false-negative or a false-positive diagnosis
of asthma can have an impact on HRQoL costs, depending on the type of diagnosis. The cost-effectiveness
results are particularly sensitive to assumptions about the duration of time required to resolve misdiagnosis.
The elicitation conducted by ScHARR focused on two questions that were presented to experts:

1. For someone who has been incorrectly diagnosed as ‘not asthmatic’, how long on average do you
think it will take for this incorrect diagnosis to be corrected? What is your 95% confidence interval
around this average?

2. For someone who has been incorrectly diagnosed as ‘asthmatic’, how long on average do you think
it will take for this incorrect diagnosis to be corrected? What is your 95% confidence interval
around this average?
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Six experts were recruited to provide their responses to these questions but only four experts provided
answers. Of the four experts who provided a response, the first expert was the only expert to provide
a quantitative estimate. This expert estimated that the time to correct resolution for a false-negative
diagnosis is in the region of 4–12 months, whereas time to correct a false-negative diagnosis may take
≥ 12 months. It is important to take into account that the expert noted considerable uncertainty around
this estimate. The fourth expert deemed this estimate as ‘not unreasonable’, but this expert also declared
these quantities as ‘unknowable’. The remaining three experts provided qualitative responses, rather
than quantitative estimates declaring the parameters of interest as ‘impossible to answer’, ‘unknowable’.

From the qualitative answers provided by the experts, it is clear that the posed questions do not
capture the complexity of an asthma diagnosis and are not representative of the thought process that
an expert may go through to reach a quantitative estimate. In the case of a false-negative diagnosis,
this complexity relates to the ‘chronicity’ and ‘persistence’ of the asthma. In the case of a false-positive
diagnosis, the complexity refers to the misdiagnosis never being resolved owing to the patients
themselves deciding not to ‘just stop going back to the doctor’.

The following sections of this chapter demonstrate how the reference protocol described in Chapter 10
was applied. The applicability and practicality of the reference protocol are explored.

Application of developed reference protocol

The following sections describe the application of the developed reference protocol in Chapter 10.
Report Supplementary Material 5 provides the protocol that was designed for this SEE process.

Selecting the quantities (preparation and design stage)
The choice of quantity considered the following three requirements:53 fitness for purpose, directly
observable and homogeneity in the quantities elicited. Eliciting the same summaries throughout will
reduce the burden of training.198

TABLE 17 Application of reference protocol: parameters elicited in the DAR197

Diagnostic model parameter Source

Resource cost parameter

Number additional primary care tests: false positive Structural assumptions based on expert opinion

Number additional secondary care tests: false positive

Number additional laboratory visits: false positive

Number additional primary care tests: false negative

Number additional secondary care tests: false negative

Number additional laboratory visits: false negative

Diagnosis QALY gain/loss parameter

Time until correct diagnosis (years): false positive Expert opinion

Time until correct diagnosis (years): false negative

Reproduced from Harnan et al.197 Contains information licensed under the Non-Commercial Government Licence v2.0.
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The time it takes to resolve an incorrect asthma diagnosis for both false-negative and false-positive
cases is elicited. Owing to the complexity of asthma diagnosis, the parameters were not directly
elicited but were calculated from a number of alternative elicited quantities (decomposing the quantities).
The quantities elicited relate to the probability of an event (i.e. number of patients returning to the
health-care service) at different time points.

Based on the qualitative feedback from the experts in the DAR, it was clear that there were a number
of aspects of the condition that needed to be incorporated into the questions to ensure that these
were asked in a manner which would be consistent with how the expert thinks about the condition.
In terms of asthma, these characteristics relate to the level of chronicity and persistency of symptoms.

Following personal communication with a GP at the University of York, it was decided that specific
patient vignettes would be described and presented to the experts at the beginning of each question.

These were presented separately for false-negative and false-positive adults and children. Each
described a type of patient based on varying levels of symptom severity (mildly persistent symptoms,
moderately persistent symptoms or severely persistent symptoms). The experts were asked to express
the proportion of patients that returned to the health-care service at certain time points since their
first diagnosis. Eliciting by severity and for adults and children separately is intended to reflect the
heterogeneity of the asthmatic population, raised in the DAR elicitation.

Variation in the time to correct diagnosis for both false-negative and false-positive patients is
anticipated and thus the questions were asked based on two separate time points for both types of
incorrect asthma diagnosis. This approach also supported the assumption made in the model that all
incorrect asthma diagnoses are resolved. For false-negative patients the time points included were
6 and 12 months, whereas for false-positive patients the time points were 12 and 24 months.
Report Supplementary Material 5 presents the questions and preambles provided to the experts.

Methods to encode judgements (preparation and design stage)
To elicit uncertainty, two methods of elicitation were explored in Chapter 8: the chips and bins method
and the bisection method. Chapter 10 concluded that either of these methods is appropriate for
HCDM, and thus here the recruited experts completed one of these methods of elicitation (either chips
and bins method or bisection method).

The reference protocol in Chapter 10 states that both the VIM and the FIM work well but decision-makers
should aim for consistency across application. The evaluation in this chapter used both methods, as it was
intended to further explore the usability of the two methods with actual health-care professionals.

Validation (preparation and design stage)
At the end of the SEE, experts were asked if they were confident that the answers they gave reflected
their views and uncertainties. Response options were ‘yes’, ‘not sure’ and ‘no’. If they responded, ‘no’ or
‘not sure’, they were asked to provide more detail as to why in an open question. Other forms of
validation were not used.

Selecting experts (preparation and design stage)
As asthma is generally diagnosed in primary care, it was assumed that primary care GPs would have
substantive knowledge in the diagnosis of asthma. Consequently, primary care GPs were recruited as
the experts. Experts were not expected to have any normative skills (see Chapter 10). The experts were
recruited using recommendation from peers.

As this work is a retrospective evaluation of the reference protocol developed, rather than a SEE
per se, a smaller number of experts than usually recommended were recruited. Four experts were
recruited. The intention was to utilise the protocol rather than generate evidence and if sufficient
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time were available more experts would have been recruited. However, as mentioned at the beginning,
this chapter focused on the design elements of the SEE rather than the practical conduct. Two experts
completed the chips and bins method and two experts completed the bisection method. These were
allocated randomly by the facilitator.

At the beginning of the exercise, experts were asked to provide some background information about
themselves. This included the number of years they have been working in general practice and how
they commonly diagnose an adult or child whom they suspect may have asthma. The experts were
asked to identify whether they use an objective test (spirometry, reversibility testing), a clinical
evaluation or both methods.

Pilot exercise (preparation and design stage)
The wording of the questions was piloted for clarity and adequacy. The pilot exercise was sent to two
GPs and feedback was sought. Following feedback the questions were modified, specifically the
wording of the questions.

Training and preparation for experts (preparation and design stage)
A narrated PowerPoint® (Microsoft Corporation, Redmond, WA, USA) training session was embedded
within exercise. The training session described the objectives of the elicitation exercise; clarified
concepts, such as uncertainty; familiarised the experts with the quantities elicited; described and
explained the impact of bias and heuristics; and trained experts on the methods of elicitation used.197

Experts were also reminded throughout the SEE that they were to elicit uncertainty on their estimate,
rather than thinking about variability across this heterogeneous group of patients.

Level of elicitation (elicitation stage)
Each expert elicited their judgements individually, without interaction with other experts. Eliciting
judgements individually reduced the risk of estimates being biased by a subset of experts. In the SEE
elicitation literature, there are concerns that experts may not feel confident in eliciting judgements
individually; however, the experts in this SEE process elicited their beliefs on a condition that they
encounter regularly in general practice. Concerns regarding individual-level elicitation and lower
confidence among experts generally arises when dealing with problems/technologies or conditions that
are new or unknown to the experts (see Chapter 6).

Mode of administration (elicitation stage)
The elicitation exercise was administered via a computer-based method using a de novo tool in Excel.
The evaluation used a mixture of face-to-face and remote forms of administration. Despite using
individual-level elicitation, a facilitator was present, either in person or on the telephone, at the time
the expert completed the exercises. The purpose of this was to gather as much feedback as possible on
the elicitation process (see Chapter 8, Experiment 3.2). For example, the time it took to complete the
exercise or to record any difficulties the expert had when completing the process.

Feedback to experts and revision (elicitation stage)
Once experts expressed their beliefs and completed each question, they were presented with graphical
feedback of what their estimates looked like (see Chapter 10). In the chips and bins method, experts
were able to see how the grid looked once they have placed all of their chips on it. Similarly, in the
bisection method, experts were able to see the breakdown of the different values they provided
(median, upper and lower quartile, etc.). The individual level of elicitation that was chosen meant
that group consensus was not required and, consequently, group feedback to the experts was not
necessary. Both methods had a reset button. Once the expert completed each question, they had an
opportunity to click reset and begin that particular question again.
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Opportunity for interaction (elicitation stage)
Given the individual level of elicitation that was chosen, there was no opportunity for interaction
between the experts.

Feedback from experts on process (elicitation stage)
Qualitative feedback on the elicitation process was collected from the experts. This was collected by
the facilitator using a feedback questionnaire post exercise. The feedback questions assessed the
following concepts:

l Observability of the quantity asked.
l Based on a five-point scale, assess how easy or difficult the experts found the completion of the exercise.
l Based on a five-point scale, evaluate whether the wording of the questions were easy or difficult

to understand.
l Whether or not the provided training is sufficient.
l Whether or not the expert would prefer to have some interaction with a colleague or another

expert (if they were to complete the exercise again).
l If they would be willing to complete this exercise again without a facilitator.

The feedback also asked experts to suggest improvements that they think necessary for any future
SEE. In addition, any useful comments or suggestions made by the expert throughout the SEE were
also collected. Feedback from experts on process (elicitation stage) discusses the feedback from the experts.
Although not collected as part of the feedback questionnaire, at the end of each section in the exercise,
rationales from the experts about how they made their judgements were collected. This form of validation
helps to highlight if experts understood the task and responded as best they could.

If/how to aggregate (aggregation, analysis and post elicitation)
As an individual level of elicitation was chosen, mathematical aggregation should be applied to generate
the distributions, specifically linear opinion pooling using equal weighting of experts (see Chapter 10).
In this application, the intention was to explore the use of the reference protocol, rather than generate
a single distribution relating to the uncertain quantities of interest, and therefore this aggregation is
not undertaken.

Fit to distribution (aggregation, analysis and post-elicitation)
A beta distribution would be fitted to experts distributions, as these relate to probabilities.

Data protection and anonymity (aggregation, analysis and post elicitation)
Experts were asked to give their opinions individually (not in groups). The information provided,
including personal details, is kept anonymous and confidential, stored securely and only accessed by
those carrying out the study.

Results

The number of years the experts have been working in general practice ranged from 6 to 35 years
(Table 18). When asked how they would usually test an adult with suspected asthma, all four experts
reported using both an objective test (e.g. FeNO, spirometry or reversibility testing) and a clinical
evaluation. When diagnosing a child with suspected asthma, three of the four experts reported using
just a clinical evaluation and one expert reported using both a clinical evaluation and an objective test.
Expert 1 reported that for this question and the remainder of the questions in the evaluation, the age
of the child population should be defined as follows: < 1 year (should not have any diagnosis as their
lungs will not be developed), 1–4 years, 5–14 years and > 14 years. This expert then went on to
explain that the older the child, the more likely the chance a GP could use an objective test in addition
to a clinical evaluation to diagnose asthma.
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Elicitation results
As discussed in If/how to aggregate (aggregation, analysis and post elicitation), the intention of this evaluation
was to explore the use of the reference protocol rather than generate a single distribution. Therefore,
Table 19 simply presents the ranges (upper and lower limits) reported by the experts for false-positive and
false-negative adults and children based on different patient types (by severity). Taking the complexity of
asthma into account, it is expected that a lower proportion of patients (adults and children) with mildly
persistent symptoms will return to the health-care service than patients with severely or moderately
persistent symptoms. It is also expected that at the second time point, a higher proportion of patients
will return to the health-care service than the first time point for each patient type.When comparing the
ranges for adults and children, it is expected that, overall, a higher proportion of children will return to
the health-care service owing to parents’ concern. For the most part, these expected ranges were
reported by the experts, which indicate that the experts understood what was being asked of them and
that this concept was something they could think about in their own general practice experience.

TABLE 18 Application of reference protocol: summary of experts recruited

Expert
Years
as a GP

Asthma diagnosis
(adult)

Asthma diagnosis
(child)

Elicitation
method Mode

Completion
time

GP1 6 Test and clinical
evaluation

Clinical evaluation Chips and
bins

Face to face 1 hour

GP2 35 Test and clinical
evaluation

Both Bisection Face to face 45 minutes

GP3 24 Test and clinical
evaluation

Clinical evaluation Bisection Remote 1.5 hours

GP4 30 Test and clinical
evaluation

Clinical evaluation Chips and
bins

Face to face 1 hour

TABLE 19 Application of reference protocol: elicitation results

Expert
Patient type
(by severity)

False positive
(adults)

False positive
(children)

False negative
(adults)

False negative
(children)

12
months

24
months

12
months

24
months

6
months

12
months

6
months

12
months

GP1 Severe 30–70 60–90 Same judgements as
adult patients

60–99 99–100 70–100 99–100

Moderate 30–70 45–75 45–85 99–100 60–100 99–100

Mild 10–60 10–65 0–55 99–100 10–60 99–100

GP2 Severe 5–25 99–100 5–10 99–100 70–90 99–100 85–95 99–100

Moderate 15–35 99–100 5–15 99–100 40–60 50–70 80–90 99–100

Mild 30–50 35–55 20–30 99–100 35–45 40–50 50–60 99–100

GP3 Severe 90–100 90–100 Same judgements as
adult patients

90–100 90–100 Same judgements as
adult patients

Moderate 50–90 60–80 60–90 45–80

Mild 25–50 25–50 1–50 1–50

GP4 Severe 75–100 75–100 83–100 83–100 75–100 75–100 83–100 83–100

Moderate 60–90 65–95 66–99 72–100 60–90 65–95 66–99 72–100

Mild 30–70 35–75 33–77 39–83 30–70 35–75 33–77 39–83
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When comparing the ranges, questions based on false-positive adults and children at the first time
point, the ranges provided by GP2 seem to move in the opposite direction to what is expected.
However, in this expert’s experience children are less likely to come back at this time point, as they are
easier to diagnose at an earlier stage than adults.

Feedback from experts on the process (including rationales and validation)

Observability of the quantity asked
Three out of the four experts reported that the selected quantity was observable, that the proportion
of patients returning to the health-care service within a particular time period was something they
could express their opinion about. However, GP3 said that this was not something that he could think
about because, in his opinion, misdiagnosis of asthma does not happen that often.

Completion of exercise
GP1 completed the chips and bins method. This GP explained that the method seemed daunting at first,
but, after completing one of the questions, deemed the method as straightforward. Both GP2 and GP3
completed the bisection method, but they reported conflicting feedback on the completion of the
exercise. GP2 found the bisection method easy to complete, whereas GP3 reported the method as very
difficult to complete.

Wording of the question
When asked whether the wording of the questions was easy or difficult to understand, GP2 and GP4
reported the wording as easy to understand, whereas GP1 and GP3 found the wording very difficult to
understand. GP1 provided further detailed feedback on this and suggested that the preambles should
include more detail in terms of defining the severities of asthma (i.e. more description). All GPs
identified the training session as sufficient and GP1 suggested that a practice exercise would be useful
in the training session.

Value of interaction
When asked if they thought that interaction with other experts or colleagues would be useful, GP2,
GP3 and GP4 thought that this would be beneficial. Their reasoning for this was to hear other experts’
rationales, to ensure that all experts are making judgement on the same issue and that a small group of
experts allowed to interact and achieve a consensus would give a more rounded view. However, GP4
did emphasise that it would be important to avoid the interaction from becoming dominated by one
expert in the group. GP1 did not think interaction with other colleagues was important in this case.
This expert was of the opinion that GPs should be adequately familiar with asthma to confidently
answer the question independently.

Value of facilitator
Experts were asked that if they were to complete the exercise again, would they be happy to complete
it without the use of a facilitator. Three out of the four experts said that they would be happy for the
exercise to be non-facilitated. GP3 stated that, if the process was not facilitated, the requirements of
the task would be unclear.

Experts’ rationales
When reporting on their thought processes, all experts considered similar patients they encounter in
general practice. One of the experts explained that, when a patient has an asthma diagnosis noted on
their records, the patient is invited to attend an annual visit for a respiratory check-up. In the GPs
experience, 85% of these patients will return for their annual visit and, subsequently, this expert
reported using this figure as a guideline when making the judgements. Three of the four experts stated
that they were confident that the answers they gave in the exercise reflected their own views and
uncertainty. GP3 was not sure of this and explained that the relevance of the questions to clinical
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practice was not obvious. In addition, the expert found the exercise repetitive, as a result of the two
time points making the exercise tedious to complete.

General feedback from experts
Experts provided general comments and improvements for future SEE processes. When completing the
chips and bins method, GP1 found the method cognitively challenging. The expert provided an upper
and lower limit for each question but did not fill in the grid using the chips, owing to the grid being
different sizes for each question and varying chips available. Although the facilitator acknowledged
that this was correct and that the grid size and the amount of chips available are dependent on the
range given by the expert, the expert did not place the chips in the bins to show certainty/uncertainty
on the proportions.

As described in Selecting the quantities (preparation and design stage), two time points were used in the
false-negative and false-positive descriptions. Given the layout of the exercise, experts had to scroll
back to the initial time point if they wanted a reminder of the previous judgement they made before
providing their judgement at the second time point. Two of the experts said that it would be more
accommodating if the first time point was visible while answering the second, as the first judgement
would serve as a benchmark. In essence, the experts suggested that for future elicitation processes,
if questions are a follow-on from a previous question, it would be useful if the previous judgements
were easily accessible.

Practicality of conducting the structured expert elicitation process
The design and conduct of the SEE was undertaken over a 7-month period (August 2018 to February 2019),
excluding any form of aggregation or fitting [see If/how to aggregate (aggregation, analysis and post elicitation)],
and involved three researchers over that time period. In terms of analyst resources, this included one
0.6 full-time equivalent (FTE) for the duration of the process, with the addition of a 0.1 FTE for the
final 3 months and an additional 0.5 FTE for the remaining 2 months. This covered development of the
questions and subsequent piloting of the wording of the questions, developing the training sessions and
developing the Excel-based elicitation exercise. Expert recruitment accounted for 1 month of the study
period (January 2019). Administration and completion of the elicitation exercises, along with the write-up,
was conducted during the final month of the process (February 2019).

Conclusion

The aim of this chapter was to apply the reference protocol to a case study and to explore any practical
issues. This highlighted a number of key issues in the SEE process relevant in a HCDM context. It is clear
from this SEE process and the feedback provided by the experts that sufficient information needs to be
presented to the experts. The level of information presented to the experts and the wording of this
information is paramount in ensuring that the quantity of interest is observable to the expert. When
deciding on the information to provide to experts in a HCDM context, based on the rationales provided
by the experts in this process, it may be useful to consult existing policies.

In a HCDM context, a SEE process will be subject to timeline constraints. Certain available choices in SEE
may result in a more lengthy process, for example face-to-face modes of administration or interaction
between experts. Careful consideration must be given to these choices to achieve accurate judgements
from experts, but also to make efficient use of available time. In terms of interaction between experts, the
feedback from experts in this SEE process indicates that consideration needs to be given to the potential
value of interaction between experts. Depending on the context of the SEE, interaction between experts
may be more essential, therefore justifying a lengthier process. For example, if the SEE process is focusing
on a new drug or a rare disease, interaction between experts may be more significant than a process
focusing on an established drug, or a commonly encountered condition or illness. In the latter, experts
will be more familiar with the context and should therefore have the ability to independently provide a
response in a confident manner.
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Chapter 12 Discussion and conclusions

This chapter discusses the evidence that has been generated in Chapters 2–11. It goes on to consider
how the reference protocol for SEE may be used by policy-makers to define their own reference

protocol that reflects their particular constraints. To do this, it considers the feedback from a workshop
convened as part of the project. Areas for further research emerging from the work conducted, and
discussed at the workshop, are also discussed. Finally, the limitations of the work are noted.

Conclusions on evidence generated

Structured expert elicitation can offer opportunities in HCDM, particularly reimbursement decisions
supported by MBEE. SEE allows the uncertainty in the evidence used to populate these models to be
characterised or, where evidence is completely lacking, provides additional information needed to
reach a decision.

The work described in this report has attempted to generate evidence which is useful for analysts and
decision-makers in HCDM. SEE conducted in this context to date has not used a set of consistent
methods, and, above all, has not considered the implications of the choices made when designing and
conducting a SEE. To improve the accountability of HCDM the procedure used to derive expert
judgements should be transparent.

A reference protocol for SEE in HCDM is proposed in Chapter 10. The reference protocol is intended
to serve as a guide to good practice and reporting, rather than being prescriptive regarding methods
and, thus, it is intended more as guidance rather than as a protocol. This was necessary owing to the lack
of empirical evidence underpinning method choices specific to HCDM. Instead, choices were considered
according to the principles for SEE in HCDM, set out in Chapter 9. These nine principles were developed
based on findings from Chapters 3–7, which consider the constraints in HCDM; how SEE has been
applied in the literature and challenges faced; evidence relating to particular methodological aspects
of design and conduct; and considerations in choosing alternative quantities that can be elicited.
The principles also reflect ‘good practice’ in SEE more generally, as reported by Cooke.13

As stated in Chapter 10, the lack of evidence relating to HCDM, and a paucity of applied studies,
meant that the reference protocol focused on the more narrowly defined setting of national-level HTA.
Although this encompasses a range of activities that could include SEE, it does not reflect more complex
settings that could pose additional challenges, for example HCDM at a local level, for early technologies
that have yet to progress through the regulatory process, or for specific types of HTA, including rare
diseases or genomics. These settings may require a different approach to elements, such as recruiting
experts, level of elicitation and delivery. It is recommended that such decision-makers consider the
elements of the reference protocol and how these translate to their setting. In doing so, they can
determine a reference protocol of their own.

The experiments described in Chapter 8 suggested that there is little difference between the VIMs and
the FIMs to encode judgements. The reference protocol therefore stated that a decision-maker can
consider either of these choices suitable; however, consistency across applications is preferred (i.e. they
should choose either the VIM or the FIM and use this throughout their decision-making processes).
The experiments also sought to explore extrapolation beyond data observed and updating of priors
after presentation of group summaries, issues which feed into multiple choices for SEE. It was difficult
to form definitive conclusions given that the experiments were underpowered for these elements.
To make definitive statements regarding these aspects of SEE, further experimental data would need
to be collected. However, the experiments provided some evidence that experts changed their estimates
in a rational way when provided with distributions from others, suggesting that group discussion or
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feedback may be useful. Extrapolation outside the observed sample does not seem to affect accuracy,
suggesting that it is reasonable to ask experts about patients and practices in which they do not have
direct clinical experience, or for whom there is no relevant literature.

Chapter 11 applies the reference protocol for SEE in HCDM to an existing NICE appraisal. This relates to a
diagnostic model for asthma developed as part of the NICE diagnostics programme. The recommendations
from the reference protocol were used to determine the following aspects of the SEE: selection of
quantities, method to encode judgements, validation, selection of experts, piloting and training, level of
elicitation, model of administration, feedback, interaction and post-elicitation aggregation. Quantities
relating to incorrect diagnosis of asthma were collected from a sample of experts. Time taken to develop
and conduct the SEE was recorded and feedback on the elicitation was also sought from experts.

There were only small numbers of experts on whom to base conclusions; however, among those who
completed the SEE, the VIM and the FIM seemed to be equally challenging for experts to complete.
All four experts found the training to be useful. A facilitator was used in the SEE; however, three
participants stated that they would be happy to complete the exercise without the facilitator and
three stated that they would prefer interaction with another expert, so long as other experts were
familiar with asthma and its diagnosis. This finding may be worth considering in settings where it is
not possible to gain access to a facilitator. There may be value in allowing experts to interact aside
from its use to generate consensus, such as developing a common problem structure or sharing
knowledge and information between experts [see Chapter 5, Level of elicitation (individual compared with
group)]. The need for interaction between experts in particular settings, for example in rare diseases,
was discussed in Chapter 10.

Key considerations for using the reference protocol in health-care decision-making

To consider how the reference protocol may be used by HCDMs, a workshop was convened. HCDM
stakeholders attended, including practitioners, policy-makers and methodologists. Feedback is
described in further detail in Report Supplementary Material 5. Briefly, the workshop considered the
acceptability of the reference protocol for SEE in HCDM, how the proposed reference protocol for
elicitation may be implemented and where it would be most useful. It was also used to identify
priorities for further research and development of reference protocol and its use for HCDM.

There was unanimous support for a reference protocol or guidance on SEE in HCDM.Workshop attendants
discussed what form this guidance should take, and which would be the most useful, specifically should it
be prescriptive or guiding principles. Those involved directly with conducting SEE tended to suggest that
a less prescriptive guide would be most useful, as some of the methodological decisions may be driven by
the context (see Chapter 3); for example, a specific appraisal may require SEE to generate results within
an extremely short time frame, reducing the possibilities for face-to-face SEE.Whatever form it takes,
workshop participants thought that some form of guidance would help decision-makers, considering
evidence generated from a SEE, or when planning to conduct their own SEE. Lack of guidance is also
seen as a barrier to publishing SEE in HCDM and therefore a reference protocol would support the
dissemination of applied research in this area. It may also encourage the development of materials to
assist SEE, for example generic training materials, which are currently lacking.

Workshop participants agreed that a reference protocol may be most useful when there is a lack of
substantial existing evidence, such as urgent delivery systems during epidemics, or as a complement to
existing data on a longer-term basis (e.g. short trial follow-up). There is likely to be a need in areas
which are not represented in trials, such as histopathology. The reference protocol developed here is
considered appropriate for national-level HTA, which is also the audience most likely to be receptive
and with sufficient resource to conduct or commission SEE. Within national HTA there may be
potential to use a reference protocol for SEE within clinical and public health guidelines.

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
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The time and expertise required to conduct a SEE may be an issue for many of the formal decision-
making processes that exist, for example the NICE appraisals process. The evaluation undertaken in
Chapter 11 took over 5 person months FTE from start to finish. It is not clear if previous applied
examples of SEE may have been forced to make particular choices on the basis of limited time and
resource (see Chapter 4). This may compromise the quality of the SEE and therefore it may be more
appropriate to extend timelines so as to incorporate well-conducted SEE. Justification for this is that
lots of time is spent on generating evidence and this is just one form of evidence. This may still be a
challenge for some decision-makers when there are multiple uncertain quantities that could be elicited,
thus potentially imposing high costs. A potential solution is to choose parameters for the SEE based on
the expected value of partial perfect information corresponding to each parameter, or on a less formal
sensitivity analysis determining the impact of extreme parameter values, in a cost-effectiveness model.

A number of specific issues regarding use of the reference protocol were raised during the workshop.
First, it was unclear who would be held accountable for SEE. Ultimately, the decision-makers were
accountable for the decision which utilised the SEE; however, experts may also be accountable for the
beliefs that they express. In order to make this more explicit, participants agreed that decision-makers
need to have access to individual elicitation and not just a group/consensus judgement. Recognition of
accountability may lead experts to alter their beliefs. Second is the issue of which experts are included
in the SEE. In some circumstances recruitment of experts may have to rely on methods such as peer
nomination, particularly when there are constraints on time. This may give an unrepresentative sample
of views and may be more likely to result in motivational biases, perhaps owing to an association with
the quantities of interest. The most knowledgeable experts may not always be available for SEE, so
that the aggregated distributions may not be representative of the current level of knowledge on the
quantity. Third, the issue of choosing observable quantities may not be straightforward. Strictly
speaking, an observable quantity is something that can be measured, which may be the case for the
majority of quantities that need to be elicited. This excludes indirectly observed quantities, such as
odds ratios. Experts may also have different experiences which alter their perception of what is
observable and non-observable. In the evaluation (see Chapter 11), one of the experts stated that the
quantity was not, in their opinion, observable, as misdiagnosis of asthma happens rarely, whereas the
other three experts stated that the quantity was observable to them.

Key areas for further research

In considering the appropriateness of choices for SEE in HCDM and exploring how these choices may
be affected by the context in which the SEE is applied, there are areas in which further research is
required before definitive statements can be made regarding their appropriateness for a reference
protocol. These areas were discussed at the workshop and refined following discussion. In ensuring
that SEE is used consistently in HCDM and reflects the constraints of that particular setting, not all of
these may represent priorities for further research. Workshop participants were not asked to prioritise
topics per se, or consider which issues are most crucial to the accuracy of SEE, and therefore the list
does not reflect which topics may be most urgently required. Workshop participants were instead
asked to consider what additional evidence decision-makers in HCDM may require when determining a
reference protocol for SEE, for use within their setting. Areas of uncertainty in the current reference
protocol were selecting experts, minimising bias, adaptation to the specific setting in which SEE may be
applied (e.g. choosing individual or group elicitation), appropriate wording of questions, methods for
multivariate elicitation and what information should be presented to the experts to help them
formulate their beliefs.

Examples are summarised in Table 20. Some of these could easily be adapted into researchable
questions, whereas others are much more vague and general. Some of these topics would benefit from
empirical research and others may be resolved though application of the proposed reference protocol
to HCDM, including in settings with a range of constraints.
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TABLE 20 Areas for further research on SEE in HCDM

Decision choice and general research
area An example of a specific question

Selection of experts

How to determine a sample size for SEE In individual elicitation, what is the saturation point of increasing
sample size?

Exploration of strategies for recruiting
experts in HCDM

Which methods for expert recruitment are most practical and what are
the challenges?

Methods to assess experts skills that are
appropriate for the SEE task

When adaptive skills are required, how can these be measured and, when
these skills are compromised, can training increase these skills?

What minimum level of normative
expertise is required

What additional level of normative expertise is required when eliciting
more complex quantities or where dependence exists?

Biases

Training strategies What training strategies can be used to minimise bias?

Recruitment What recruitment strategies can be used to minimise expert bias, beyond
minimising financial/competing interests?

Validation Can the measurement of expected bias provide a mechanism to validate
elicitation?

Validation of experts

Performance assessment How many seeds are required to estimate experts’ expected accuracy in
HCDM and how can these be efficiently generated?

Calibration To what extent might performance-based weighting improve the validity
of resulting distributions?

Accuracy What is the relationship between characteristics of experts and accuracy
of elicited quantities?

Quantities

Dependence methods Which methods for eliciting dependent quantities work best for
non-normative experts?

Consistency Does elicitation of consistent quantities throughout the task improve
procedural accuracy?

Survival parameters How to elicit parameters of survival models, in particular uncertainty
relating to these

Group elicitations and interaction

Consensus approach Which consensus approach works best in HCDM in practice and for
which types of quantities and decision-makers?

Sample size How many experts should be part of a consensus elicitation process, and
does this differ by context?

Aggregation

Distribution fitting What methods for fitting distributions to elicited beliefs are most
appropriate for particular quantities (e.g. more complex quantities)?

Combining priors Should individual priors be combined when there is significant expert
variation? If so, how?
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Limitations of the work conducted

Although the reference protocol developed here represents a significant move forward in terms of SEE
applied to HCDM, there are a number of limitations of the work that are worth noting.

First, in developing a reference protocol for SEE in HCDM, it was necessary to draw on multiple types
of evidence: structured (systematic) review, targeted literature search and experimental analyses. In
identifying relevant evidence from the existing literature it was not possible to use systematic search
methods for all reviews, and the targeted searches used a semistructured approach (see Chapter 5).
This may have resulted in relevant studies that are less well known in the elicitation literature also
being missed in our reviews. In addition, it was not possible to conduct targeted searches for all
elements of SEE.

Second, a number of compromises were needed in order to generate empirical evidence relating to
the choice between the FIM and the VIM (see Chapter 8). Foremost, it was necessary to use students to
represent health-care professionals. The design of the experiments was such that prior clinical knowledge
was not required to complete the tasks, and therefore the experts were instead meant to represent the
level of normative skills that would usually be expected in HCDM. Participants were standardised
according to the level of knowledge they observed from the simulated learning process. However, in
practice, experts in HCDM are likely to draw on multiple sources of knowledge when formulating their
beliefs (i.e. health carers may also draw on published evidence, peer contact or other related evidence
or experience). It was not possible to reflect these multiple forms of knowledge in exploring the
performance of the methods to encode judgements. The experimental set-up, more generally, may impact
on the generalisability of the results.

Third, it was not possible to explore all of the uncertain choices empirically through the experimental
approach described in Chapter 8. In addition to the comparison of the FIM and the VIM approaches,
Chapter 8 also looked at how experts updated their beliefs when presented with group summaries
and extrapolation beyond data observed. It was not possible to power the experiments to detect
differences for these two elements and, therefore, it is difficult to reach conclusions regarding
these comparisons.

The major limitation of the work conducted here lies not in the methods employed, but in the evidence
available from the wider literature on which to base the set of choices and determine how appropriate
these are. Concluding on the suitability of the choices available from the existing guidelines is challenging
owing to the lack of empirical evidence to support specific choices. Instead, it was necessary to develop
principles for SEE in HCDM, using the sources of evidence as described above and published guidelines
for good SEE. Using the principles meant that it was not always possible to give definitive conclusions
on choices.

This flexibility, however, may be a useful characteristic of the reference protocol developed here.
Trying to define a reference protocol that is useful, in that is refines the set of choices but is sufficiently
flexible that it can be applied across HCDM and considers constraints in different settings, may provide
the type of guidance that is most useful at this stage. Further applied studies of SEE in HCDM, which
consider the choices specified in this reference protocol and thoroughly document these, will help
to generate valuable evidence on the usefulness of the reference protocol and may also provide
opportunities for empirical comparisons of some of the remaining uncertain choices, for example using
the approach in Chapter 8.
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